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PREFACE
One of the most marked and hopeful signs of our time is the
increasing attention given on all sides to the study of Holy Scripture.
Those who believe and love the Bible, who have experienced its
truth and power, can only rejoice at such an issue. They know that
“the Word of God liveth and abideth for ever,” that “not one tittle”
of it “shall fail;” and that it is “able to make wise unto salvation,
through faith which is in Christ Jesus.” Accordingly they have no
reason to dread the results either of scientifc investigation, or of
searching inquiry into “those things which are most surely believed
among us.” For, the more the Bible is studied, the deeper will be our
conviction that “the foundation of God standeth sure.”
It is to help, so far as we can, the reader of Holy Scripture — not
to supersede his own reading of it — that the series, of which this is
the frst volume, has been undertaken. In writing it I have primarily
had in view those who teach and those who learn, whether in the
school or in the family. But my scope has also been wider. I have
wished to furnish what may be useful for reading in the family, —
what indeed may, in some measure, serve the place of a popular
exposition of the sacred history. More than this, I hope it may
likewise prove a book to put in the hands of young men, — not only
to show them what the Bible really teaches, but to defend them
against the insidious attacks arising from misrepresentation and
misunderstanding of the sacred text.
With this threefold object in view, I have endeavored to write in
a form so popular and easily intelligible as to be of use to the
Sunday-school teacher, the advanced scholar, and the Bible-class;
progressing gradually, in the course of this and the next volume,
from the more simple to the more detailed. At the same time, I have
taken up the Scripture narrative successively, chapter by chapter,
always marking the portions of the Bible explained, that so, in
family or in private reading, the sacred text may be compared with
the explanations furnished. Finally, without mentioning objections
on the part of opponents, I have endeavored to meet those that have
been raised, and that not by controversy, but rather by a more full
and correct study of the sacred text itself in the Hebrew original. In
so doing, I have freely availed myself not only of the results of the
best criticism, German and English, but also of the aid of such
kindred studies as those of Biblical geography and antiquities, the
Egyptian and the Assyrian monuments, etc.

But when all has been done, the feeling grows only more strong
that there is another and a higher understanding of the Bible, without
which all else is vain. Not merely to know the meaning of the
narratives of Scripture, but to realize their spiritual application; to
feel their eternal import; to experience them in ourselves, so to
speak — this is the only proftable study of Scripture, to which all
else can only serve as outward preparation. Where the result is
“doctrine, reproof, correction, and instruction in righteousness,” the
Teacher must be He, by whose “inspiration all Scripture is given.”
“For what man knoweth the things of a man, save the spirit of man
which is in him? even so the things of God knoweth no man, but the
Spirit of God.” But the end of all is Christ — not only “the end of
the law for righteousness to every one that believeth,” but also He in
whom “all the promises of God are Yea and Amen.”
A. E. Heniach Bournemouth.

DATES OF EVENTS
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THE BOOK OF GENESIS,
ACCORDING TO HALES, USSHER, AND KEIL.
Before Christ. Year of the World. Events. Before Christ. Year
of the World. Year after the immigration into Canaan.
Column 1 — Ussher, Before Christ; Column 2 — Ussher. Year of
the World; Column 3 — Event; Column 4 — Hales, Before Christ;
Column 5 — Hales, Year of the World; Column 6 — Keil, Year after
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The reader will fnd in ch. 10, some explanations regarding the
systems of Chronology by Ussher and Hales. Hales professes to
follow the text of the Greek or LXX translation of the Old
Testament, correcting it by the Jewish historian Josephus, whose
dates, however, are often manifestly very inaccurate. Ussher
professes to follow the Hebrew text. The modern Jewish chronology
places the birth of Isaac, when Abraham was one hundred years old,
in the year of the world 2048. With this latter very nearly agrees the
chronology adopted by a celebrated modern German commentator,
Professor Keil, who places it only two years earlier, viz. in 2046. We
have given in the last column, according to the chronology of Keil,
the succession of events after the migration of Abram into Canaan.
Keil places the latter event in the year of the world 2021, and before
Christ 2137. From this the reader will easily be able to calculate all
the other dates according to the chronology of Keil, which on the
whole seems to us the most reliable. He bases it on the following
data: according to 1 Kings 6:1, the Temple of Solomon was built
480 years after the Exodus, while the deportation of Israel into
Babylon took place 406 years after the building of the Temple, that
is, in all, 886 years after the Exodus. But as the commencement of
the Exile must have fallen in the year 606 before Christ, we have the
year 1492 before Christ (or 2666 after the Creation) as that of the
Exodus. The year 606 before Christ is fxed as that of the
commencement of the Babylonish exile, because it ended after 70
years, in the frst year of the sole reign of Cyrus, which we know to
have been the year 536 before Christ.

INTRODUCTION
THAT the “God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob” is also the “God and
Father of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ,” and that “they which
are of faith, the same are the children of Abraham,” — these are
among the most precious truths of revelation. They show us not only
the faithfulness of our God, and the greatness of our privileges, but
also the marvelous wisdom of the plan of salvation, and its
consistency throughout. For the Bible should be viewed, not only in
its single books, but in their connection, and in the unity of the
whole. The Old Testament could not be broken off from the New,
and each considered as independent of the other. Nor yet could any
part of the Old Testament be disjoined from the rest. The full
meaning and beauty of each appears only in the harmony and unity
of the whole. Thus they all form links of one unbroken chain,
reaching from the beginning to the time when the Lord Jesus Christ
came, for whom all previous history had prepared, to whom all the
types pointed, and in whom all the promises are “Yea and Amen.”
Then that which God had spoken to Abraham, more than two
thousand years before, became a blessed reality, for “the Scripture,
foreseeing that God would justify the heathen through faith,
preached before the gospel unto Abraham, saying, In thee shall all
nations be blessed. So then they which be of faith are blessed with
faithful Abraham.” That this one grand purpose should have been
steadily kept in view, and carried forward through all the
vicissitudes of history, changes of time, and stages of civilization, —
and that without requiring any alteration, only further unfolding and
at last completion — affords indeed the strongest confrmation to
our faith. It is also a precious comfort to our hearts; for we see how
God’s purpose of mercy has been always the same; and, walking the
same pilgrim-way which “the fathers” had trod, and along which
God had safely guided the Covenant, we rejoice to know that neither
opposition of man nor yet unfaithfulness on the part of His
professing people can make void the gracious counsel of God: —
“He loved us from the frst of time, He loves us to the last.”
And this it is which we learn from the unity of Scripture.
But yet another and equally important truth may be gathered.
There is not merely harmony but also close connection between the
various parts of Scripture. Each book illustrates the other, taking up
its teaching and carrying it forward. Thus the unity of Scripture is
not like that of a stately building, however ingenious its plan or vast
its proportions; but rather, to use a Biblical illustration, like that of

the light, which shineth more and more unto the perfect day. We
mark throughout growth in its progress, as men were able to bear
fuller communications, and prepared for their reception. The law, the
types, the history, the prophecies, and the promises of the Old
Testament all progressively unfold and develop the same truth, until
it appears at last in its New Testament fullness. Though all testify of
the same thing, not one of them could safely be left out, nor yet do
we properly understand any one part unless we view it in its bearing
and connection with the others. And so when at last we come to the
close of Scripture, we see how the account of the creation and of the
frst calling of the children of God, which had been recorded in the
book of Genesis, has found its full counterpart — its fulfllment — in
the book of Revelation, which tells the glories of the second
creation, and the perfecting of the Church of God. As one of the old
Church teachers (St. Augustine) writes:
“Novum Testamentum in vetere latet, Vetus in novo patet.” fa1
That in a work composed of so many books, written under such
very different circumstances, by penmen so different, and at periods
so widely apart, there should be “some things hard to be understood,
which they that are unlearned and unstable wrest,” can surely not
surprise us, more particularly when we remember that it was God’s
purpose only to send the brighter light as men were able to bear it.
Besides, we must expect that with our limited powers and
knowledge we shall not be able fully to understand the ways of God.
But, on the other hand, this may be safely said, that the more deep,
calm, and careful our study, the more ample the evidence it will
bring to light to confrm our faith against all attacks of the enemy.
Yet the ultimate object of our reading is not knowledge, but
experience of grace. For, properly understood, the Scripture is all
full of Christ, and all intended to point to Christ as our only Savior.
It is not only the law, which is a schoolmaster unto Christ, nor the
types, which are shadows of Christ, nor yet the prophecies, which
are predictions of Christ; but the whole Old Testament history is full
of Christ. Even where persons are not, events may be types. If any
one failed to see in Isaac or in Joseph a personal type of Christ, he
could not deny that the offering up of Isaac, or the selling of Joseph,
and his making provision for the sustenance of his brethren, are
typical of events in the history of our Lord. And so indeed every
event points to Christ, even as He is alike the beginning, the center,
and the end of all history — “the same yesterday, and today, and for
ever.” One thing follows from this: only that reading or study of the
Scriptures can be suffcient or proftable through which we learn to
know Christ — and that as “the Way, the Truth, and the Life” to us.

And for this purpose we ought constantly to ask the aid and teaching
of the Holy Spirit.
A few brief remarks, helpful to the study of patriarchal history,
may here fnd a place.
In general, the Old Testament may be arranged into “The Law
and the Prophets.” fa2 It was possibly with reference to this division
that the Law consisted of the fve books of Moses — ten being the
symbolical number of completeness, and the Law with its
commands being only half complete without “the Prophets” and the
promises. But assuredly to the fvefold division of the Law answers
the arrangement of the Psalms into fve books, of which each closes
with a benediction, as follows: —
Book 1: Psalm 1-41;
Book 2: Psalm 42-72;
Book 3: Psalm 73-89;
Book 4: Psalm 90-106
Book 5: Psalm 107-150,
— the last Psalm standing as a grand fnal benediction.
The Law or the Five Books of Moses are commonly called the
Pentateuch, a Greek term meaning the “fvefold,” or “fve-parted”
Book. Each of these fve books commonly bears a title given by the
Greek translators of the Old Testament (the so-called LXX.), in
accordance with the contents of each: Genesis (origin, creation),
Exodus (going out from Egypt), Leviticus, Numbers, and
Deuteronomy (Second Law, or the Law a second time). The Jews
designate each book by the frst or else the most prominent word
with which it begins.
The book of Genesis consists of two great parts, each again
divided into fve sections. Every section is clearly marked by being
introduced as “generations,” or “originations” — in Hebrew
Toledoth — as follows:
PART 1 — THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD TO THE FINAL
ARRANGEMENT AND SETTLEMENT OF THE VARIOUS
NATIONS
General Introduction: Chap. 1-2:3.
1. Generations of the Heavens and the Earth, 2:4-4:26.
2. Book of the Generations of Adam 5-6:8.
3. The Generations of Noah, 6:9-9:29.

4. The Generations of the Sons of Noah 10-11:9.
5. The Generations of Shem, 11:10-26.
PART 2--PATRIARCHAL HISTORY
1. The Generations of Terah (the father of Abraham),

11:27-25:11.
2. The Generations of Ishmael 25:12-18.
3. The Generations of Isaac, 25:19-35:29
4. The Generations of Esau, 36.
5. The Generations of Jacob, 37.
These two parts make together ten sections — the number of
completeness, — and each section varies in length with the
importance of its contents, so far as they bear upon the history of the
kingdom of God. For, both these parts, or rather the periods which
they describe, have such bearing. In the frst we are successively
shown man’s original position and relationship towards God; then
his fall, and the consequent need of redemption; and next God’s
gracious provision of mercy. The acceptance or rejection of this
provision implies the separation of all mankind into two classes —
the Sethites and the Cainites. Again, the judgment of the food upon
the ungodly, and the preservation of His own people, are typical for
all time; while the genealogies and divisions of the various nations,
and the separation of Shem, imply the selection of one nation, from
whom salvation should spring for all mankind. In this frst part the
interest of the history groups around events rather than persons. It is
otherwise in the second part, where the history of the Covenant and
of the Covenant-people begins with the calling of Abraham, and is
continued in Isaac, in Jacob, and in his descendants. Here the
interest centers in persons rather than events, and we are
successively shown God’s rich promises as they unfold, and God’s
gracious dealings as they contribute to the training of the patriarchs.
The book of Genesis, and with it the frst period of the Covenant
history, closes when the family had expanded into a nation. Finally,
with reference to the special arrangement of the “generations”
recorded throughout the book of Genesis, it will be noticed that, so
to speak, the side branches are always cut off before the main branch
is carried onwards. Thus the history of Cain and of his race precedes
that of Seth and his race; the genealogy of Japheth and of Ham that
of Shem; and the history of Ishmael and Esau that of Isaac and of
Jacob. For the principle of election and selection, of separation and
of grace, underlies from the frst the whole history of the Covenant.
It appears in the calling of Abraham, and is continued throughout the
history of the patriarchs; and although the holy family enlarges into

the nation, the promise narrows frst to the house of David, and
fnally to one individual — the Son of David, the Lord Jesus Christ,
the one Prophet, the one Priest, the one King, that in Him the
kingdom of heaven might be opened to all believers, and from Him
the blessings of salvation fow unto all men.

1. GENESIS 1-3
Creation — Man in the Garden of Eden — The Fall.
“HE that cometh unto God must believe that He is, and that He is
the rewarder of them that diligently seek Him.” Hence Holy
Scripture, which contains the revealed record of God’s dealings and
purposes with man, commences with an account of the creation.
“For the invisible things of Him from the creation of the world are
clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made, even His
eternal power and Godhead.”
Four great truths, which have their bearing on every part of
revelation, come to us from the earliest Scripture narrative, like the
four rivers which sprung in the garden of Eden. The frst of these
truths is — the creation of all things by the word of God’s power;
the second, the descent of all men from our common parents, Adam
and Eve; the third, our connection with Adam as the head of the
human race, through which all mankind were involved in his sin and
fall; and the fourth, that One descended from Adam, yet without his
sin, should by suffering free us from the consequences of the fall,
and as the second Adam became the Author of eternal salvation to
all who trust in Him. To these four vital truths there might be added,
as a ffth, the institution of one day in seven to be a day of holy rest
unto God.
It is scarcely possible to imagine a greater contrast than between
the heathen accounts of the origin of all things and the scriptural
narrative. The former are so full of the grossly absurd that no one
could regard them as other than fables; while the latter is so simple,
and yet so full of majesty, as almost to force us to “worship and bow
down,” and to “kneel before the Lord our Maker.” And as this was
indeed the object in view, and not scientifc instruction, far less the
gratifcation of our curiosity, we must expect to fnd in the frst
chapter of Genesis simply the grand outlines of what took place, and
not any details connected with creation. On these points there is
ample room for such information as science may be able to supply,
when once it shall have carefully selected and sifted all that can be
learned from the study of earth and of nature. That time, however,
has not yet arrived; and we ought, therefore, to be on our guard
against the rash and unwarranted statements which have sometimes
been brought forward on these subjects. Scripture places before us
the successive creation of all things, so to speak, in an ascending
scale, till at last we come to that of man, the chief of God’s works,
and whom his Maker destined to be lord of all. (Psalm 8:3-8) Some

have imagined that the six days of creation represent so many
periods, rather than literal days, chiefy on the ground of the
supposed high antiquity of our globe, and the various great epochs
or periods, each terminating in a grand revolution, through which
our earth seems to have passed, before coming to its present state,
when it became a ft habitation for man. There is, however, no need
to resort to any such theory. The frst verse in the book of Genesis
simply states the general fact, that “In the beginning” — whenever
that may have been — “God created the heaven and the earth.”
Then, in the second verse, we fnd earth described as it was at the
close of the last great revolution, preceding the present state of
things: “And the earth was without form and void; and darkness was
upon the face of the deep.” An almost indefnite space of time, and
many changes, may therefore have intervened between the creation
of heaven and earth, as mentioned in ver. 1, and the chaotic state of
our earth, as described in ver. 2. As for the exact date of the frst
creation, it may be safely affrmed that we have not yet the
knowledge suffcient to arrive at any really trustworthy conclusion.
It is of far greater importance for us, however, to know that God
“created all things by Jesus Christ;” (Ephesians 3:9) and further, that
“all things were created by Him, and for Him,” (Colossians 1:16)
and that “of Him, and through Him, and to Him are all things.”
(Romans 11:36. See also 1 Corinthians 8:6; Hebrews 1:2; John 1:3)
This gives not only unity to all creation, but places it in living
connection with our Lord Jesus Christ. At the same time we should
also always bear in mind, that it is “through faith we understand that
the worlds were framed by the word of God, so that things which are
seen were not made of things which do appear.” (Hebrews 11:3)
Everything as it proceeded from the hand of God was “very
good,” fb1 that is, perfect to answer the purpose for which it had been
destined. “And on the seventh day God ended His work which He
had made; and He rested on the seventh day from all His work
which He had made. And God blessed the seventh day, and
sanctifed it: because that in it He had rested from all His work
which God created and made.” It is upon this original institution of
the Sabbath as a day of holy rest that our observance of the Lord’s
day is fnally based, the change in the precise day — from the
seventh to the frst of the week — having been occasioned by the
resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ, by which not only the frst, but
also the new creation was fnally completed. (See Isaiah 65:17)
Of all His works God only “created man in His own image: in
the image of God created He him.” This expression refers not
merely to the intelligence with which God endowed, and the
immortality with which He gifted man, but also to the perfect moral

and spiritual nature which man at the frst possessed. And all his
surroundings were in accordance with his happy state. God “put him
into the garden of Eden fb2 to dress it and to keep it,” and gave him a
congenial companion in Eve, whom Adam recognized as bone of his
bones, and fesh of his fesh. Thus as God had, by setting apart the
Sabbath day, indicated worship as the proper relationship between
man and his Creator, so He also laid in Paradise the foundation of
civil society by the institution of marriage and of the family. (Comp.
Mark 10:6, 9)
It now only remained to test man’s obedience to God, and to
prepare him for yet higher and greater privileges than those which
he already enjoyed. But evil was already in this world of ours, for
Satan and his angels had rebelled against God. The scriptural
account of man’s trial is exceedingly brief and simple. We are told:
that “the tree of the knowledge of good and evil” had been placed
“in the midst of the garden,” and of the fruit of this tree God forbade
Adam to eat, on pain of death. On the other hand, there was also
“the tree of life” in the garden, probably as symbol and pledge of a
higher life, which we should have inherited if our frst parents had
continued obedient to God. The issue of this trial came only too
soon. The tempter, under the form of a serpent, approached Eve. He
denied the threatenings of God, and deceived her as to the real
consequences of eating the forbidden fruit. This, followed by the
enticement of her own senses, led Eve frst to eat, and then to induce
her husband to do likewise. Their sin had its immediate
consequence. They had aimed to be “as gods,” and, instead of
absolutely submitting themselves to the command of the Lord, acted
independently of Him. And now their eyes were indeed opened, as
the tempter had promised, “to know good and evil;” but only in their
own guilty knowledge of sin, which immediately prompted the wish
to hide themselves from the presence of God. Thus, their alienation
and departure from God, the condemning voice of their conscience,
and their sorrow and shame gave evidence that the Divine
threatening had already been accomplished: “In the day that thou
eatest thereof thou shalt surely die.” The sentence of death which
God now pronounced on our frst parents extended both to their
bodily and their spiritual nature — to their mortal and immortal part.
In the day he sinned man died in body, soul, and spirit. And because
Adam, as the head of his race, represented the whole; and as through
him we should all have entered upon a very high and happy state of
being, if he had remained obedient, so now the consequences of his
disobedience have extended to us all; and as “by one man sin
entered into the world, and death by sin,” so “death passed upon all
men, for that all have sinned.” Nay, even “creation itself,” which had
been placed under his dominion, was made through his fall “subject

to vanity,” and came under the curse, as God said to Adam: “Cursed
is the ground for thy sake; in sorrow shalt thou eat of it all the days
of thy life; thorns also and thistles shall it bring forth to thee.”
God, in His infnite mercy, did not leave man to perish in his sin.
He was indeed driven forth from Paradise, for which he was no
longer ft. But, before that, God had pronounced the curse upon his
tempter, Satan, and had given man the precious promise that the
seed of the woman should bruise the head of the serpent; that is, that
our blessed Savior, “born of a woman,” should redeem us from the
power of sin and of death, through His own obedience, death, and
resurrection. And even the labor of his hands, to which man was
now doomed, was in the circumstances a boon. Therefore, when our
frst parents left the garden of Eden, it was not without hope, nor
into outer darkness. They carried with them the promise of a
Redeemer, the assurance of the fnal defeat of the great enemy, as
well as the Divine institution of a Sabbath on which to worship, and
of the marriage-bond by which to be joined together into families.
Thus the foundations of the Christian life in all its bearings were laid
in Paradise.
There are still other points of practical interest to be gathered up.
The descent of all mankind from our frst parents determines our
spiritual relationship to Adam. In Adam all have sinned and fallen.
But, on the other hand, it also determines our spiritual relationship to
the Lord Jesus Christ, as the second Adam, which rests on precisely
the same grounds. For “as we have borne the image of the earthy, we
shall also bear the image of the heavenly,” and “as in Adam all die,
even so in Christ shall all be made alive.” “For as by one man’s
disobedience many were made sinners, so by the obedience of one
shall many be made righteous.” The descent of all mankind from
one common stock has in times past been questioned by some,
although Scripture expressly teaches that “He has made of one blood
all nations, for to dwell on the face of the earth.” It is remarkable
that this denial, which certainly never was shared by the most
competent men of science, has quite lately been, we may say, almost
universally abandoned, and the original unity of the human race in
their common descent is now a generally accepted fact.
Here, moreover, we meet for the frst time with that strange
resemblance to revealed religion which makes heathenism so like
and yet so unlike the religion of the Old Testament. As in the soul of
man we see the ruins of what he had been before the fall, so in the
legends and traditions of the various religions of antiquity we
recognize the echoes of what men had originally heard from the
mouth of God. Not only one race, but almost all nations, have in
their traditions preserved some dim remembrance alike of an

originally happy and holy state, — a so-called golden age — in
which the intercourse between heaven and earth was unbroken, and
of a subsequent sin and fall of mankind. And all nations also have
cherished a faint belief in some future return of this happy state, that
is, in some kind of coming redemption, just as in their inmost hearts
all men have at least a faint longing for a Redeemer.
Meanwhile, this grand primeval promise, “The seed of the
woman shall bruise the head of the serpent,” would stand out as a
beacon-light to all mankind on their way, burning brighter and
brighter, frst in the promise to Shem, next in that to Abraham, then
in the prophecy of Jacob, and so on through the types of the Law to
the promises of the Prophets, till in the fullness of time “the Sun of
Righteousness” arose “with healing under His wings!”

2. GENESIS 4
Cain and Abel — The Two Ways and the Two Races.
THE language in which Scripture tells the second great event in
history is once more exceedingly simple. Two of the children of
Adam and Eve are alone mentioned: Cain and Abel. Not that there
were no others, but that the progress of Scripture history is
connected with these two. For the Bible does not profess to give a
detailed history of the world, nor even a complete biography of
those persons whom it introduces. Its object is to set before us a
history of the kingdom of God, and it only describes such persons
and events as is necessary for that purpose. Of the two sons of Adam
and Eve, Cain was the elder, and indeed, as we gather, the frst-born
of all their children. Throughout antiquity, and in the East to this
day, proper names are regarded as signifcant of a deeper meaning.
When Eve called her frst-born son Cain (“gotten,” or “acquired”),
she said, “I have gotten a man from Jehovah.” fc1 Apparently she
connected the birth of her son with the immediate fulfllment of the
promise concerning the Seed, who was to bruise the head of the
serpent. This expectation was, if we may be allowed the comparison,
as natural on her part as that of the immediate return of our Lord by
some of the early Christians. It also showed how deeply this hope
had sunk into her heart, how lively was her faith in the fulfllment of
the promise, and how ardent her longing for it. But if such had been
her views, they must have been speedily disappointed. Perhaps for
this very reason, or else because she had been more fully informed,
or on other grounds with which we are not acquainted, the other son
of Adam and Eve, mentioned in Scripture, was named Abel, that is
“breath,” or “fading away.”

What in the history of these two youths is of scriptural
importance, is summed up in the statement that “Abel was a keeper
of sheep, but Cain was a tiller of the ground.” We next meet them,
each bringing an offering unto Jehovah; Cain “of the fruit of the
ground,” and Abel “of the frstlings of his fock, and of the fat
thereof.” Jehovah “had respect unto Abel and his offering,” probably
marking His acceptance by some outward and visible manifestation;
“but unto Cain and his offering He had not respect.” Instead of
inquiring into the reason of his rejection, and trying to have it
removed, Cain now gave way to feelings of anger and jealousy. In
His mercy, God indeed brought before him his sin, warned him of its
danger, and pointed out the way of escape. But Cain had chosen his
course. Meeting his brother in the feld, angry words led to
murderous deed, and earth witnessed the frst death, the more
terrible that it was violent, and at a brother’s hand. Once more the
voice of Jehovah called Cain to account, and again he hardened
himself, this time almost disowning the authority of God. But the
mighty hand of the Judge was on the unrepenting murderer. Adam
had, so to speak, broken the frst great commandment, Cain the frst
and the second; Adam had committed sin, Cain both sin and crime.
As a warning, and yet as a witness to all, Cain, driven from his
previous chosen occupation as a tiller of the ground, was sent forth
“a fugitive and a vagabond in the earth.” So — if we may again
resort to analogy — was Israel driven forth into all lands, when with
wicked hands they had crucifed and slain Him whose blood
“speaketh better things than that of Abel.” But even this punishment,
though “greater” than Cain “can bear,” leads him not to repentance,
only to fear of its consequences. And “lest any fnding him should
kill him,” Jehovah set a mark upon Cain, just as He made the Jews,
amidst all their persecutions, an indestructible people. Only in their
case the gracious Lord has a purpose of mercy; for they shall return
again to the Lord their God — “all Israel shall be saved;” and their
bringing in shall be as life from the dead. But as for Cain, he “went
out from the presence of Jehovah, and dwelt in the land of Nod, that
is, of “wandering” or “unrest.” The last that we read of him is still in
accordance with all his previous life: “he builded a city, and called
the name of the city, after the name of his son, Enoch.”
Now, there are some lessons quite on the surface of this
narrative. Thus we mark the difference in the sacrifce of the two
brothers — the one “of the fruit of the ground,” the other an animal
sacrifce. Again, the offering of Cain is described merely in general
terms; while Abel’s is said to be “of the frstlings of his fock” — the
frst being in acknowledgment that all was God’s, “and of the fat
thereof,” that is, of the best. So also we note, how faithfully God
warns, and how kindly He points Cain to the way of escape from the

power of sin. On the other hand, the murderous deed of Cain affords
a terrible illustration of the words in which the Lord Jesus has taught
us, that angry bitter feelings against a brother are in reality murder
(Matthew 5:22), showing us what is, so to speak, the full outcome of
self-willedness, of anger, envy, and jealousy. Yet another lesson to
be learned from this history is, that our sin will at the last assuredly
fnd us out, and yet that no punishment, however terrible, can ever
have the effect of changing the heart of a man, or altering his state
and the current of his life. To these might be added the bitter truth,
which godless men will perceive all too late, that, as Cain was at the
last driven forth from the ground of which he had taken possession,
so assuredly all who seek their portion in this world will fnd their
hopes disappointed, even in those things for which they had
sacrifced the “better part.” In this respect the later teaching of
Scripture (Psalm 49) seems to be contained in germ in the history of
Cain and Abel.
If from these obvious lessons we turn to the New Testament for
further light on this history, we fnd in the Epistle of Jude (ver. 2) a
general warning against going “in the way of Cain;” while St. John
makes it an occasion of admonishing to brotherly love:
“Not as Cain, who was of that wicked one, and slew his brother. And
wherefore slew he him? Because his own works were evil, and his
brother’s righteous.” (1 John 3:12)
But the fullest information is derived from the Epistle to the
Hebrews, where we read, on the one hand, that
“without faith it is impossible to please God,” and, on the other, that
“by faith Abel offered unto God a more excellent sacrifce than Cain,
by which he obtained witness that he was righteous, God testifying
of his gifts: and by it he, being dead, yet speaketh.” (Hebrews 11:4)
Scripture here takes us up, as it were, to the highest point in the
lives of the two brothers — their sacrifce — and tells us of the
presence of faith in the one, and of its absence in the other. This
showed itself alike in the manner and in the kind of their sacrifce.
But the faith which prompted the sacrifce of Abel, and the want of
faith which characterized that of Cain, must, of course, have existed
and appeared long before. Hence St. John also says that Cain “was
of that wicked one,” meaning that he had all along yielded himself
to the power of that tempter who had ruined our frst parents. A little
consideration will explain this, and, at the same time, bring the
character and conduct of Cain into clearer light.
After the fall the position of man towards God was entirely
changed. In the garden of Eden man’s hope of being confrmed in

his estate and of advancing upwards depended on his perfect
obedience. But man disobeyed and fell. Henceforth his hope for the
future could no longer be derived from perfect obedience, which,
indeed, in his fallen state was impossible. So to speak, the way of
“doing” had been set before him, and it had ended, through sin, in
death. God in His infnite grace now opened to man another path. He
set before him the hope of faith. The promise which God freely gave
to man was that of a Deliverer, who would bruise the head of the
serpent, and destroy his works. Now, it was possible either to
embrace this promise by faith, and in that case to cling to it and set
his heart thereon, or else to refuse this hope and turn away from it.
Here, then, at the very opening of the history of the kingdom, we
have the two different ways which, as the world and the kingdom of
God, have ever since divided men. If we further ask ourselves what
those would do who rejected the hope of faith, how they would
show it in their outward conduct, we answer, that they would
naturally choose the world as it then was; and, satisfed therewith,
try to establish themselves in the earth, claim it as their own, enjoy
its pleasures and lusts, and cultivate its arts. On the other hand, one
who embraced the promises would consider himself a pilgrim and a
stranger in this earth, and both in heart and outward conduct show
that he believed in, and waited for, the fulfllment of the promise.
We need scarcely say that the one describes the history of Cain and
of his race; the other that of Abel, and afterwards of Seth and of his
descendants. For around these two — Cain and Seth — as their
representatives, all the children of Adam would group themselves
according to their spiritual tendencies.
Viewed in this light the indications of Scripture, however brief,
are quite clear. When we read that “Cain was a tiller of the ground,”
and “Abel was a keeper of sheep,” we can understand that the choice
of their occupations depended not on accidental circumstances, but
quite accorded with their views and character. Abel chose the
pilgrim-life, Cain that of settled possession and enjoyment of earth.
The nearer their history lay to the terrible event which had led to the
loss of Paradise, and to the frst giving of the promise, the more
signifcant would this their choice of life appear. Quite in accordance
with this, we afterwards fnd Cain, not only building a city, but
calling it after the name of his own son, to indicate settled
proprietorship and enjoyment of the world as it was. The same
tendency rapidly unfolded in his descendants, till in Lamech, the
ffth from Cain, it had already assumed such large proportions that
Scripture deems it no longer necessary to mark its growth.
Accordingly the separate record of the Cainites ceases with Lamech
and his children, and there is no further specifc mention made of
them in Scripture.

Before following more in detail the course of these two races —
for, in a spiritual sense, they were quite distinct — we mark at the
very threshold of Scripture history the introduction of sacrifces.
From the time of Abel onwards, they are uniformly, and with
increasing clearness, set before us as the appointed way of
approaching and holding fellowship with God, till, at the close of
Scripture history, we have the sacrifce of our blessed Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ, to which all sacrifces had pointed. And not only
so, but as the dim remembrance of a better state from which man
had fallen, and of a hope of deliverance, had been preserved among
all heathen nations, so also had that of the necessity of sacrifces.
Even the bloody rites of savages, nay, the cruel sacrifces of bestbeloved children, what were they but a cry of despair in the felt need
of reconciliation to God through sacrifce — the giving up of what
was most dear in room and stead of the offerer? These are the
terribly broken pillars of what once had been a temple; the terribly
distorted traditions of truths once Divinely revealed. Blessed be God
for the light of His Gospel, which has taught us “the way, the truth,
and the life,” even Him who is “the Lamb of God, which taketh
away the sin of the world.”

3. GENESIS 4
Seth and his Descendants — The Race of Cain
THE place of Abel could not remain unflled, if God’s purpose of
mercy were to be carried out. Accordingly He gave to Adam and
Eve another son, whom his mother signifcantly called “Seth,” that
is, “appointed,” or rather “compensation;” “for God,” said she, “hath
appointed me (‘compensated me with’) another seed instead of Abel,
whom Cain slew.” Before, however, detailing the history of Seth and
his descendants, Scripture traces that of Cain to the ffth and sixth
generations. Cain, as we know, had gone into the land of “Nod” —
“wandering,” “fight,” “unrest,” — and there built a city, which has
been aptly described as the laying of the frst foundations of that
kingdom in which “the spirit of the beast” prevails. fd1 We must
remember that probably centuries had elapsed since the creation, and
that men had already multiplied on the earth. Beyond this settlement
of Cain, nothing seems to have occurred which Scripture has
deemed necessary to record, except that the names of the “Cainites”
are still singularly like those of the “Sethites.” Thus we follow the
line of Cain’s descendants to Lamech, the ffth from Cain, when all
at once the character and tendencies of that whole race appear fully
developed. It comes upon us, almost by surprise, that within so few
generations, and in the lifetime of the frst man, almost every
commandment and institution of God should already be openly set
aside, and violence, lust, and ungodliness prevail upon the earth. The
frst direct breach of God’s arrangement of which we here read, is
the introduction of polygamy. “Lamech took unto him two wives.”
Assuredly, “from the beginning it was not so.” But this is not all.
Scripture preserves to us in the address of Lamech to his two wives
the earliest piece of poetry. It has been designated “Lamech’s
Sword-song,” and breathes a spirit of boastful defance, of trust in
his own strength, of violence, and of murder. fd2 Of God there is no
further acknowledgment than in a reference to the avenging of Cain,
from which Lamech augurs his own safety. Nor is it without special
purpose that the names of Lamech’s wives and of his daughter are
mentioned in Scripture. For their names point to “the lust of the eye,
and the lust of the fesh,” just as the occupations of Lamech’s sons
point to “the pride of life.” The names of his wives were “Adah,”
that is, “beauty,” or “adornment;” and “Zillah,” that is, “the shaded,”
perhaps from her tresses, or else “sounding,” perhaps from her song;
while “Naamah,” as Lamech’s daughter was called, means
“pleasant, graceful, lovely.” And here we come upon another and
most important feature in the history of the “Cainites.” The pursuits

and inventions of the sons of Lamech point to the culture of the arts,
and to a settled and permanent state of society. His eldest son by
Adah, “Jabal, was the father of such as dwell in tents, and of such as
have cattle,” that is, he made even the pastoral life a regular
business. His second son, “Jubal, was the father of all such as handle
the harp (or cithern), and the fute (or sackbut),” in other words, the
inventor alike of stringed and of wind instruments; while TubalCain, fd3 Lamech’s son by Zillah, was “an instructor of every artifcer
in brass and iron.” Taken in connection with Lamech’s sword-song,
which immediately follows the scriptural account of his sons’
pursuits, we are warranted in designating the culture and civilization
introduced by the family of Lamech as essentially godless. And that,
not only because it was that of ungodly men, but because it was
pursued independent of God, and in opposition to the great purposes
which He had with man. Moreover, it is very remarkable that we
perceive in the Cainite race those very things which afterwards
formed the characteristics of heathenism, as we fnd it among the
most advanced nations of antiquity, such as Greece and Rome. Over
their family-life might be written, as it were, the names Adah, Zillah,
Naamah; over their civil life the “sword-song of Lamech,” which
indeed strikes the key-note of ancient heathen society; and over their
culture and pursuits, the abstract of the biographies which Scripture
furnishes us of the descendants of Cain. And as their lives have been
buried in the food, so has a great food also swept away heathenism
— its life, culture, and civilization from the earth, and only left on
the mountaintop that ark into which God had shut up them who
believed His warnings and His promises.
The contrast becomes most marked as we turn from this record
of the Cainites to that of Seth and of his descendants. Even the name
which Seth gave to his son — Enos, or “frail” fd4 — stands out as a
testimony against the assumption of the Cainites. But especially
does this vital difference between the two races appear in the words
which follow upon the notice of Enos’ birth: “Then began men to
call upon the name of Jehovah.” Of course, it cannot be supposed
that before that time prayer and the praise of God had been wholly
unknown in the earth. Even the sacrifces of Cain and of Abel prove
the contrary. It must therefore mean, that the vital difference which
had all along existed between the two races, became now also
outwardly manifest by a distinct and open profession, and by the
praise of God on the part of the Sethites. We have thus reached the
frst great period in the history of the kingdom of God — that of an
outward and visible separation between the two parties, when those
who are “of faith” “come out from among” the world, and from the
kingdom of this world. We remember how many, many centuries
afterwards, when He had come, whose blood speaketh better things

than that of Abel, His followers were similarly driven to separate
themselves from Israel after the fesh, and how in Antioch they were
frst called Christians. As that marked the commencement of the
history of the New Testament Church, so this introduction of an
open profession of Jehovah on the part of the Sethites, the beginning
of the history of the kingdom of God under the Old Testament.
And yet this separation and coming out from the world, this
“beginning to call upon the name of Jehovah,” is what to this day
each one of us must do for himself, if he would take up the cross,
follow Christ, and enter into the kingdom of God.

4. GENESIS 5
Genealogy of the Believing Race, through Seth.
ONE purpose of Scripture has now been fulflled. The tendencies for
evil of the Cainite race have been traced to their full unfolding, and
“the kingdom of this world” has appeared in its real character. On
the other hand, the race of Seth have gathered around an open
profession of their faith in the promises, and of their purpose to
serve God, and they have on this ground separated themselves from
the Cainites. The two ways are clearly marked out, and the character
of those who walk in them determined. There is, therefore, no
further need to follow the history of the Cainites, and Scripture turns
from them to give us an account of “the elders” who “by faith”
“obtained a good report.”
At frst sight it seems as if the narrative here opened with only a
“book,” or account, “of the generations of Adam,” containing here
and there a brief notice interspersed; but in truth it is otherwise. At
the outset we mark, as a signifcant contrast, that whereas we read of
Adam that “in the likeness of God made He him,” it is now added
that “he begat a son in his own likeness, after his image.” Adam was
created pure and sinless in the likeness of God; Seth inherited the
fallen nature of his father. Next, we observe how all the genealogies,
from Adam downwards, have this in common, that they give frst the
age of the father at the birth of his eldest son, fe1 then the number of
years which each of them lived after that event, and fnally their total
age at the time of death. Altogether, ten “elders” are named from the
creation to the time of the food, and thus grouped: fe2

NAMES

A.B.S

#YEAR

TOTAL

B.A.C

D.A.C

ADAM

130

800

930

1

930

SETH

105

807

912

130

1042

ENOS

90

815

905

235

1140

CAINAN

70

840

910

325

1235

MAHALEEL

65

830

895

395

1290

JARED

162

800

962

460

1422

ENOCH

65

300

365

622

987

METHUSELAH

187

782

969

687

1656

LAMECH

182

595

777

874

1651

NOAH

500

450

950

1056

2006

FLOOD

100

TOTAL

1656

Column 1 — Names; Column 2 — Age at Birth of Son; Column 3
— No. of years after that event; Column 4 — Total Age; Column 5
— Year of Birth from Creation; Column 6 — Year of Death from
Creation.
On examining them more closely, what strikes us in these
genealogical records of the Patriarchs is, that the details they furnish
are wanting in the history of the Cainites, where simply the birth of
seven generations are mentioned, viz.: Adam, Cain, Enoch, Irad,
Mehajael, Methusael, Lamech, and his sons. The reason of this
difference is, that whereas the Cainites had really no future, the
Sethites, who “called upon the name of Jehovah,” were destined to
carry out the purpose of God in grace unto the end. Next, in two
cases the same names occur in the two races — Enoch and Lamech.
But in both, Scripture furnishes characteristic distinctions between
them.
In opposition to the Enoch after whom Cain called his city, we
have the Sethite Enoch, “who walked with God, and was not; for
God took him;” and in contradistinction to the Cainite Lamech, with
his boastful ode to his sword, we have the other Lamech, who called
his son Noah, “saying, This same shall comfort us concerning our
work and toil of our hands, because of the ground which Jehovah
hath cursed.” Thus the similarity of their names only brings out the
more clearly the contrast of their character. Finally, as the
wickedness of the one race comes out most fully in Lamech, who

stands seventh in the genealogy of the Cainites, so does the
godliness of the other in Enoch, who equally stands seventh in that
of the Sethites.
Passing from this comparison of the two genealogies to the table
of the Sethites, we are reminded of the saying, that these primeval
genealogies are “monuments alike of the faithfulness of God in the
fulfllment of His promise, and of the faith and patience of the
fathers.” Every generation lived its appointed time; they transmitted
the promise to their sons; and then, having fnished their course, they
all “died in faith, not having received the promises, but having seen
them afar off, and were persuaded of them, and embraced them, and
confessed that they were strangers and pilgrims on the earth.” That
is absolutely all we know of the majority of them. But the emphatic
and seemingly needless repetition in each case of the words, “And
he died,” with which every genealogy closes, tells us that “death
reigned from Adam unto Moses,” (Romans 5:14) with all the lessons
which it conveyed of its origin in sin, and of its conquest by the
second Adam. Only one exception occurs to this general rule — in
the case of Enoch; when, instead of the usual brief notice how many
years he “lived” after the birth of his son, we read that “he walked
with God after he begat Methuselah three hundred years;” and
instead of the simple closing statement that “he died,” we are not
only a second time told that “Enoch walked with God,” but also that
“he was not; for God took him.” Thus both his life and his
translation are connected with his “walk with God.” This expression
is unique in Scripture, and except in reference to Noah (Genesis 6:9)
only occurs again in connection with the priest’s intercourse with
God in the holy place. (Malachi 2:6) Thus it indicates a peculiarly
intimate, close, and personal converse with Jehovah. Alike the life,
the work, and the removal of Enoch are thus explained in the Epistle
to the Hebrews: “By faith Enoch was translated that he should not
see death; and was not found, because God had translated him: for
before his translation he had this testimony, that he pleased God.”
(Hebrews 11:5) His translation was like that of Elijah (2 Kings
2:10), and like what that of the saints shall be at the second coming
of our blessed Lord. (1 Corinthians 15:51, 52) In this connection it is
very remarkable that Enoch “prophesied” of the very thing which
was manifested in his own case, “saying, Behold, the Lord cometh
with ten thousands of His saints, to execute judgment upon all, and
to convince all that are ungodly among them of all their ungodly
deeds which they have ungodly committed, and of all their hard
speeches which ungodly sinners have spoken against Him.” fe3
When Enoch was “translated” only Adam had as yet died: Seth,
Enos, Cainan, Mahalaleel, and Jared were still alive. On the other

hand, not only Methuselah, the son of Enoch, but also his grandson
Lamech, who at the time was one hundred and thirteen years old,
must have witnessed his removal. Noah was not yet born. But how
deep on the godly men of that period was the impression produced
by the prophecy of Enoch, and by what we may call its anticipatory
and typical fulfllment in his translation, appears from the
circumstance that Lamech gave to his son, who was born sixty-nine
years after the translation of Enoch, the name of Noah — “rest” or
“comfort” — “saying, This same shall comfort us concerning our
work and toil of our hands, because of the ground which Jehovah
hath cursed.” Evidently Lamech felt the burden of toil upon an earth
which God had cursed, and looked forward to a gracious deliverance
from the misery and corruption existing in consequence of it, by the
fulfllment of the Divine promise concerning the Deliverer. In
longing hope of this he called his son Noah. A change, indeed, did
come; but it was by the destruction of that sinful generation, and by
the commencement of a new period in the covenant-history. We
mark that, in the case of Noah, Scripture no longer mentions, as
before, only one son; but it gives us the names of the three sons of
Noah, to show that henceforth the one line was to divide into three,
which were to become the founders of human history.
It is most instructive, also, to notice that Enoch, who seems to
have walked nearest to God, only lived on earth altogether three
hundred and sixty-fve years — less than half the time of those who
preceded and who succeeded him. An extraordinary length of life
may be a blessing, as affording space for repentance and grace; but
in reference to those most dear to God, it may be shortened as a
relief from the work and toil which sin has brought upon this world.
Indeed, the sequel will show that the extraordinary duration of life,
though necessary at the frst, yet by no means proved a source of
good to a wicked and corrupt generation.

5. GENESIS 6
The Universal Corruption of Man — Preparation for the
Flood.
IT is a remarkable circumstance that all nations should have
preserved in their traditions notices of the extraordinary length to
which human life was at the frst protracted. We can understand that
knowledge of such a fact would be most readily handed down. But
we should remember, that before the “food” the conditions of vigor,
constitution, climate, soil, and nourishment were quite different
from those on which the present duration of life depends. A
comparison between the two is therefore impossible, for the best of
all reasons, that we have not suffcient knowledge of the primitive
state of matters. But this we can clearly see, that such long
continuance of life was absolutely necessary, if the earth was to be
rapidly peopled, knowledge to advance, and, above all, the worship
of God and faith in that promise about a Deliverer which He had
revealed, to be continued. As it was, each generation could hand
down to remote posterity what it had learned during the centuries of
its continuance. Thus Adam was alive to tell the story of Paradise
and the fall, and to repeat the word of promise, which he had heard
from the very mouth of the Lord, when Lamech was born; and
though none of the earlier “fathers” could have lived to see the
commencement of building the ark, which took place in the year
1536 from the creation, yet Lamech died only fve years before “the
food,” and his father Methuselah — the longest-lived man — in the
very year of the deluge. If we try to realize how much information
even in our own days, when intercourse, civilization, and the means
of knowledge have so far advanced, can be gained from personal
intercourse with the chief actors in great events, we shall understand
the importance of man’s longevity in the early ages of our race.
But, on the other hand, it was possible to pervert this long
duration of life to equally evil purposes. The rare occurrence, during
so many centuries, of death with its terrors would tend still more to
blunt the conscience; the long association of evil men would foster
the progress of corruption and evil; and the apparently indefnite
delay of either judgment or deliverance would strengthen the bold
unbelief of scoffers. That such was the case appears from the
substance of Lamech’s prophecy; from the description of the state of
the earth in the time of Noah, and the unbelief of his
contemporaries; and from the comparison by our Lord (Matthew
24:37-39; Luke 17:26) between “the days of Noe” and those of “the

coming of the Son of man,” when, according to St. Peter (2 Peter
3:3, 4), there shall be “scoffers, walking after their own lusts, and
saying, Where is the promise of His coming? for since the fathers
fell asleep, all things continue as they were from the beginning of
creation.”
The corruption of mankind reached its highest point when even
the difference between the Sethites and the Cainites became
obliterated by intermarriages between the two parties, and that from
sensual motives. We read that “the sons of God saw the daughters of
men that they were fair; and they took them wives of all which they
chose.” ff1 At that time the earth must have been in a great measure
peopled, ff2 and its state is thus described, “And God saw that the
wickedness of man was great in the earth, and that every
imagination of the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually.”
This means more than the total corruption of our nature, as we
should now describe it, and refers to the universal prevalence of
open, daring sin, and rebellion against God, brought about when the
separation between the Sethites and the Cainites ceased. With the
exception of Noah there was none in that generation “to call upon
the name of Jehovah.” “In those days there were ‘giants’ (in
Hebrew: Nephilim) in the earth . . . . the same were the mighty men
(or heroes) which were of old, the men of renown.” Properly
speaking, these Nephilim were “men of violence,” or tyrants, as
Luther renders it, the root of the word meaning, “to fall upon.” ff3 In
short, it was a period of violence, of might against right, of rapine,
lust, and universal unbelief of the promise. With the virtual
extinction of the Sethite faith and worship no further hope remained,
and that generation required to be wholly swept away in judgment.
And yet, though not only the justice of God, but even His
faithfulness to His gracious promise demanded this, the tender
loving-kindness of Jehovah appears in such expressions as these: “It
repented Jehovah that He had made man on the earth, and it grieved
Him” — literally, “it pained into His heart.” The one term, of course,
explains the other. When we read that God repented, it is only our
human way of speaking, for, as Calvin says, “nothing happens by
accident, or that has not been foreseen.” It brings before our minds
“the sorrow of Divine love over the sins of man,” in the words of
Calvin, “that when the terrible sins of man offend God, it is not
otherwise than as if His heart had been wounded by extreme
sorrow.” The consequence was, that God declared He would destroy
“from the face of the earth both man and beast,” — the latter, owing
to the peculiar connection in which creation was placed with man, as
being its lord, which involved it in the ruin and punishment that
befell man. But long before that sentence was actually executed,

God had declared, “My Spirit shall not always strive with man,” —
or rather, “dwell with man,” “bear rule,” or “preside,” among them,
— “for that he also is fesh,” or, as some have rendered it, “since in
his erring,” or aberration, he has become wholly “carnal, sensual,
devilish;” “yet his days shall be an hundred and twenty years;” that
is, a further space of a hundred and twenty years would in mercy be
granted them, before the fnal judgments should burst. It was during
these hundred and twenty years that “the long-suffering of God
waited,” “while the ark was a preparing, wherein few, that is, eight
souls, were saved by water.”
For, to the universal corruption of that generation, there was one
exception — Noah. It needs no more than simply to put together the
notices of Noah, in the order in which Scripture places them: “But
Noah found grace in the eyes of Jehovah;” and again: “Noah was a
just man, and perfect” — as the Hebrew word implies, spiritually
upright, genuine, inwardly entire and complete, one whose heart had
a single aim — “in his generations,” or among his contemporaries;
and lastly, “Noah walked with God,” — this expression being the
same as in the case of Enoch. The mention of his fnding grace in the
eyes of Jehovah precedes that of his “justice,” which describes his
moral bearing towards God; while this justice was again the
outcome of inward spiritual rectitude, or of what under the fuller
light of the New Testament we would designate a heart renewed by
the Holy Spirit. The whole was summed up and completed in an
Enoch-like walk with God. The statement that Noah found grace is
like the forth-bursting of the sun in a sky lowering for the storm.
Three times the sacred text repeats it, that the earth was corrupt,
adding that it was full of violence, just as if the watchful eye of the
Lord, who “looked upon the earth,” had been searching and trying
the children of men, and was lingering in pity over it, before
judgment was allowed to descend.
Nor was this all. Even so, “the long-suffering of God waited” for
one hundred and twenty years, “while the ark was a preparing;” and
during this time, especially, Noah must have acted as “a preacher of
righteousness.” The building of the ark commenced when Noah was
four hundred and eighty years old; that is, before any of his three
sons, Shem, Ham, and Japheth, had been born, — in fact, just
twenty years before the birth of Shem. Thus the great faith of Noah
appeared not only in building an ark in the midst of a scoffng and
unbelieving generation, and that against all human probability of its
ever being needed, and one hundred and twenty years before it was
actually required, but in providing room for “his sons” and his
“sons’ wives,” while as yet he himself was childless! Indeed, the
more we try to realize the circumstances, the more grand appears the

unshaken confdence of the patriarch. The words in which God
announced His purpose were these: “The end of all fesh is come
before Me,” — that is, as some have explained it, the extreme limit
of human depravity; — “for the earth is flled with violence through
them,” — that is, violence proceeding from them (“from before their
faces”), — “and, behold, I will destroy them with the earth.” Noah
and his family were alone to be preserved, and that by means of an
“ark,” — an expression which only occurs once more in reference to
the ark of bulrushes in which Moses was saved. (Exodus 2:3-5)
Noah was to construct his ark of “gopher,” most likely cypress
wood, and to “pitch it within and without with pitch.” The ark was
to be three hundred cubits long, ffty broad, and thirty high; that is,
reckoning the cubit at one foot and a half, four hundred and ffty feet
long, seventy-fve broad, and forty-fve high. ff4 As the wording of
the Hebrew text implies, there was all around the top, one cubit
below the roof, an opening for light and for air (rendered in our
version “window”), in which, it has been suggested, some
translucent substance like our glass may have been inserted. Here
there seems also to have been a regular “window,” which is
afterwards specially referred to (ch. 8:6). The door was to be in the
side of the ark, which was arranged in three stories of rooms
(literally “cells”), or the accommodation of all the animals in the
ark, and the storage of food. For “of every living thing” Noah was to
bring with him into the ark, — seven pairs, in the case of “clean
beasts,” and one pair of those that were not clean. Then, when the
appointed time for it came, God would “bring a food of waters upon
the earth, to destroy all fesh, wherein is the breath of life, from
under heaven.” But with Noah God would “establish” His
“covenant,” that is, carry out through him His purpose in the
covenant of grace, which was to issue in the birth of the Redeemer.
Accordingly, Noah, his wife — for here there is no trace of
polygamy, — his sons, and his sons’ wives were to go into the ark,
and there to be kept alive during the general destruction of all
around.
Thus far the directions of Scripture. Much needless ingenuity
has been wasted on a calculation of the exact space in the ark, of its
internal arrangements, and of the accommodation it contained for
the different species of animals then existing. Such computations are
essentially unreliable, as we can neither calculate the exact room in
the ark, nor yet the exact number of species which required to be
accommodated within its shelter. Scripture, which sets before us the
history of God’s kingdom, never gratifes such idle and foolish
inquiries. But of this we may be quite sure, that the ark which God
provided was literally and in every sense quite suffcient for the
purposes for which it was intended, and that these purposes were

fully secured. It may perhaps help us to realize this marvelous
structure if we compare it to the biggest ship known — the Great
Eastern, whose dimensions are six hundred and eighty feet in
length, eighty-three in breadth, and ffty-eight in depth; or else if we
describe it as nearly half the size of St. Paul’s Cathedral in London.
It should be borne in mind that the ark was designed not for
navigation, but chiefy for storage. It had neither masts, rudder, nor
sails, and was probably fat at the bottom, resembling a huge foating
chest. To show how suitable its proportions were for storage, we
may mention that a Dutchman, Peter Jansen, built in 1604 a ship on
precisely the same proportions (not, of course, the same fgures),
which was found to hold one-third more lading than any other vessel
of the same tonnage.
All other questions connected with the building of the ark may
safely be dismissed as not deserving serious discussion. But the one
great fact would stand out during that period: Noah preaching
righteousness, warning of the judgment to come, and still exhibiting
his faith in his practice by continuing to provide an ark of refuge. To
sum up Noah’s life of faith, Noah’s preaching of faith, and Noah’s
work of faith in the words of Scripture: “By faith Noah, being
warned of God of things not seen as yet, moved with fear, prepared
an ark to the saving of his house; by the which he condemned the
world, and became heir of the righteousness which is by faith.”
(Hebrews 11:7).

6. GENESIS 7-8:15
The Flood
THERE is a grandeur and majestic simplicity about the scriptural
account of “The Flood” which equally challenges and defes
comparison. Twice only throughout the Old Testament is the event
again referred to — each time in the grave, brief language beftting
its solemnity. In Psalm 29:10 we read: “Jehovah sitteth upon the
food; yea, Jehovah sitteth King for ever,” — a sort of Old Testament
version of “Jesus Christ, the same yesterday, and today, and for
ever.” Then, if we may carry out the fgure, there is an evangelical
application of this Old Testament history in Isaiah 54:9, 10:
“For this is as the waters of Noah unto Me: for as I have sworn that
the waters of Noah should no more go over the earth; so have I
sworn that I would not be wroth with thee, nor rebuke thee. For the
mountains shall depart, and the hills be removed; but My kindness
shall not depart from thee, neither shall the covenant of My peace be
removed, saith Jehovah that hath mercy on thee.”
The frst point in the narrative of “The Flood” which claims our
attention is an emphatic mention, twice repeated, of Noah’s absolute
obedience, “according unto all that Jehovah commanded him.”
(Genesis 6:22; 7:5) Next, we mark a “solemn pause of seven days”
before the food actually commenced, when “all the fountains of the
great deep were broken up, and the windows of heaven were
opened;” in other words, the foodgates alike of earth and heaven
thrown wide open. The event happened “in the sixth hundredth year
of Noah’s life, in the second month, the seventeenth day of the
month;” that is, if we calculate the season according to the
beginning of the Hebrew civil year, about the middle or end of our
month of November. Then Noah and his wife, his three sons —
Shem, Ham, and Japheth — and their wives, and all the animals,
having come into the ark, “Jehovah shut him in,” and for forty days
and forty nights “the rain was upon the earth,” while, at the same
time, the fountains of the great deep were broken up. The food
continued for one hundred and ffty days, fg1 when it began to
subside. The terrible catastrophe is thus described: “And the food
was forty days upon the earth; and the waters increased, and bare up
the ark, and it was lift up above the earth. And the waters prevailed,
and were increased greatly upon the earth; and the ark went upon the
face of the waters. And the waters prevailed exceedingly upon the
earth; and all the high hills, that were under the whole heaven, were
covered. Fifteen cubits upward did the waters prevail; and the

mountains were covered. And all fesh died that moved upon the
earth, both of fowl, and of cattle, and of beast, and of every creeping
thing that creepeth upon the earth, and every man: all in whose
nostrils was the breath of life, of all that was in the dry land, died.
And every living substance was destroyed which was upon the face
of the ground, both man, and cattle, and the creeping things, and the
fowl of the heaven; and they were destroyed from the earth: and
Noah only remained alive, and they that were with him in the ark.”
The remarks of a recent writer on this subject are every way so
appropriate that we here reproduce them: “The narrative is vivid and
forcible, though entirely wanting in that sort of description which in
a modern historian or poet would have occupied the largest space.
We see nothing of the death-struggle; we hear not the cry of despair;
we are not called upon to witness the frantic agony of husband and
wife, and parent and child, as they fed in terror before the rising
waters. Nor is a word said of the sadness of the one righteous man
who, safe himself, looked upon the destruction which he could not
avert. But an impression is left upon the mind with peculiar
vividness from the very simplicity of the narrative, and it is that of
utter desolation. This is heightened by the repetition and contrast of
two ideas. On the one hand, we are reminded no less than six times
in the narrative (Genesis 6, 7, 8) who the tenants of the ark were, the
favored and rescued few; and, on the other hand, the total and
absolute blotting out of everything else is not less emphatically
dwelt upon” (Genesis 6:13, 17; 7:4, 21-23). fg2
We will not take from the solemnity of the impressive stillness,
amid which Scripture shows us the lonely ark foating on the
desolate waters that have buried earth and all that belonged to it, fg3
by attempting to describe the scenes that must have ensued. Only the
impression is left on our minds that the words “Jehovah shut him
in,” may be intended to show that Noah, even if he would, could not
have given help to his perishing contemporaries. At the end of the
one hundred and ffty days it is said, in the peculiarly touching
language of Scripture, “God remembered Noah, and every living
thing, and all the cattle that was with him in the ark.” A drying wind
was made to pass over the earth, the food “was restrained,” “and the
waters returned from the earth continually.” On the seventeenth day
of the seventh month, that is, exactly fve months after Noah had
entered it, the ark was found to be resting “upon the mountains of
Ararat,” — not necessarily upon either the highest peak, which
measures seventeen thousand two hundred and ffty feet, nor yet,
perhaps, upon the second highest, which rises to about twelve
thousand feet, but upon that mountain range. Still the waters
decreased; and seventy-three days later, or on the frst day of the

tenth month, the mountain-tops all around became visible. Forty
days more, and Noah “sent forth a raven,” which, fnding shelter on
the mountain-tops, and food from the foating carcasses, did not
return into the ark. At the end of seven days more “he sent forth a
dove from him to see if the waters were abated from off the face of
the ground,” that is, from the low ground in the valleys. “But the
dove found no rest for the sole of her foot, and she returned unto
him into the ark.” Yet another week, and he sent her forth a second
time, when she returned again in the evening, bearing in her mouth
an olive-leaf. It is a remarkable fact, as bearing indirect testimony to
this narrative, that the olive has been ascertained to bear leaves
under water. A third time Noah put forth the messenger of peace, at
the end of another week, and she “returned not again unto him any
more.” “No picture in natural history,” says the writer already
quoted, “was ever drawn with more exquisite beauty and fdelity
than this. It is admirable alike for its poetry and its truth.” On the
frst day of the frst month, in the sixth hundredth and frst year, “the
waters were dried up from off the earth; and Noah removed the
covering of the ark, and looked, and, behold, the face of the ground
was dry. And in the second month, on the twenty-seventh day of the
month, was the earth dried,” — just one year and ten days after
Noah had entered the ark.
Thus far the scriptural narrative. It has so often been explained
that the object of the Bible is to give us the history of the kingdom
of God, not to treat of curious or even scientifc questions, that we
can dismiss a matter too often discussed of late in an entirely
unbecoming spirit, in these words of a recent writer: fg4 “It is a
question among theologians and men of science whether the food
was absolutely universal, or whether it was universal only in the
sense of extending over all the part of the world then inhabited. We
do not here enter into this controversy; but we may notice the
remarkable fact that the district lying to the east of Ararat, where the
ark rested, bears traces of having at one time been under water. It is
a peculiarly depressed region, lying lower than the districts around,
and thus affording peculiar facilities for such a submersion.”
But there is another matter connected with the food so marked
and striking as to claim our special attention. It is that the
remembrance of the food has been preserved in the traditions of so
many nations, so widely separated and so independent of each other,
that it is impossible to doubt that they have all been derived from
one and the same original source. As might be expected, they
contain many legendary details, and they generally fx the locality of
the food in their own lands; but these very particulars mark them as
corruptions of the real history recorded in the Bible, and carried by

the different nations into the various countries where they settled.
Mr. Perowne has grouped these traditions into those of Western Asia,
including the Chaldean, the Phenician, that of the so-called
“Sibylline Oracles,” the Phrygian, the Syrian, and the Armenian
stories; then those of Eastern Asia, including the Persian, Indian,
and Chinese; and, thirdly, those of the American nations — the
Cherokee, and the various tribes of Mexican Indians, with which —
strange though it may seem — he groups those of the Fiji Islands. To
these he adds, as a fourth cycle, the similar traditions of the Greek
nations. But the most interesting of all these traditions is the
Chaldean or Babylonian, which deserves more than merely passing
notice.
Though it needs not such indirect confrmations to convince us
of the truth of the narratives in the Bible, it is very remarkable how
all historical investigations, when really completed and rightly
applied, confrm the exactness of what is recorded in the Holy
Scriptures. But their chief value to us must always be this, that they
tell us of that Ark which alone rides on the waters of the deluge, and
preserves for ever safe them who are “shut in” there by the hand of
Jehovah.
CHALDEAN NARRATIVE OF THE DELUGE
In general we may say that we have two Chaldean accounts of
the food. The one comes to us through Greek sources, from
Berosus, a Chaldean priest in the third century before Christ, who
translated into Greek the records of Babylon. This, as the less clear,
we need not here notice more particularly. But a great interest
attaches to the far earlier cuneiform inscriptions, frst discovered and
deciphered in 1872 by Mr. G. Smith, of the British Museum, and
since further investigated by the same scholar. fg5 These inscriptions
cover twelve tablets, of which as yet only part has been made
available. They may broadly be described as embodying the
Babylonian account of the food, which, as the event took place in
that locality, has a special value. The narrative is supposed to date
from two thousand to two thousand fve hundred years before Christ.
The history of the food is related by a hero, preserved through it, to
a monarch whom Mr. Smith calls Izdubar, but whom he supposes to
have been the Nimrod of Scripture. There are, as one might have
expected, frequent differences between the Babylonian and the
Biblical account of the food. On the other hand, there are striking
points of agreement between them, which all the more confrm the
scriptural account, as showing that the event had become a distinct
part of the history of the district in which it had taken place. There
are frequent references to Erech, the city mentioned in Genesis
10:10; allusions to a race of giants, who are described in fabulous

terms; a mention of Lamech, the father of Noah, though under a
different name, and of the patriarch himself as a sage, reverent and
devout, who, when the Deity resolved to destroy by a food the
world for its sin, built the ark. Sometimes the language comes so
close to that of the Bible that one almost seems to read disjointed or
distorted quotations from Scripture. We mention, as instances, the
scorn which the building of the ark is said to have called forth on the
part of contemporaries; the pitching of the ark without and within
with pitch; the shutting of the door behind the saved ones, the
opening of the window, when the waters had abated; the going and
returning of the dove since “a resting-place it did not fnd,” the
sending of the raven, which, feeding on corpses in the water, “did
not return;” and, fnally, the building of an altar by Noah. We sum up
the results of this discovery in the words of Mr. Smith: “Not to
pursue this parallel further, it will be perceived that when the
Chaldean account is compared with the Biblical narrative, in their
main features the two stories fairly agree; as to the wickedness of
the antediluvian world, the Divine anger and command to build the
ark, its stocking with birds and beasts, the coming of the deluge, the
rain and storm, the ark resting on a mountain, trial being made by
birds sent out to see if the waters had subsided, and the building of
an altar after the food. All these main facts occur in the same order
in both narratives, but when we come to examine the details of these
stages in the two accounts, there appear numerous points of
difference; as to the number of people who were saved, the duration
of the deluge, the place where the ark rested, the order of sending
out the birds, and other similar matters.” fg6
We conclude with another quotation from the same work, which
will show how much of the primitive knowledge of Divine things,
though mixed with terrible corruptions, was preserved among men
at this early period:
“It appears that at that remote age the Babylonians had a
tradition of a food which was a Divine punishment for the
wickedness of the world; and of a holy man, who built an ark, and
escaped the destruction; who was afterwards translated and dwelt
with the gods. They believed in hell, a place of torment under the
earth, and heaven, a place of glory in the sky; and their description
of the two has, in several points, a striking likeness to those in the
Bible. They believed in a spirit or soul distinct from the body, which
was not destroyed on the death of the mortal frame; and they
represent this ghost as rising from the earth at the bidding of one of
the gods, and winging its way to heaven.”

7. GENESIS 8:15-9:28
HISTORY OF THE PATRIARCHS
After the Flood — Noah’s Sacrifce — Noah’s Sin — Noah’s
Descendants.
RIGHTLY considered, the destruction of “all fesh” by the deluge
was necessary for its real preservation. Death was needful for its
new life. The old world was buried in the food, that a new order of
things might rise from its grave. For, manifestly, after the mixing up
of the Sethite with the Cainite race, an entirely new commencement
required to be made if the purpose of God in grace was to be carried
to its goal. Hence, also, God once more pronounced upon Noah the
blessing of fruitfulness which he had spoken to Adam, and gave him
dominion over creation, yet, as we shall see, with such modifcations
as the judgment that had just passed, and the new state of things
which had commenced, implied.
It deserves our notice that, even after the earth was quite dry, Noah
awaited the express command of God before leaving the ark. His
frst act after that was to build “an altar unto Jehovah,” and there to
offer “burntofferings” “of every clean beast, and of every fowl.” Nor
was it merely in gratitude and homage to God, but also in spiritual
worship that he thus commenced his life anew, and consecrated
earth unto Jehovah. In bringing an animal sacrifce Noah followed
the example of Abel; in calling upon the name of Jehovah he once
again and solemnly adopted the profession of the Sethites. But there
was this difference between his and any preceding sacrifce, that
now for the frst time we read of building an altar. While Paradise
was still on earth, men probably turned towards it as the place
whence Jehovah held intercourse with man. But when its site was
swept away in the food, God, as it were, took up His throne in
heaven, and from thence revealed Himself unto men and held
intercourse with them. (See also Genesis 11:5, 7) And the truth, that
our hearts and prayers must rise upwards to Him who is in heaven,
was symbolized by the altar on which the sacrifce was laid.
Scripture signifcantly adds, that “Jehovah smelled a sweet savor,”
or rather “a savor of rest,” “of satisfaction;” in other words, He
accepted the sacrifce. “And Jehovah said in His heart,” that is, He
resolved, “I will not again curse the ground for man’s sake, for (or
because) the imagination of man’s heart is evil from his youth.”
Both Luther and Calvin have remarked on the circumstance that
men’s universal sinfulness, which formerly had been the cause of the
judgment of the food, should now be put forward as the reason for
not again cursing the ground. But in fact this only marks another

difference between the state of man before and after the food. If we
may so say, God now admitted the fact of universal sinfulness as
existing, and made it an element of His future government. He
looked upon man as a miserable and wretched sinner, with whom in
His compassion and long-suffering He would bear, delaying His
second and fnal judgment till after He should have accomplished all
that He had promised to do for the salvation of men. Putting aside
Israel, as God’s special people, the period between Noah and Christ
may be described, in the words of St. Paul, as “the times of this
ignorance” which “God winked at,” (Acts 17:30) or as those when
“through the forbearance of God” sins were passed over. (Romans
3:25, see marginal rendering)
Having thus explained the fundamental terms on which the Lord
would deal with the nations of the earth during the period between
the food and the coming of the Savior, that is, during the Jewish
dispensation, we proceed to notice, in the words which God
addressed to Noah, some other points of difference between the
former and the new state of things. First of all, the gracious
announcement that, while the earth remained, seed-time and harvest,
cold and heat, summer and winter, day and night were not to cease,
implies not only His purpose to spare our earth, but also that man
might henceforth reckon upon a regular succession of seasons, and
that he was to make this earth for the present his home, to till it, and
to possess it. Hence it was quite another matter when Noah became
an “husbandman,” from what it had been when Cain chose to be “a
tiller of the ground.” Next, as already stated, God renewed the
blessing of fruitfulness in much the same terms in which He had
spoken it originally to Adam, and once more conferred dominion
over the lower creation. But in this new grant there was this essential
difference — that man’s dominion would now be one of force, and
not, as formerly, of willing subjection. If God had at the frst brought
“every beast” and “every fowl” before Adam, as it were, to do
homage to him, and to receive from him their names, it was now
said to Noah and to his descendants, “The fear of you and the dread
of you shall be upon every beast of the earth;... into your hand are
they delivered.”
Perhaps we ought also to notice in this connection that, whatever
may have been the common practice before, now for the frst time
the use of animal food was expressly permitted, with the exception
of the blood, and that probably for the reason afterwards mentioned
in the case of sacrifces, that the blood was the seat of life. (Leviticus
17:11, 14) Another and most important change is marked by the
solemn prohibition of murder, with this addition, that “whoso
sheddeth man’s blood, by man shall his blood be shed.” Such crimes

were no longer to be avenged directly by God Himself, but He
delegated His authority to man. (Romans 8:1, 2) As Luther rightly
says, “In these words the civil magistracy is instituted, and the
Divine right of bearing the sword.” For when it is added, as a reason
why murder should be punished with death, that God made man in
His own image, it seems to convey that vengeance might not be
taken by any one at his own will, but that this belonged to those who
on earth represented the authority of God, or were His delegates;
whence also they are called in Psalm 82:6, “gods,” or rather
“Elohim.” fh1 And, as Luther rightly argues, “If God concedes to man
the power over life and death, assuredly this carries with it authority
over that which is less than life, such as goods, family, wife,
children, servants, and land.” Thus the words spoken by the Lord to
Noah contain the warrant and authority of those who are appointed
rulers and judges over us. In later times the Jews have been wont to
speak of what they called the seven Noachic commandments, which,
according to them, were binding upon all Gentile proselytes. These
were a prohibition
(1) of idolatry,
(2) of blasphemy,
(3) of murder,
(4) of incest,
(5) of robbery and theft,
(6) of eating blood and strangled animals, and
(7) an injunction of obedience to magistrates. (Comp. also Acts
15:20)
In confrmation of what God had spoken, He “established” His
“covenant” with Noah and his sons, and in “token” thereof “set,” or
“appointed,” His “bow in the cloud.” It may have been so, that the
rainbow was then seen for the frst time, although this does not
necessarily follow from the words of Scripture. They only tell us
that henceforth the rainbow was to be a “token” or visible symbol to
man of God’s promise no more to destroy all fesh by a food, and
also that He Himself would “look upon it” as such, so that He might
“remember the everlasting covenant between God and every living
creature.” The symbol of the rainbow was therefore to be both a sign
and a seal of God’s promise. And we can readily understand how
impressive, whenever a storm burst upon the earth, this symbol
would have appeared to those who had witnessed the food. In the
poetical language of a German writer, “The rainbow, caused by the

infuence of the sun upon the dark clouds, would show to man, that
what was from heaven would penetrate that which rose from earth;
and as it spanned the gulf between heaven and earth, it would seem
to proclaim peace between God and man; while even the
circumstance that it bounded the horizon would symbolize, how the
covenant of mercy extended to earth’s utmost bounds.”
From this scene of intercourse between Noah and God we have
to pass to an event in his history, alas, of a very different character.
When Noah — with his three sons, Shem, Ham, and Japheth — left
the ark to become an husbandman, he planted a vineyard, as Jewish
legend has it, from a slip of the vine that had strayed out of Paradise.
But it may boldly be asserted that, except the forbidden fruit itself,
none has brought more sin, ruin, and desolation upon our earth.
Whether Noah was unacquainted with the intoxicating property of
the vine, or neglected proper moderation, the sad spectacle is
presented of the aged patriarch, so lately rescued from the food, not
only falling a victim to drunkenness, but exposing himself in that
state to the impious and vile conduct of his son Ham. As Luther
says, “Ham would not have mocked his father, when overcome with
wine, if he had not long before cast from his soul that reverence
which, according to God’s command, children should cherish
towards their parents.” It is a relief to fnd the other sons of Noah, so
far from sharing their brother’s sin, reverently defending their father
from the unnatural vileness of Ham. As we might have expected, the
conduct of the brothers received meet reward, — the curse
descended on Ham, while a blessing, suited to each, was given to
Shem and Japheth. But, in the words of the patriarch, the curse lights
specially upon Canaan, the son of Ham, not to the exclusion of his
other sons, but probably because as Noah had suffered from his son,
so Ham was to experience his punishment in his son; and Canaan
may have been specially singled out, either because he fully entered
into the spirit of his father, or more probably because of the later
connection between Israel and the Canaanites, in whom they would
see alike the spirit and the curse of Ham fully realized. In connection
with this we mark, that, twice before (Genesis 9:18, 22), when Ham
is mentioned, it is added that he was “the father of Canaan.”
Shem, Ham, and Japheth, who were to repeople the earth, seem
to have impressed their own characteristics on their descendants.
Their very names are symbolical and prophetic. Shem means
splendor or glory, Ham burning heat, and Japheth enlargement.
Bearing this in mind, we listen to the words of the patriarch:
“Cursed be Canaan, A servant of servants shall he be to his
brethren;”

and we know that this has been the fate of the children of Ham,
or the races of Africa; while, strangely, the name of Canaan has
been interpreted as meaning “he who is subject.” Again,
“Blessed be Jehovah, the God of Shem, And Canaan shall be their
slave:”
a prophecy most signally fulflled when Israel took possession of
the land of Canaan; and, lastly,
“God (Elohim) shall enlarge Japheth (enlargement); And he shall
dwell in the tents of Shem, And Canaan shall be their slave.”
This latter prophecy consists of three parts. It promises from
God, as the God of power, that enlargement to Japheth which is the
characteristic of his descendants, the European nations. And it adds
that Japheth (not, as some have read it, God) shall dwell in the tents
of Shem, that is, as St. Augustine has said, “in the churches which
the apostles, the sons of the prophets, reared;” thus referring to the
blessing which was to fow to all nations through the Hebrew race. fh2
Lastly, Canaan was to be the servant of Japheth, as seen in the
subjection to Greece and Rome, of Tyre and Carthage, the ancient
centers of wealth and merchandise, and of Egypt, the empire of
might and of the oldest civilization.
But the words spoken to Shem, the ancestor of the Hebrew race,
deserve special notice. The blessing here begins quite differently
from that of Japheth. It opens with a thanksgiving to God, for, as
Luther says, “Noah sees it to be such that he cannot express it in
words, therefore he turns to thanksgiving.” Then, the blessing of
Shem is not outward, but spiritual; for Jehovah is to be the God of
Shem. To speak in an anticipatory fgure, Shem’s portion, in the
widest sense, is that to be hereafter assigned to Levi, amongst the
Jews; and Japheth is to dwell in his tents, — in other words, Israel is
to be the tribe of Levi to all nations. More than that, whereas Elohim
is to give enlargement to Japheth, Jehovah the covenant-God is to be
the God of Shem. Thus the primitive promise to Adam is now both
further defned and enlarged. The promised Deliverer is to come
through Shem, as the ancestor of the chosen race, in the midst of
whom Jehovah is to dwell; and through Shem, Japheth is to share in
the coming spiritual blessing. Here, then, is clearly defned the
separation of the Jews and the Gentiles, and the mission of each: the
one from Jehovah, the other from Elohim; the one in the Church, the
other in the world.

8. GENESIS 10-11:10
Genealogy of Nations — Babel — Confusion of Tongues
IT was the Divine will, that after the food the whole earth should be
repeopled by the descendants of Noah. For this purpose they must,
of course, have separated and spread, so as to form the different
nations and tribes among whom the world should be apportioned.
Any attempted unity on their part would not only be contrary to the
Divine purpose, but also, considering the universal sinfulness of
man, prove dangerous to themselves, and even be untrue, since their
inward separation had already appeared in the different characters
and tendencies of Ham and his brothers. But before recording the
judgment by which the Divine purpose was enforced, Scripture
gives us the genealogy of the different nations, and this with a
threefold object — to show how the earth was all peopled from the
descendants of Noah; to defne the relation of Israel towards each
nationality; and, best of all, to register, as it were, their birth in the
book of God, thereby indicating, that, however “in time past He
suffered all nations to walk in their own ways,” (Acts 14:6) they also
were included in the purposes of mercy, and intended fnally to
“dwell in the tents of Shem.”
In accordance with the general plan on which Holy Scripture is
written, we read after the prophecy of Noah, which fxed the future
of his sons, no more of that patriarch than that he “lived after the
food three hundred and ffty years,” and that he died at the age of
nine hundred and ffty years. Regarding the division of earth among
his three sons, it may be said generally, that Asia was given to Shem,
Africa to Ham, and Europe to Japheth. In the same general manner a
modern scholar has traced all existing languages to three original
sources, themselves, no doubt, derived from a primeval spring,
which may have been lost in the “confusion of tongues,” though its
existence is attested by constant and striking points of connection
between the three great families of languages. The more we think of
the allotment of Europe, Asia, and Africa among the three sons of
Noah, the more clearly do we see the fulfllment of prophecy
regarding them. As we run our eye down the catalogue of nations in
Genesis 10, we have little diffculty in recognizing them; and
beginning with the youngest, Japheth, we fnd of those known to the
general reader, the Cymry of Wales and Brittany (Gomer), the
Scythians (Magog), the Medes (Madai), the Greeks (Ionians,
Javan), and the Thracians (Tiras). Among their descendants, the
Germans, Celts, and Armenians have been traced to the three sons of

Gomer. It is not necessary to follow this table farther, though all will
remember Tarshish, or Spain, and the Kittim, or “inhabitants of the
isles.”
Passing next to Shem (ver. 21), we notice that he is called “the
father of all the children of Eber,” because in Eber the main line
divided into that of Peleg, from whom the race of Abraham sprang,
and the descendants of Joktan (ver. 25). The descendants of Shem
are exclusively Asiatic nations, among whom we only notice Asshur
or Assyria, and Uz, as the land which gave birth to Job.
We have reserved Ham for the last place, because of the
connection of his story with the dispersion of all nations. His sons
were Cush or Ethiopia, Mizraim or Egypt, Phut or Libya, and
Canaan, which, of course, we know. It will be noticed, that the seats
of all these nations were in Africa, except that of Canaan, whose
intrusion into the land of Palestine was put an end to by Israel. But
yet another of Ham’s descendants had settled in Asia. Nimrod, the
founder of the Babylonian empire, the conqueror of Assyria, and the
builder of Nineveh (ver. 11), was the son of Cush. Altogether this
“mighty one in the earth,” who founded the frst world-empire,
reminds us of Cain and of his descendant Lamech. Leaving out of
view the possible meaning of his name, which some have explained
as being “we will rebel,” boastful violence and rebellion certainly
constitute the characteristics of his history. Most strangely have the
Assyrian tablets of the royal successors of Nimrod been made to
furnish an explanation of his description as “a mighty hunter” — for
this is the title given in them to the great conquering warriormonarchs, as “hunting the people.” Thus we gather the full meaning
of the expression, “he began to be a mighty one in the earth.” From
Babylon, which was “the beginning of his kingdom,” Nimrod “went
out into Assyria” (ver. 11, marginal rendering), “and builded
Nineveh” — the remarkable circumstance here being that each time
four cities are mentioned in connection with Nimrod: frst, the four
cities of his Babylonian empire, of which Babel was the capital, and
then the four cities of his conquered Assyrian empire, of which
Nineveh was the capital. Now all this tallies in the most striking
manner with what we read in ancient history, and with those
Assyrian monuments which within our own lifetime have by the
labors of Layard and Loftus been exhumed from their burial of
many centuries, to give witness for the Bible. For, frst, we now
know that the great Asiatic empire of Babylon was of Cushite origin.
Nay, even the name Nimrod occurs in the list of Egyptian kings.
Secondly, we are made aware that Babel was the original seat of the
empire; and, strangest of all, that the earliest Babylonian kings bore
a title which is supposed to mean “four races,” in reference to “the

quadruple groups of capitals” f1 of Babylonia and Assyria. Lastly, we
know that, as stated in the Bible, “the Babylonian empire extended
its sway northwards” to Assyria, where Nineveh was founded, which
in turn succeeded to the empire once held by Babel. In all these
respects, therefore, the latest historical investigations have most
strikingly confrmed the narrative of Scripture.
Of the magnifcence of Babel, the capital of the empire of
Nimrod, “the mighty hunter,” it is diffcult to convey an adequate
conception, without entering into details foreign to our purpose. But
some idea of it may be formed from its extent, which according to
the lowest computation, covered no less than one hundred square
miles, or about fve times the size of London; while the highest
computation would make it cover two hundred square miles, or ten
times the extent of London! f2 Such was the world-city, the frst
“beginning” of which at least Nimrod had founded. No wonder that
the worldly pride of that age should have wished to make such a
place the world-capital of a world-empire, whose tower “may reach
unto heaven!” The events connected with the discomfture of their
plan took place in the days of Peleg, the grandson of Shem. (Genesis
10:25) As Peleg was born one hundred years after the food, and
lived two hundred and thirty-nine years, there must have been
already a considerable population upon the earth.
If evidence were required that the food had indeed destroyed
sinners but not sin, it would be found in the bearing and language of
men in the days of Nimrod and Peleg. After leaving the ark, they had
“journeyed eastward” (ch. 11:2) till they reached the extensive wellwatered plain of Shinar, where they settled. Being still all “of one
language and of one speech,” they resolved to build themselves
there “a city, and a tower whose top may reach unto heaven,” for the
twofold purpose of making themselves “a name,” and lest they “be
scattered abroad upon the face of the whole earth.” Such words read
singularly like those which a Nimrod would employ, and they
breathe the spirit of “Babylon” in all ages. Assuredly their meaning
is: “Let us rebel!” — for not only would the Divine purpose of
peopling the earth have thus been frustrated, but such a worldempire would in the nature of it have been a defance to God and to
the kingdom of God, even as its motive was pride and ambition. A
German critic has seen in the words “let us make us a name” — in
Hebrew, sheen — a kind of counterfeit of the Shem in whom the
promises of God centered, or, if one might so express it, the setting
up of an anti-Christ of worldly power. Something of this kind seems
certainly indicated in what God says of the attempt (ver. 6): “And
this they begin to do: and now nothing will be restrained from them
which they have imagined to do.” These words seem to imply that

the building of Babel was only intended as the commencement of a
further course of rebellion. The gathering of all material forces into
one common center would have led to universal despotism and to
universal idolatry, — in short, to the full development of what as
anti-Christ is reserved for the judgment of the last days. We read,
that “Jehovah came down to see the city and the tower,” that is,
using our human modes of expression, to take judicial cognizance of
man’s undertaking. In allusion to the boastful language in which the
builders of Babel and of its tower had in their self-confdence stated
their purpose: “Go to, let us make brick,” etc. (ver. 3), Jehovah
expressed His purpose of defeating their folly, using the same
words: “Go to, let us go down, and there confound their language.”
And by this simple means, without any outward visible interference,
did the Lord arrest the grandest attempt of man’s rebellion, and by
confounding their language, “scattered them abroad from thence
upon the face of all the earth.” “Therefore is the name of it called
Babel, or confusion.” What a commentary does this history afford to
the majestic declarations of the second Psalm!
Of the tower of Babel no certainly ascertained remains have as
yet been discovered. It has commonly been identifed with the ruins
called Birs Nimrud, about six miles to the south-west of the site of
ancient Babylon.
Birs Nimrud is “a pyramidical mound, crowned apparently by
the ruins of a tower, rising to the height of one hundred and ffty-fve
and a half feet above the level of the plain, and in circumference
somewhat more than two thousand feet.” f3 Its distance from
Babylon, however, seems opposed to the idea that these are the ruins
of the tower spoken of in Scripture. But even so, Birs Nimrud can
only be a few centuries younger than the tower of Babel; and its
construction enables us to judge what the appearance of the original
tower must have been. Birs Nimrud faced north-east, and formed a
sort of “oblique pyramid, built in seven receding stages. The
platform on which these stages rested was of crude brick; the stages
themselves of burnt brick, painted in different colors in honor of
gods or planets — each stage as it was placed on the other receding,
so as to be considerably nearer the back of the building, or the
south-west.” The frst stage, painted black in honor of Saturn, was a
square of two hundred and seventy-two feet, and twenty-six feet
high; the second stage, orange colored, in honor of Jupiter, was a
square of two hundred and thirty feet, and twenty-six high; the third
stage, bright red, in honor of Mars, was a square of one hundred and
eighty-eight feet, and also twenty-six high; the fourth stage, golden,
for the Sun, was one hundred and forty-six feet square, and ffteen
high; the ffth stage, pale yellow, for Venus, was one hundred and

four feet square, and ffteen high; the sixth stage, dark blue, for
Mercury, was sixty-two feet square, and ffteen high; and the seventh
stage, silver, for the Moon, was twenty feet square, and ffteen high.
The whole was surmounted by a chapel, which must have nearly
covered the whole top. The whole height, as already stated, was one
hundred and ffty-three feet; or about one-third that of the great
pyramid of Egypt, which measures four hundred and eighty feet. It
is also interesting to notice, how exactly what we know of early
Babylonian architecture tallies with what we read in Scripture: “Let
us make brick, and burn them thoroughly. And they had brick for
stone, and slime (or rather, bitumen) had they for mortar.” The small
burnt bricks, laid in bitumen, are still there; not only in the tower,
but in the still existing ruins of the ancient palace of Babel, which
was coeval with the building of the city itself.
Holy Scripture does not inform us whether “the tower” was
allowed to stand after the dispersion of its builders; nor yet does it
furnish any details as to the manner in which “Jehovah did there
confound the language of all the earth.” All this would have been
beyond its purpose. But there, at the very outset, when the frst
attempt was made to found, in man’s strength, a vast kingdom of
this world, which God brought to naught by confounding the
language of its builders, and by scattering them over the face of the
earth, we see a typical judgment, of which the counterpart in
blessing was granted on the day of Pentecost; when, by the
outpouring of the Holy Spirit, another universal kingdom was to be
founded, the frst token of which was that gift of tongues, which
pointed forward to a reunion of the nations, when the promise would
be fulflled that they should all be gathered into the tents of Shem!

9. JOB
The Nations and their Religion — Job
A MODERN German writer has well said: “The birth of heathenism
may be dated from the moment when the presumptuous statement
was uttered, ‘Go to, let us build a city and a tower whose top may
reach unto heaven, and let us make us a name.’” Even Josephus, the
ancient Jewish historian, regards Nimrod as the father of
heathenism, the characteristic of which is to fnd strength and
happiness in sin, and not in God. Its essential principle is to reject all
that is not seen, and to cling to that which is temporal. Thus we also
may be heathens in heart, even though we are not such in mind, and
do not worship stocks or stone. Indeed, it is very remarkable, that
neither nation nor tribe has ever been discovered which did not
acknowledge and worship some superior Being; and yet from the
most savage barbarians to the most refned philosopher, they have all
been destitute of the knowledge of the one living and true God. The
only exception in the world has been that of Israel, to whom God
specially revealed Himself; and even Israel required constant
teaching, guidance, and discipline from on high to keep them from
falling back into idolatry. Idolatry is the religion of sight in
opposition to that of faith. Instead of the unseen Creator, man
regarded that which was visible — the sun, the moon, the stars — as
the cause and the ruler of all; or he assigned to everything its deity,
and thus had gods many and lords many; or else he converted his
heroes, real or imaginary, into gods. The worship of the heavens, the
worship of nature, or the worship of man — such is heathenism and
idolatry. And yet all the while man felt the insuffciency of his
worship, for behind these gods he placed a dark, immovable,
unsearchable Fate, which ruled supreme, and controlled alike gods
and men. It was indeed a terrible exchange to make — to leave our
heavenly Father and His love for such delusions and
disappointments. The worst of it was, that man gradually became
conformed to his religion. He frst imputed his own vices to his
gods, and next imitated the vices of his gods. Assuredly, the heathen
nations were the younger son in the parable (Luke 15:12), who had
left his father’s house with the portion of goods that belonged to him
— heathen science, art, literature, and power — to fnd himself at
the last driven to eat the husks on which the swine do feed, and yet
not able to satisfy the cravings of his hunger! Blessed be God for
that revelation of Himself in Christ Jesus, which has brought the
prodigal back to the Father’s home and heart!

But even so, God did not leave Himself without a witness. The
inward searching of man after a God, the accusing voice of his
conscience, the attempt to offer sacrifces, and the remnants of
ancient traditions of the truth among men — all seemed to point
upward. And then, as all were not Israel who were of Israel, so God
also had at all times His own, even among the Gentile nations. Job,
Melchizedek, Rahab, Ruth, Naaman, may be mentioned as instances
of this. It will be readily understood that the number of those “born
out of season,” as it were, from among the Gentiles, must have been
largest the higher we ascend the stream of time, and the nearer we
approach the period when early traditions were still preserved in
their purity in the earth. The fullest example of this is set before us
in the book of Job, which also gives a most interesting picture of
those early times.
Two things may be regarded as quite settled about the book of
Job. Its scene and actors are laid in patriarchal times, and outside the
family or immediate ancestry of Abraham. It is a story of Gentile life
in the time of the earliest patriarchs. And yet anything more noble,
grand, devout, or spiritual than what the book of Job contains is not
found, “no, not in Israel.” This is not the place to give either the
history of Job, or to point out the depth of thought, the vividness of
imagery, and the beauty and grandeur of language with which it is
written. It must suffce to take the most rapid survey of the religious
and social life which it sets before us. Without here referring to the
sayings of Elihu, Job had evidently perfect knowledge of the true
God; and he was a humble, earnest worshipper of Jehovah. Without
any acquaintance with “Moses and the prophets,” he knew that of
which Moses and the prophets spoke. Reverent, believing
acknowledgment of God, submission, and spiritual repentance
formed part of his experience, which had the approval of God
Himself. Then Job offered sacrifces; he speaks about the great
tempter; he looks for the resurrection of the body; and he expects the
coming of Messiah.
We have traced the barest outlines of the religion of Job. The
friends who come to him, if they share not his piety, at least do not
treat his views as something quite strange and previously unheard.
This, then, is a blessed picture of at least a certain class in that age.
How far culture and civilization must have advanced in those times
we gather from various allusions in the book of Job. Job himself is a
man of great wealth and high rank. In the language of a recent
writer: fj1 “The chieftain lives in considerable splendor and
dignity. . . . Job visits the city frequently, and is there received with
high respect as a prince, judge, and distinguished warrior. (Job
29:7,9) There are allusions to courts of justice, written indictments,

and regular forms of procedure. (Job 13:26; 31:28) Men had begun
to observe and reason upon the phenomena of nature, and
astronomical observations were connected with curious speculations
upon primeval traditions. We read of mining operations, great
buildings, ruined sepulchers. . . . Great revolutions had occurred
within the time of the writer; nations, once independent, had been
overthrown, and whole races reduced to a state of misery and
degradation.”
Nor ought we to overlook the glimpses of social life given us in
this history. While, indeed, there was violence, robbery, and murder
in the land, there is happily also another side to the picture. “When I
went out to the gate through the city, when I prepared my seat in the
street, the young men saw me, and hid themselves; and the aged
arose and stood up.” Along with such becoming tribute of respect
paid to worth, we fnd that the relationship between the pious rich
and the poor is thus described: “When the ear heard me, then it
blessed me; and when the eye saw me, it gave witness to me:
because I delivered the poor that cried, and the fatherless, and him
that had none to help him. The blessing of him that was ready to
perish came upon me, and I caused the widow’s heart to sing for
joy.” Assuredly there is nothing in all this which we could wish to
see altered even in New Testament times! But the more terrible in
contrast must have been the idolatry and the corruption of the vast
majority of mankind; an idolatry which they had probably inherited
from before the food, and which soon attained gigantic proportions,
and a corruption which went on ever increasing during the “times of
this ignorance.”

10. CHRONOLOGY
The Chronology of the Early History of the Bible — Commencement
of the History of God’s Dealings with Abraham and his Seed
BEFORE further proceeding with our history some brief explanation
may be desirable of the chronological table given in this volume,
and in general of the early chronology of the Bible. It will be
noticed, frst, that the years are counted from “B.C.,” that is, from
“before Christ;” the numbers, of course, becoming smaller the
farther we come down from the creation of the world, and the nearer
we approach the birth of our Savior. Thus, if the year of creation be
computed at 4004 before Christ, the deluge, which happened 1656
years later, would fall in the year 2348 B.C. Further, it will be
observed that we have given two chronological tables of the same
events, which differ by many hundreds of years — the one
“according to Hales,” the other “according to Ussher,” which latter
is that of “the dates in the margin of English Bibles,” and, we may
add, corresponds with the Hebrew text of the Old Testament. The
explanation of the difference between them is that our calculations
of Biblical dates may be derived from one of three sources. We
have, in fact, the fve books of Moses in three different forms before
us. First, we have the original Hebrew text of the Old Testament;
next, there exists a translation of it in Greek, completed long before
the time of our Lord, which was commonly used by the Jews at the
time of Christ, for which reason also it is generally quoted in the
New Testament. This version is known as that of the “LXX,” or
“Seventy,” from the supposed number of translators. Finally, we
have the Samaritan Pentateuch, or that in use among the Samaritans.
Now, as the genealogies differ in these three in regard to the ages of
the patriarchs, the question arises which of them should be adopted?
Each in turn has had its defenders, but the most learned critics are
now almost unanimous in concluding, as indeed we might have
expected, that the Hebrew text contains the true chronology. Of the
other two, the Samaritan is so untrustworthy that for practical
purposes we may leave it entirely out of view. The Septuagint
chronology differs from that of the Hebrew text in prolonging the
ages of the patriarchs, partially before the deluge, but chiefy
between the deluge and the calling of Abraham, — the result being
that the food is thrown fve hundred and eighty-six years later than
in the Hebrew text; and the birth of Abraham yet other eight hundred
and seventy-eight years — the total difference amounting to no less
than one thousand two hundred and forty-fve years! It is not
diffcult to guess the reason why the Greek translators had thus

altered the original numbers. It was evidently their wish to throw the
birth of Abraham as late as possible after the food. Of these two
chronologies, that of the Hebrew text may, for convenience sake, be
designated as the short, and that of the “LXX” as the long
chronology; and, in a general way, it may be said that (with certain
modifcations which it would take too long to explain) Hales has
adopted the long, or Greek, and Ussher the short, or Hebrew
chronology.
This may suffce on a matter which has engaged only too much
discussion. fk1 It is far more important to think of the kingdom of
God, the history of which is given us in the Holy Scriptures; for now
we are at the beginning of its real appearance. If God had at the frst
dealt with mankind generally, then with one part of the race, and
lastly with one division of nations, He now chose and raised up for
Himself a peculiar people, through whom His purposes of mercy
towards all men were to be carried out. This people was to be trained
from its cradle until it had fulflled its mission, which was when He
came who was the Desire of all nations. Three points here claim our
special attention: —
1. The election and selection of what became the people of God.
Step by step we see in the history of the patriarchs this electing and
separating process on the part of God. Both are marked by this
twofold characteristic: that all is accomplished, not in the ordinary
and natural manner, but, as it were, supernaturally; and that all is of
grace. Thus Abram was called alone out of his father’s house — he
was elected and selected. The birth of Isaac, the heir of the promises,
was, in a sense, supernatural; while, on the other hand, Ishmael, the
elder son of Abram, was rejected. The same election and selection
appears in the history of Esau and Jacob, and indeed throughout the
whole patriarchal history. For at the outset the chosen race was to
learn what is the grand lesson of all Scriptures that everything comes
to us from God, and is of grace, — that it is not man’s doing, but
God’s working; not in the ordinary manner, but by His special
interposition. Nor should we fail to mark another peculiarity in
God’s dealings. To use a New Testament illustration, it was the grain
of mustard-seed which was destined to grow into the tree in whose
branches all the birds of the air were to fnd lodgment. In Abram the
stem was cut down to a single root. This root frst sprang up into the
patriarchal family, then expanded into the tribes of Israel, and fnally
blossomed and bore fruit in the chosen people. But even this was
only a means to an end. Israel had possessed, so to speak, the three
crowns separately. It had the priesthood in Aaron, the royal dignity
in David and his line, and the prophetic offce. But in the “last days”
the triple crown of priest, king, and prophet has been united upon

Him Whose it really is, even JESUS, a “Prophet like unto Moses,”
the eternal priest “after the order of Melchizedek,” and the real and
ever reigning “Son of David.” And in Him all the promises of God,
which had been given with increasing clearness from Adam onwards
to Shem, then to Abraham, to Jacob, in the law, in the types of the
Old Testament, and, fnally, in its prophecies have become “Yea and
amen,” till at the last all nations shall dwell in the tents of Shem.
2. We mark a difference in the mode of Divine revelation in the
patriarchal as compared with the previous period. Formerly, God
had spoken to man, either on earth or from heaven, while now He
actually appeared to them, and that specially as the Angel of
Jehovah, or the Angel of the Covenant. The frst time Jehovah
“appeared” unto Abram was when he entered the land of Canaan, in
obedience to that Divine call which singled him out to become the
ancestor of the people of God. (Genesis 12:7) After that a fresh
appearance of Jehovah, and of the Angel of the Covenant, in whom
He manifested Himself, marked each stage of the Covenant history.
And this appearance was not only granted to Abraham and to Hagar,
to Jacob, to Moses, to Balaam, to Gideon, to Manoah and to his
wife, and to David, but even towards the close of Jewish history this
same Angel of Jehovah is still found pleading for rebellious,
apostate Israel in these words: “O Jehovah of Hosts, how long wilt
Thou not have mercy on Jerusalem?”(Zechariah 1:12) The more
carefully we follow His steps, the more fully shall we be convinced
that He was not an ordinary Angel, but that Jehovah was pleased to
reveal Himself in this manner under the Old Testament. We shall
have frequent occasion to return to this very solemn subject.
Meantime it may be interesting to know that of old the Jews also
regarded Him as the Shechinah, or visible presence of God, — the
same as appeared in the pillar of the cloud and of fre, and
afterwards in the temple, in the most holy place; while the ancient
Church almost unanimously adored in Him the Son of God, the
Second Person of the blessed Trinity. We cannot conceive any
subject more proftable, or likely to be fraught with greater blessing,
than reverently to follow the footsteps of the Angel of Jehovah
through the Old Testament.
3. The one grand characteristic of the patriarchs was their faith.
The lives of the patriarchs prefgure the whole history of Israel and
their Divine selection. In the words of a recent German writer,
amidst all varying events, the one constant trait in patriarchal history
was “faith which lays hold on the word of promise, and on the
strength of this word gives up that which is seen and present for that
which is unseen and future.” Thus “Abraham was the man of joyous,
working faith; Isaac of patient, bearing faith; Jacob of contending

and prevailing faith.” But all lived and “died in faith, not having
received the promises, but having seen them afar off, and were
persuaded of them, and embraced them, and confessed that they
were strangers and pilgrims in the earth.” And it is still so. Without
ignoring the great privilege of those who are descended from
Abraham, yet, in the true sense, only “they which are of faith, the
same are the children of Abraham;” “and if ye be Christ’s, then are
ye Abraham’s seed, and heirs according to the promise.” To adapt
the words of a German poet:
“What marks each one within the fold
Is faith that does not see;
And yet, as if it did behold,
Trusts, unseen Lord, to Thee!”

11. GENESIS 11:27-13:4
The Calling of Abram — His Arrival in Canaan, and
Temporary Removal to Egypt
WITH Abram an entirely new period may be said to begin. He was
to be the ancestor of a new race in whom the Divine promises were
to be preserved, and through whom they would fnally be realized. It
seemed, therefore, necessary that, when Abram was called, he
should forsake his old home, his family, his country, and his people.
Not to speak of the dangers which otherwise would have beset his
vocation, a new beginning required that he should be cut off from all
that was “behind.” Had he remained in Ur of the Chaldees, he would
at best only have been a new link in the old chain. Besides, the
special dealings of God, and Abram’s faith and patience, as
manifested in his obedience to the Divine command, were intended
to qualify him for being the head of the new order of things, “the
father of all who believe.” Lastly, it was intended that the history of
Abram, as that of his seed after him, should prepare the way for the
great truths of the Gospel, and exhibit as in a fgure the history of all
who through faith and patience inherit the promises.
Hitherto, God had only interposed, as in the food, and at the
confounding of tongues, to arrest the attempts of man against His
purposes of mercy. But when God called Abram, He personally and
actively interfered, and this time in mercy, not in judgment. The
whole history of Abram may be arranged into four stages, each
commencing with a personal revelation of Jehovah. The frst, when
the patriarch was called to his work and mission;(Genesis 12-14) the
second, when he received the promise of an heir, and the covenant
was made with him;(Genesis 15, 16) the third, when that covenant
was established in the change of his name from Abram to Abraham,
and in circumcision as the sign and seal of the covenant;(Genesis
17-21) the fourth, when his faith was tried, proved, and perfected in
the offering up of Isaac.(Genesis 22-25:11) These are, so to speak,
the high points in Abram’s history, which the patriarch successively
climbed, and to which all the other events of his life may be
regarded as the ascent.
Descending the genealogy of Shem, Abram stands tenth among
“the fathers” after the food. He was a son — apparently the third
and youngest — of Terah, the others being Haran and Nahor. The
family, or perhaps more correctly the tribe or clan of Terah, resided
in Chaldea, which is the southern part of Babylonia. “Ur of the
Chaldees,” as recently again discovered, f1 was one of the oldest, if

not the most ancient, among the cities of Chaldea. It lies about six
miles away from the river Euphrates, and, curious to relate, is at
present somewhere near one hundred and twenty-fve miles from the
Persian Gulf, though it is supposed, that at one time it was actually
washed by its waters, the difference being accounted for by the rapid
deposit of what becomes soil, or of alluvium, as it is called. Thus
Abram must in his youth have stood by the seashore, and seen the
sand innumerable, to which his posterity in after ages was likened.
Another fgure, under which his posterity is described, must have
been equally familiar to his mind. It is well known that the brilliancy
of a starlit sky in the East, and especially where Abram dwelt, far
exceeds anything which we witness in our latitudes. Possibly this
may have frst led in those regions to the worship of the heavenly
bodies. And Abram must have been the more attracted to their
contemplation, as the city in which he dwelt was “wholly given” to
that idolatry; for the real site of Ur has been ascertained from the
circumstance that the bricks still found there bear the very name of
Hur on them. Now this word points to Hurki, the ancient moon-god,
and Ur of the Chaldees was the great “Moon-city,” the very center of
the Chaldean moon-worship! The most remarkable ruins of that city
are those of the old moon-temple of Ur, which from the name on the
bricks are computed to date from the year 2000 before Christ. Thus
bricks that are thirty-eight centuries old have now been brought
forward to bear witness to the old city of Abraham, and to the
tremendous change that must have passed over him when, in faith
upon the Divine word, he obeyed its command.
Jewish tradition has one or two varying accounts to show how
Abram was converted from the surrounding idolatry, and what
persecutions he had to suffer in consequence. Scripture does not
indulge our fancy with such matters; but, true to its uniform purpose,
only relates what belongs to the history of the kingdom of God. We
learn, however, from Joshua 24:2, 14, 15, that the family of Terah
had “in old time, on the other side of the food,” or of Euphrates,
“served other gods;” and we can readily understand what infuence
their surroundings must, in the circumstances, have exercised upon
them. It was out of this city of Ur that God called Abram. Previously
to this, Haran, Abram’s eldest brother, had died. We read, that
“Terah took Abram, his son, and Lot the son of Haran his son’s son,
and Sarai his daughter-in-law, his son Abram’s wife, and they went
forth with them from Ur of the Chaldees, to go into the land of
Canaan; and they came unto Haran, and dwelt there.” The words
which we have italicized leave no room for doubt, that the frst call
of God had come to Abram long before the death of Terah, and when
the clan were still at Ur.(Comp. Acts 7:2) From the circumstance
that Haran is afterwards called “the city of Nahor,” (Genesis 24:10;

comp. 27:43) we gather that Nahor, Abraham’s brother, and his
family had also settled there, though perhaps at a later period, and
without relinquishing their idolatry. It is a remarkable confrmation
of the scriptural account, that, though this district belongs to
Mesopotamia, and not to Chaldea, its inhabitants are known to have
for a long time retained the peculiar Chaldean language and
worship. Haran has preserved its original name, and at the time of
the Romans was one of the great battle-felds on which that power
sustained a defeat from the Parthians.
The journey from Ur, in the far south, had been long, wearisome,
and dangerous; and the fruitful plains around Haran must have held
out special inducements for a pastoral tribe to settle. But when the
Divine command came, Abram was “not disobedient unto the
heavenly vision.” Perhaps the arrival and settlement of Nahor and
his family, bringing with them their idolatrous associations, may
have formed an additional incentive for departing. And so far, God
had in His providence made it easier for Abram to leave, since his
father Terah had died in Haran, at the age of two hundred and fve
years. The second call of Jehovah to Abram, as given in Genesis
12:1-3, consisted of a fourfold command, and a fourfold promise.
The command was quite defnite in its terms: “Get thee out of thy
country, and from thy kindred, and from thy father’s house, unto a
land that I will shew thee;” leaving it, however, as yet undecided
which was to be the place of his fnal settlement. This uncertainty
must have been an additional and, in the circumstances, a very
serious diffculty in the way of Abram’s obedience. But the word of
promise reassured him. It should be distinctly marked, that on this,
as on every other occasion in Abram’s life, his faith determined his
obedience. Accordingly, we read,
“By faith Abraham, when he was called to go out into a place which
he should after receive for an inheritance, obeyed; and he went out,
not knowing whither he went.”(Hebrews 11:8)
The promise upon which he trusted assured to him these four
things: “I will make of thee a great nation;” “I will bless thee,” with
this addition (in ver. 3), “and thou shalt be a blessing, and I will
bless them that bless thee, and curse him that curseth thee;” “I will
make thy name great ;” and, lastly, “In thee shall all families of the
earth be blessed.”
When we examine these promises more closely, we at once
perceive how they must have formed yet another trial of Abram’s
faith; since he was not only going, a stranger into a strange land, but
was at the time wholly childless. The promise that he was to “be a
blessing,” implied that blessing would, so to speak, be identifed

with him; so that happiness or evil would fow from the relationship
in which men would place themselves towards Abram. On the other
hand, from the peculiar terms “them that bless thee,” in the plural,
and “him that curseth thee,” in the singular, we gather that the
Divine purpose of mercy embraced many, “of all nations, kindreds,
and tongues.” Lastly, the great promise, “In thee shall all families of
the earth be blessed,” went far beyond the personal assurance, “I
will make thy name great.” It resumed and made more defnite the
previous promises of fnal deliverance, by fxing upon Abram as the
spring whence the blessing was to fow. Viewed in this light, all
mankind appear as only so many families, but of one and the same
father; and which were to be again united in a common blessing in
and through Abram. Repeated again and again in the history of
Abram, this promise contained already at the outset the whole
fullness of the Divine purpose of mercy in the salvation of men.
Thus was the prediction to be fulflled: “God shall enlarge Japheth,
and he shall dwell in the tents of Shem,” as is shown by St. Peter in
Acts 3:25, and by St. Paul in Galatians 3:8, 14.
Abram was seventy-fve years old “when he departed out of
Haran,” accompanied by Lot and his family. Putting aside the
various traditions which describe his prolonged stay at Damascus,
and his supposed rule there, we learn from Scripture that Abram
entered the land of promise, as many years afterwards his grandson
Jacob returned to it, leaving on his right the majestic Lebanon, and
on his left the pastures of Gilead and the mountain-forests of
Bashan. Straight on he passed over hills and through valleys, till he
reached the delicious plain of Moreh, or rather the spreading
terebinth-tree of Moreh, in the valley of Sichem. Travelers have
spoken in the most enthusiastic terms of this vale. “All at once,”
writes Professor Robinson, “the ground sinks down to a valley
running towards the west, with a soil of rich, black vegetable mold.
Here a scene of luxuriant and almost unparalleled verdure burst
upon our view. The whole valley was flled with gardens of
vegetables, and orchards of all kinds of fruits, watered by several
fountains, which burst forth in various parts, and fow westward in
refreshing streams. It came upon us suddenly, like a scene of fairy
enchantment. We saw nothing to compare with it in all Palestine.”
Another traveler f2 says: “Here there are no wild thickets; yet there is
always verdure, always shade, — not of the oak, the terebinth, or the
garoub-tree, but of the olive-grove, so soft in color, so picturesque in
form, that for its sake we can willingly dispense with all other
wood.” Such was the frst resting-place of Abram in the land of
promise, in the plain, or rather in the wood of Moreh, which
probably derived its name from the Canaanitish proprietor of the
district. For, as shown by the remark of the sacred writer, “and the

Canaanite was then in the land,” the country was not tenantless, but
occupied by a hostile race; and if Abram was to enter on its
possession, it must once more be by faith in the promises.
Here it was that Jehovah actually “appeared” unto Abram, under
some visible form or other; and now for the frst time in sight of the
Canaanite was the promise conveyed, “unto thy seed will I give this
land.” It is added that Abram “there builded an altar unto Jehovah
who appeared unto him.” Thus, the soil on which Jehovah had been
seen, and which He had just promised to Abram, was consecrated
unto the Lord; and Abram’s faith, publicly professed in the strange
land, grasped Jehovah’s promise, solemnly given.
From Shechem, Abram removed, probably for the sake of
pasturage, southwards to a mountain on the east of Bethel, pitching
his tent between Bethel and Ai. This district is, in the words of
Robinson, “still one of the fnest tracts for pasturage in the whole
land.” In the glowing language of Dean Stanley: “We here stand on
the highest of a succession of eminences, . . . its topmost summit
resting, as it were, on the rocky slopes below, and distinguished
from them by the olive-grove, which clusters over its broad surface
above. From this height, thus offering a natural base for the
patriarchal altar, and a ftting shade for the patriarchal tent, Abram
and Lot must be conceived as taking the wide survey of the
country . . such as can be enjoyed from no other point in the
neighborhood.” What met their astonished gaze from this point will
be described in the following chapter. Meantime, we note that here,
also, Abram “builded an altar unto Jehovah;” and, though He does
not seem to have visibly appeared unto him, yet the patriarch called
upon the name of Jehovah. After a residence, probably of some time,
Abram continued his journey, “going on still toward the south,” — a
pilgrim and a stranger “in the land of promise;” his possession of it
only marked by the altars which he left on his track.
A fresh trial now awaited the faith of Abram. Strong as it always
proved in what concerned the kingdom of God, it failed again and
again in matters personal to himself. A famine was desolating the
land, and, as is still the case with the Bedouin tribes under similar
circumstances, Abram and his family “went down into Egypt,”
which has at all times been the granary of other nations. It does not
become us to speculate whether this removal was lawful, without
previous special directions from God; but we know that it exposed
him to the greatest danger. As we must not underrate the diffculties
of the patriarchs, so neither must we overrate their faith and their
strength. Abram “was a man of like passions with us,” and of like
weaknesses. When God spoke to him he believed, and when he
believed then he obeyed. But God had said nothing as yet to him,

directly, about Sarai; and, in the absence of any special direction, he
seems to have taken the matter into his own hands, after the manner
of those times and countries. From Genesis 20:13 we learn that
when he frst set out from his father’s house, an agreement had been
made between the two, that Sarai was to pass as his sister, because,
as he said, “the fear of God” was not among the nations with whom
they would be brought in contact; and they might slay Abram for his
wife’s sake. f3 The deceit — for such it really was — seemed
scarcely such in their eyes, since Sarai was so closely related to her
husband that she might almost be called his sister. In short, as we all
too oftentimes do, it was deception, commencing with selfdeception; and though what he said might be true in the letter, it was
false in the spirit of it. But we must not imagine that Abram was so
heartless as to endanger his wife for the sake of his own safety. On
the contrary, it seemed the readiest means of guarding her honor
also; since, if she were looked upon as the sister of a mighty chief,
her hand would be sought, and certain formalities have to be gone
through, which would give Abram time to escape with his wife. This
is not said in apology, but in explanation of the matter.
Ancient Egyptian monuments here again remarkably confrm the
scriptural narrative. They prove that the immigration of
distinguished foreigners, with their families and dependents, was by
no means uncommon. One of them, dating from the time of Abram,
represents the arrival of such a “clan,” and their presentation and
kindly reception by Pharaoh. Their name, appearance, and dress
show them to be a pastoral tribe of Semitic origin. f4 Another ancient
tablet records how such foreigner attained the highest dignities in
the land. So far, then, Abram would meet with a ready welcome. But
his device was in vain, and Sarai “was taken into the house of
Pharaoh.” As the future brother-in-law of the king, Abram now
rapidly acquired possessions and wealth. These presents Abram
could, of course, not refuse, though they increased his guilt, as well
as his remorse and sense of shame. But he had committed himself
too deeply to retrace his steps; and the want of faith, which had at
the frst given rise to his fears, may have gone on increasing. Abram
had given up for a time the promised land, and he was now in
danger of losing also the yet greater promise. But Jehovah did not,
like Abram, deny her who was to be the mother of the promised
seed. He visited “Pharaoh and his house with great plagues,” which
by-and-by led to their ascertaining the true state of the case —
possibly from Sarai herself. Upon this the king summoned Abram,
and addressed him in words of reproach, which Abram must have
the more keenly felt that they came from an idolater. Their justice
the patriarch acknowledged by his silence. Yet the interposition of
God on behalf of Abram induced Pharaoh to send him away with all

his possessions intact; and, as the wording of the Hebrew text
implies, honorably accompanied to the boundary of the land.
It is a true remark, made by a German writer, that while the
occurrence of a famine in Canaan was intended to teach Abram that
even in the promised land nourishment depended on the blessing of
the Lord, — in a manner teaching him beforehand this petition,
“Give us this day our daily bread,” — his experience in Egypt would
also show him that in confict with the world feshly wisdom availed
nothing, and that help came only from Him who “suffered no man to
do them wrong: yea, He reproved kings for their sakes; saying,
Touch not Mine anointed, and do My prophets no harm,” (Psalm
105:14, 15) thus, as it were, conveying to Abram’s mind these two
other petitions: “Lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from
evil.” And so Abram once more returned to Bethel, “unto the place
where his tent had been at the beginning; unto the place of the altar
which he had made at the frst: and there Abram called on the name
of Jehovah.” In one respect this incident is typical of what
afterwards befell the children of Israel. Like him, they went into
Egypt on account of a famine; and, like him, they left it under the
infuence of “fear of them which fell” upon the Egyptians — yet
laden with the riches of Egypt.

12. GENESIS 13, 14
The Separation of Abram and Lot — Abram at Hebron —
Sodom plundered — Lot rescued — The feeting with
Melchizedek
HITHERTO Abram had been accompanied by Lot in all his
wanderings. But a separation must take place between them also.
For Abram and his seed were to be kept quite distinct from all other
races, so that the eye of faith might in future ages be fxed upon the
father of the faithful, as on him from whom the promised Messiah
was to spring. Like so many of God’s most marked interpositions,
this also was brought about by what seemed a series of natural
circumstances, and probably Abram himself was ignorant of the
Divine purpose in what at the time must have been no small trial to
him. The increase of their wealth, and especially of their herds and
focks in Egypt, led to disputes between the herdsmen of Abram and
of Lot, which were the more painful that, as the Bible notes, “the
Canaanite and the Perizzite dwelled then in the land,” and must have
been witnesses to this “strife” between “brethren.” To avoid all
occasion of it, Abram now proposed a voluntary separation,
allowing Lot, though he was the younger and the inferior, the choice
of district — and this not merely from generosity, but in faith,
leaving it to the Lord to determine the bounds of his habitation.
As the two stood on that highest ridge between Bethel and Ai,
the prospect before them was indeed unrivaled. Looking back
northwards, the eye would rest on the mountains which divide
Samaria from Judaea; westwards and southwards, it would range
over the later possession of Benjamin and Judah, till in the far
distance it descried the slope on which Hebron lay. But the fairest
vision was eastward: in the extreme distance, the dark mountains of
Moab; at their foot, the Jordan, winding through a valley of untold
fertility; and in the immediate foreground, the range of hills above
Jericho. As the patriarchs gazed upon it, the whole cleft of the
Jordan valley was rich with the most luxuriant tropical vegetation,
the sweetest spot of all being around the Lake of Sodom, at that time
probably a sweetwater lake, the “circuit” of the plain resembling in
appearance, but far exceeding in fertility and beauty, the district
around the Sea of Galilee. In this “round” of Jordan, and by the
waters of Sodom, rich cities had sprung up, which, alas! were also
the seat of the most terrible corruption. As Lot saw this “round” or
district, fair like Paradise, green with perennial verdure, like the part
of Egypt watered by the Nile, his heart went out after it, unmindful

of, or not caring to inquire into, the character of its inhabitants. The
scene might well have won the heart of any one whose affections
were set on things beneath. Lot’s heart was so set; and he now
vindicated by his choice the propriety of his being separated from
Abram. Assuredly their aims went asunder, as the ways which they
took. Yet, even thus, God watched over Lot, and left him not to reap
the bitter fruit of his own choice.
Nor was Abram left in that hour without consolation. As most he
needed it when alone, and with apparently nothing but the
comparatively barren hills of Judaea before him, Jehovah once more
renewed to him, and enlarged the promise of the land, far as his eye
could range, bestowing it upon Abram and his “seed for ever.” For
the terms of this promise were not made void by the seventy years
which Judah spent in the captivity of Babylon, nor yet are they
annulled by the eighteen centuries of Israel’s present unbelief and
dispersion. The promise of the land is to Abram’s “seed for ever.”
The land and the people God has joined together; and though now
the one lies desolate, like a dead body, and the other wanders
unresting, as it were a disembodied spirit, God will again bring them
to each other in the days when His promise shall be fnally
established. So Abram must have understood the word of Jehovah.
And when, so to speak, he now took possession by faith of the
promised land, he was directed to walk through it. In the course of
these wanderings he reached Hebron, one of the most ancient cities
of the world, where in the wood of one, Mamre, he pitched his tent
under a spreading terebinth, and built an altar unto Jehovah. This
place seems through the rest of his life to have continued one of the
centers of his movements.
Meanwhile Lot had taken up his abode in a district which, like
the rest of Canaan at the time of Joshua’s conquest, was subdivided
among a number of small kings, each probably ruling over a city and
the immediately surrounding neighborhood. For twelve years had
this whole district been tributary to Chedorlaomer. In the thirteenth
year they rebelled; and, in the fourteenth, the hordes of
Chedorlaomer and of his three confederates swept over the
intervening district, carrying desolation with them, till they
encountered the fve allied monarchs of the “round of Jordan,” in the
vale of Siddim, the district around what afterwards became the Dead
Sea. Once more victory attended the invaders — two of the
Canaanitish kings were killed, the rest fed in wild confusion;
Sodom and Gomorrah were plundered, and their inhabitants — Lot
among them — carried away captives by the retreating host. This
was the frst time — at least in Scripture history — that the worldkingdom, as founded by Nimrod, was brought into contact with the

people of God, and that on the soil of Palestine. For Chedorlaomer
and his confederates occupied the very land and place where
afterwards the Babylonian and Assyrian empires were. fm1 It became
necessary, therefore, that Abram should interfere. God had given
him the land, and here was its hereditary enemy; and God now
called and ftted him, though but a stranger and a pilgrim on its soil,
to become its deliverer; while alike the mode and the circumstances
of this deliverance were to point forward to those realities of which
it was the type.
One who had escaped from the rout brought Abram tidings of
the disaster. He immediately armed his own trained servants, three
hundred and eighteen in number; and being joined by Aner, Eshcol,
and Mamre, the chieftains to whom the district around Hebron
belonged, followed in pursuit of Chedorlaomer and his allies.
Probably, as is common in such warfare, victory had made them
careless. They may have feasted, or their bands, laden with captives
and spoil, may have been straggling, and without order. Certainly
they were ignorant of any coming danger, when Abram, having
divided his force, fell upon them, in the dead of night, from several
sides at the same time, inficted a great slaughter, and pursued them
to close by Damascus. All the spoil and all the captives, among them
Lot also, were rescued and brought back. As the returning host of
Abram entered the valley of Shaveh, close under the walls of what
afterwards became Jerusalem, they were met by two persons bearing
very different characters, and coming from opposite directions.
From the banks of Jordan the new king of Sodom, whose
predecessor had fallen in battle against Chedorlaomer, came up to
thank Abram, and to offer him the spoils he had won; while from the
heights of Salem — the ancient Jerusalem — the priest-king
Melchizedek descended to bless Abram, and to refresh him with
“bread and wine.” This memorable meeting seems to have given the
valley its name, “the king’s dale;” and here, in later times, Absalom
erected for himself a monumental pillar.(2 Samuel 18:18) But now a
far different scene ensued, and one so signifcant in its typical
meaning as to have left its impress alike on the prophecies of the
Old and in the fulfllment of the New Testament. Melchizedek
appears like a meteor in the sky — suddenly, unexpectedly,
mysteriously, — and then as suddenly disappears. Amid the
abundance of genealogical details of that period we know absolutely
nothing of his descent; in the roll of kings and their achievements,
his name and reign, his birth and death remain unmentioned.
Considering the position which he occupies towards Abram, that
silence must have been intentional, and its intention typical; that is,
designed to point forward to corresponding realities in Christ. Still
more clearly than its silence does the information which Scripture

furnishes about Melchizedek show the deep signifcance of his
personality. His name is “King of Righteousness,” his government
that of the “Prince of Peace;” he is a priest,” neither in the sense in
which Abram was, nor yet “after the order of Aaron,” his priesthood
being distinct and unique; he blesses Abram, and his blessing sounds
like a ratifcation of the bestowal of the land upon the patriarch;
while Abram gives “him tithes of all.” There is in this latter tribute
an acknowledgment of Melchizedek both as king and priest — as
priest in giving him “tithes,” and as king in giving him these tithes
of all the spoil, as if he had royal claim upon it; while Abram
himself refuses to touch any of it, and his allies are only allowed to
“take their portion.”
This is not the place to discuss the typical meaning of this story;
yet the event and the person are too important to pass them
unnoticed. Twice again we meet Melchizedek in Scripture: once in
the prophecy of Psalm 110:4: “Thou art a priest for ever after the
order of Melchizedek;” the other time in the application of it all to
our blessed Savior, in Hebrews 7:3. That Melchizedek was not
Christ Himself is evident from the statement that he was “made like
unto the Son of God” (or “likened unto” Him, Hebrews 7:3); while it
equally appears from these words, and from the whole tenor of
Scripture, that he was a type of Christ. In fact, we stand here at the
threshold of two dispensations. The covenant with Noah had, so to
speak, run its course, or rather was merging into that with Abram. As
at the commencement of the New Testament, John gave testimony to
Jesus, and yet Jesus was baptized by John; so here Melchizedek
gave testimony to Abram, and yet received tithes from Abram. If we
add, that in our view Melchizedek was probably the last
representative of the race of Shem in the land of Canaan, which was
now in the hands of the Canaanites, who were children of Ham, as
well as that he was the last representative of the faith of Shem, in the
midst of idolatry — being a “priest of the most high God,” — the
relation between them will become more clear. It was the old
transferred to the new, and enlarged in it; it was the rule and the
promise of Shem, solemnly handed over to Abram by the last
representative of Shem in the land, who thus gave up his authority in
the name of “the most high God, possessor of heaven and earth,”
“which hath delivered” Abram’s enemies into his hands. It has been
well observed, that “Abram’s greatness consisted in his hopes, that
of Melchizedek in his present possession.” Melchizedek was both a
priest and a king, — Abram only a prophet; Melchizedek was
recognized as the rightful possessor of the country, which as yet was
only promised to Abram. True, the future will be infnitely greater
than the present, — but then it was as yet future. Melchizedek
owned its reality by blessing Abram, and transferring his title, as it

were, to him; while Abram recognized the present, by giving tithes
to Melchizedek, and bending to receive his blessing. Thus
Melchizedek, the last representative of the Shemitic order, is the
type of Christ, as the last representative of the Abrahamic order.
What lay in germ in Melchizedek was to be gradually unfolded —
the priesthood in Aaron, the royalty in David — till both were most
gloriously united in Christ. Melchizedek was, however, only a
shadow and a type; Christ is the reality and the antitype. It is for this
reason that Scripture has shut to us the sources of historical
investigation about his descent and duration of life, that by its
silence it might point to the heavenly descent of Jesus. For the same
reason also Abram, who so soon afterwards vindicated his dignity
and position in the language of superiority with which he declined
the king of Sodom’s offer of the spoils, bent lowly before
Melchizedek, that in his blessing he might receive the spiritual
inheritance which he now bequeathed him. Nor will the attentive
reader fail to remark the language in which Melchizedek spake of
God as “the most high,” and the “possessor of heaven and earth” —
terms which Abram adopted, but to which he added the new name of
“Jehovah,” as that of “the most high God, the possessor of heaven
and earth” — a name which indicated that covenant of grace of
which Abram was to be the representative and the medium. It is
quite in accordance with this whole transaction that Abram put aside
the offer of the king of Sodom: “Give me the persons, and take the
goods to thyself.” Assuredly, it had not been as an ally of the king of
Sodom, but to vindicate his position, and that of all connected with
him, that the Lord had summoned Abram to the war, and given him
the victory. And so these fgures part, never to meet again: the king
of Sodom to hasten to the judgment, already lingering around him;
the king of Salem to wait for the better possession promised, which
indeed was already commencing.

13. GENESIS 15-20, 21:22-34
The Twofold Promise of “a Seed” to Abraham — Ishmael —
Jehovah visits Abraham — The Destruction of Sodom —
Abraham’s Sojourn at Gerar — His Covenant with
Abimelech
HIGH times of success and prosperity are only too often followed
by seasons of depression. Abram had indeed conquered the kings of
Assyria, but his very victory might expose him to their vengeance,
or draw down the jealousy of those around him. He was but a
stranger in a strange land, with no other possession than a promise,
— and not even an heir to whom to transmit it. In these
circumstances it was that “Jehovah came unto Abram in a vision,”
saying, “I am thy shield, and thy exceeding great reward” — that is,
Myself am thy defense from all foes, and the source and spring
whence thy faith shall be fully satisfed with joy. It was but natural,
and, as one may say, childlike, that Abram should in reply have
opened up before God all his wants and his sorrow, as he pointed,
not in the language of doubt, but rather of question, to his own
childless state, which seemed to leave Eliezer, his servant, his only
heir. But Jehovah assured him that it was to be otherwise than it
seemed; nay, that his seed should be numberless as the stars in the
sky. “And he believed in Jehovah: and He counted it to him for
righteousness.” The remark stands solitary in the narrative, as if to
call attention to a great fact; and its terms indicate, on the part of
Abram, not merely faith in the word, but trustfulness in the person
of Jehovah as his Covenant-God. Most touching and sublime is the
childlikeness of that simple believing without seeing, and its
absolute confdence. Ever since, through thousands of years, it has
stood out as the great example of faith to the church of God. And
from this faith in the living God sprang all the obedience of Abram.
Like the rod of Aaron, his life budded and blossomed and bore fruit
“within the secret place of the Most High.”
To confrm this faith Jehovah now gave to Abram a sign and a
seal, which yet were such once more only to his faith. He entered
into a covenant with him. For this purpose the Lord directed Abram
to bring an heifer, a shegoat, and a ram, each of three years old, also
a turtle-dove and a young pigeon. These sacrifces — for they were
all representatives of the kinds afterwards used as sacrifces — were
to be divided, and the pieces laid one against the other, as the custom
was in making a covenant, the covenanting parties always passing
between them, as it were to show that now there was no longer to be

division, but that what had been divided was to be considered as one
between them. But here, at the frst, no covenanting party appeared
at all to pass between the divided sacrifces. All day long, as it
seemed to Abram, he sat watching lonely, only driving from the
carcasses the birds of prey which came down upon them. So it
seemed to the eye of sense! Presently even gathered around, and a
deep sleep and a horror of great darkness fell upon Abram. The age
of each sacrifced animal, the long, lonely day, the birds of prey
swooping around, and the horror that had come with the night, all
betokened what Jehovah now foretold: how for three generations the
seed of Abram should be afficted in Egypt; but in the fourth, when
the measure of the iniquity of the present inhabitants of Canaan
would be full, they were to return, and enter on the promised
possession of the land. As for Abram himself, he was to go “to his
fathers in peace.” Then it was that the covenant was made; not, as
usually, by both parties passing between the divided sacrifce, but by
Jehovah alone doing so, since the covenant was that of grace, in
which one party alone — God — undertook all the obligations,
while the other received all the benefts.
For the frst time did Abram see passing between those pieces
the smoking furnace and the burning lamp — the Divine brightness
enwrapt in a cloud, just as Moses saw it in the bush, and the children
of Israel on their wilderness march, and as it afterwards dwelt in the
sanctuary above the mercy-seat, and between the cherubim. This
was the frst vision vouchsafed to Abram, the frst stage of the
covenant into which God entered with him, and the frst appearance
of the glory of the Lord. At the same time, what may be called the
personal promise to Abram was also enlarged, and the boundaries of
the land clearly defned as stretching from the Nile in the west, to
the Euphrates in the east, an extent, it may be here observed, which
the Holy Land has never yet attained, not even in the most
fourishing days of the Hebrew monarchy.
Precious as the promise of God to Abram had been, it had still
left one point undetermined — who the mother of the promised seed
was to be. Instead of waiting for the direction of God in this respect
also, Sarai seems in her impatience to have anticipated the Lord;
and, as we always do when taking things into our own hands, in a
manner contrary to the mind of God, as well as to her own sorrow
and disappointment. Ten years had elapsed since Abram had entered
Canaan, when Sarai, despairing of giving birth to the heir of the
promise, followed the common custom of those days and countries,
and sought a son by an alliance between her husband and Hagar, her
own Egyptian maid. The consequences of her folly were dispeace in
her home, then reproaches, and the fight of Hagar. What else might

have followed it is diffcult to tell, had not the Lord in mercy
interposed. None less than the Angel of the Covenant Himself
appeared to the fugitive slave, as she rested by a fountain in the
wilderness that led down into her native Egypt. He bade her return
to her mistress, promised to the son whom she was to bear that
liberty and independence of bearing which has ever since
characterized his descendants, and gave him the name of Ishmael —
the Lord heareth, — as it were thus binding him alike by his descent,
and by the Providence that had watched over him, to the God of
Abram. Hagar also learned there for the frst time to know Him as
the God who seeth, the living God, whence the fountain by which
she had sat henceforth bore the name of “The Well of the Living,
who beholdeth me.” So deep are the impressions which a view of
the Lord maketh, and so closely should we always connect with
them the events of our lives.
Hagar had returned to Abram’s house, and given birth to
Ishmael. And now ensued a period which we must regard as of most
sore trial to Abram’s faith. Full thirteen years elapsed without
apparently any revelation on the part of God. During this time
Ishmael had grown up, and Abram may almost insensibly have
accustomed himself to look upon him as the heir, even though in all
probability he knew that he had not been destined for it. Abram was
now ninety-nine years old, and Sarai stricken in years. For every
human hope and prospect must be swept away, and the heir be, in
the fullest sense, the child of the promise, that so faith might receive
directly from God that for which it had waited. It was in these
circumstances that Jehovah at last once more appeared in visible
form to Abram, — this time to establish and fulfll the covenant
which He had formerly made. fn1 Hence also now the admonition:
“Walk before Me, and be thou perfect,” which follows but can never
precede the covenant. In token of this established covenant, God
enjoined upon Abram and his descendants the rite of circumcision as
a sign and a seal; at the same time changing the name of Abram,
“father of elevation” (noble chief?), into Abraham, “the father of a
multitude,” and that of Sarai, “the princely,” into Sarah, or “the
princess,” fn2 to denote that through these two the promise was to be
fulflled, and that from them the chosen race was to spring. These
tidings came upon Abraham with such joyous surprise that, as in
humble worship, he “fell upon his face,” he “laughed,” as he
considered within himself the circumstances of the case, — as
Calvin remarks, not from doubt or disbelief, but in gladness and
wonder. To perpetuate the remembrance of the wonder, the promised
seed was to bear the name of Isaac, or “laughter.” Thus, as
afterwards, at the outset of the calling of the Gentiles, the name of
Saul was changed into Paul — probably after the frst-fruits of his

ministry, — so here, at the outset of Israel’s calling, we have three
new names, indicative of the power of God, which lay at the root of
all, and of the simple faith which received the promise. The heir of
the promises was indeed to be the child of Sarah; but over Ishmael
also would the Lord watch, and “multiply him exceedingly,” and
“make him a great nation.” Ever since those days has the sign of
circumcision remained to bear testimony to the covenant with
Abraham. On the eighth day, as the frst full period of seven has
elapsed, a new period is, as it were, to begin; and each Jewish child
so circumcised is a living witness to the transaction between God
and Abraham more than three thousand years ago. But, better far, it
pointed forward to the fulfllment of the covenant-promise in Christ
Jesus, in whom there is now no other circumcision needed than that
of the heart.
While Abraham’s faith was thus exercised and blessed, the “evil
men and seducers,” among whom Lot had chosen his dwelling, had
been waxing worse and worse, and rapidly flling up the measure of
their iniquity. That judgment which had long hung over them like a
dark cloud was now to burst in a terrible tempest. Abram was sitting
“in the tent door in the heat of the day,” when Jehovah once more
appeared in visible form to him. This time it was, as it seemed, three
wayfarers, whom the patriarch hastened to welcome to the rest and
refreshment of his abode. But the heavenly Guests were the Lord
Himself (See Genesis 18:13) and two angels, who were to be the
ministers of His avenging justice. There can be no doubt that
Abraham recognized the character of his heavenly Visitors, though,
with the delicacy and modesty so peculiarly his, he received and
entertained them according to the manner in which they presented
themselves to him. The object of their visit was twofold — the one
bearing reference to Sarah, the other to Abraham. If Sarah was to
become the mother of the promised seed, she also must learn to
believe. (Hebrews 11:11) Probably she had not received quite in
faith the account which Abraham had given of his last vision of
Jehovah. At any rate, the frst inquiry of the three was after Sarah.
The message of the birth of a son was now addressed directly to her;
and as her non-belief appeared in her laughter, it was frst reproved
and then removed. The frst object of their visit accomplished, the
Three pursue their way towards Sodom, accompanied by Abraham.
Now it was that Jehovah Himself (Genesis 18:17) opened to the
patriarch the other purpose of their coming. It was to tell him the
impending doom of the cities of the plain, and that for two reasons:
because Abraham was the heir to the promises, and because he
would “command his children and his household after him, and they
shall keep the way of Jehovah, to do justice and judgment.” From
the latter words we gather that the doom of Sodom was

communicated to Abraham that it might serve as a warning to the
children of Israel. It was not to be regarded as an isolated judgment;
but the scene of desolation, which was for ever to occupy the site of
the cities of the plain, would also for ever exhibit to Israel the
consequences of sin, and be to them a type of future judgment. It is
in this light that the Scriptures both of the Old and the New
Testament present to us the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah. On
the other hand, as God had in the covenant made gift of the land to
Abraham and to his seed, it seemed ftting that he should know of
the terrible desolation which was so soon to spread over part of it;
and that in his character as the medium of blessing to all, he should
be allowed to intercede for their preservation, as formerly he had
been called to fght for their deliverance. It was therefore neither on
account of the intimate converse between God and Abraham, nor yet
because Lot, the nephew of Abraham, was involved in the
catastrophe, but strictly in accordance with God’s covenant-promise,
that God made a communication of the coming judgment to
Abraham, and that he was allowed to plead in the case.
Mercy, indeed, was extended to Lot; but he did not escape the
consequences of his selfsh and sinful choice of a portion in this
world. A second time was he to be taught that it is not in the
abundance of the things which a man hath that wealth or happiness
consists. Jehovah so far listened to the pleading of Abraham, whose
believing urgency reminds us of the holy “importunity,” (Luke 11:8)
characteristic of all true prayer, that He promised to spare the cities
of the plain if even ten righteous men were found in them. But the
result of the trial by the two angels who went to Sodom was even
more terrible than could have been anticipated. The last brief night
of horror in Sodom was soon past; and, as the morning glow lay on
the hills of Moab, the angels almost constrained Lot and his family
to leave the doomed city. Lingering regret for it led Lot’s wife to
look behind her, when judgment overtook her also, and she was
changed into a pillar of salt. Tradition has since pointed out a
mountain of salt, at the southern extremity of the Dead Sea, as the
spot where the occurrence had taken place. It need scarcely be said
that, like most traditions, which only import a disturbing element
into our thinking, this also is not founded on fact. The judgment
which descended on the doomed cities is described in the sacred text
as a “rain of brimstone and fre from Jehovah out of heaven,” by
which the whole district was overthrown. This account in all its
literality has been again confrmed by the late investigations of
Canon Tristram, made on the spot. The whole neighborhood of the
Dead Sea abounds with sulphur and bitumen, furnishing the
materials for the terrible confagration which ensued when the
lightning from heaven struck it, probably accompanied by an

earthquake, which would throw up fresh masses of combustible
matter. Far and wide the smoke of the burning country was seen to
ascend; and as Abraham watched it on the height beyond Hebron,
where the evening before he had spoken the last pleading words to
Jehovah, it seemed like a vast furnace, from which the cloud of
smoke rose to heaven.
The basin of the Dead Sea has been specially examined by an
American expedition under Lieutenant Lynch. The results of their
soundings have brought to light the remarkable fact that it really
consists of two lakes, the one, thirteen, the other one thousand three
hundred feet deep, — the former being regarded as the site of the
doomed cities, and the latter as probably a sweetwater lake, whose
waters had washed their shores. In that case, the suggestion is that
the catastrophe was brought about by volcanic agency. But whatever
changes in the appearance of the country the judgment from heaven
may have produced, the most trustworthy authorities have given up
the view that the cities of the plain have been submerged by volcanic
agency, and are satisfed that the account which Scripture gives of
this catastrophe ought to be taken in its utmost literality.
It is equally sad and instructive to notice how little effect mere
judgments, however terrible, are capable of producing even upon
those most nearly affected by them. Lot and his daughters had been
allowed to retire to Zoar, a little town not far from Sodom. But the
same weakness of faith which had made them at the frst reluctant to
leave their own doomed city, now induced them to forsake Zoar,
though safety had been promised them there. Far worse than that,
they fell into the most grievous and abominable sin, the issue of
which was the birth of the ancestors of Israel’s hereditary enemies
— Moab and Ammon. (Deuteronomy 23:3, 4) But even this is not
all. Whether from a dislike to a neighborhood so lately visited by
such judgments, or in quest of better pasturage for his focks,
Abraham left the district of Mamre, and traveled in a south-easterly
direction, where he settled in the territory of Abimelech, king of
Gerar, in the land of the Philistines. Abimelech seems to have been a
royal title, like that of Pharaoh. (Comp. Genesis 26:1, 8) But in this
instance, as we gather from Scripture, the possessor of this title was
far different from the king of Egypt. In fact, he appears to have been
not merely true and upright in character, but to have feared the Lord.
Accordingly, when Abraham was once more guilty of the same
dissimulation as formerly in Egypt, passing off his wife for his sister
from fear for his own life, God directly communicated to Abimelech
in a dream the real state of matters. Upon this, Abimelech hastened
to amend the wrong he had, unwittingly, so nearly committed. In
comparison to the Gentile king, Abraham occupies indeed an

unfavorable position. He is unable to vindicate his conduct on other
grounds than what amounts to a want of faith. But, as God had
informed Abimelech, Abraham, despite his weakness, was “a
prophet;” and in that capacity, as already quoted, “He suffered no
man to do them wrong; yea, He reproved kings for their sakes,
saying, Touch not Mine anointed, and do My prophets no harm.”
The alliance with Abraham which Abimelech had sought by
marriage, was shortly afterwards concluded by a formal covenant
between the two, accompanied by a sacrifce of the sacred number of
seven ewe lambs. (Genesis 21:22) To show that this was intended
not as a private but as a public alliance, Abimelech came
accompanied by his chief captain, or phichol, (Comp. Genesis
26:26) at the same time expressly stating it as the motive in the
public step which he took, that God was with Abraham in all that he
did. In similar manner, the sympathy on these points between
Abimelech and his people had formerly been shown, when the king
had communicated to “all his servants” what God had told him
about Abraham, “and the men were sore afraid.” In these
circumstances we do not wonder that Abraham should have made
the land of the Philistines the place of lengthened residence, pitching
his tent close by Beersheba, “the well of the oath,” with Abimelech,
or rather “the well of the seven” ewe lambs, — and there he once
more “called on the name of Jehovah, the everlasting God.”

14. GENESIS 21-25:18
Birth of Isaac — Ishmael sent away — Trail of Abraham’s
faith in the Command to sacrifce Isaac — Death of Sarah —
Death of Abraham
AT last the time had come when the great promise to Abraham
should receive its fulfllment. The patriarch was in his hundredth and
Sarah in her ninetieth year when Isaac was born to them. Manifestly,
it had been the Divine purpose to protract as long as possible the
period before that event; partly to exercise and mature Abraham’s
faith, and partly that it should appear the more clearly that the gift of
the heir to the promises was, in a manner, supernatural. As we have
seen, the very name of their child was intended to perpetuate this
fact; and now Sarah also, in the joyousness of her heart, said, “God
hath made me to laugh, so that all that hear will laugh with me,” —
literally, “Laughter has God prepared for me; every one that heareth
it will (joyously) laugh with me.” Thus, as Abraham’s laughter had
been that of faith in its surprise, so the laughter of Sarah was now in
contrast to that of her former weakness of trust, one of faith in its
gratitude. But there might be yet a third kind of laughter, — neither
of faith, nor even of unbelief, but of disbelief: the laughter of
mockery, and it also would receive its due recompense. According to
God’s direction (Genesis 17:12), Abraham had circumcised Isaac on
the eighth day. When the period for weaning him arrived, the
patriarch made, after the manner of those times, a great feast. We
can scarcely say what the age of the child was, — whether one year,
or, as Josephus implies, three years old. In either case, Ishmael must
have been a lad, springing into manhood — at least ffteen, and
possibly seventeen years of age. “And Sarah saw the son of Hagar,
the Egyptian, which she had born unto Abraham, mocking,” —
literally, “that he was a mocker.” As a German writer observes:
“Isaac, the object of holy laughter, serves as the target of his unholy
wit and profane banter. He does not laugh; he makes merry. ‘What!
this small, helpless Isaac, the father of nations!’ Unbelief, envy, and
pride in his own carnal pre-eminence, — such were the reasons of
his conduct. Because he does not understand, ‘Is anything too hard
for Jehovah?’ therefore he fnds it laughable to connect such great
issues with so small a beginning.” It was evidently in this light that
the apostle viewed it, when describing the conduct of Ishmael in
these words.
“As then he that was born after the fesh persecuted him that was
born after the Spirit.” (Galatians 4:29)

On this ground, and not from jealousy, Sarah demanded that the
bondwoman and her son should be “cast out.” But Abraham, who
seems to have misunderstood her motives, was reluctant to comply,
from feelings of paternal affection quite natural in the case, till God
expressly directed him to the same effect. The expulsion of Ishmael
was necessary, not only from his unftness, and in order to keep the
heir of the promise unmixed with others, but also for the sake of
Abraham himself, whose faith must be trained to renounce, in
obedience to the Divine call, everything, — even his natural paternal
affection. And in His tender mercy God once more made the trial
easier, by bestowing the special promise that Ishmael should become
“a nation.” Therefore, although Hagar and her son were literally cast
forth, with only the barest necessaries for the journey — water and
bread, — this was intended chiefy in trial of Abraham’s faith, and
their poverty was only temporary. For, soon afterwards we read in
Scripture, that, before his death, Abraham had enriched his sons (by
Hagar and Keturah) with “gifts;” (Genesis 25:6) and at his burying
Ishmael appears, as an acknowledged son, by the side of Isaac, to
perform the last rites of love to their father. (Genesis 25:9)
Thus “cast out,” Hagar and her son wandered in the wilderness
of Beersheba, probably on their way to Egypt. Here they suffered
from what has always been the great danger to travelers in the desert
— want of water. The lad’s strength failed before that of his mother.
At length her courage and endurance also gave way to utter
exhaustion and despondency. Hitherto she had supported the steps of
her son; now she let him droop “under one of the shrubs,” while she
went “a good way off,” not to witness his dying agony, yet still
remaining within reach of him. To use the pictorial language of
Scripture, “She lift up her voice and wept.” Not her cry, however,
but that of Abraham’s son went up into the ears of the Lord; and
once more was Hagar directed to a well of water, but this time by an
“angel of God,” not, as before, by the “Angel of Jehovah.” And now
also, to strengthen her for the future, the same assurance concerning
Ishmael was given to Hagar which had previously been made to
Abraham. This promise of God has been abundantly fulflled. The
lad dwelt in that wide district between Palestine and Mount Horeb,
called “the wilderness of Paran,” which to this day is the undisputed
dominion of his descendants, the Bedouin Arabs.
Bitter as the trial had been to “cast out” Ishmael, his son, it was
only a preparation for a far more severe test of Abraham’s faith and
obedience. For this — the last, the highest, but also the steepest
ascent in Abraham’s life of faith — all God’s previous leadings and
dealings had been gradually preparing and qualifying him. But even
so, it seems to stand out in Scripture alone and unapproached, like

some grand mountain-peak, which only one climber has ever been
called to attain. No, not one; for yet another and far higher mountain
peak, so lofty that its summit reacheth into heaven itself, has been
trodden by the “Seed of Abraham,” Who has done all, and far more
than Abraham did, and Who has made that a blessed reality to us
which in the sacrifce of the patriarch was only a symbol. And, no
doubt, it was when on Mount Moriah — the mount of God’s true
“provision” — Abraham was about to offer up his son, that, in the
language of our blessed Lord (John 8:56), he saw the day of Christ,
“and was glad.”
The test, trial, or “temptation” through which Abraham’s faith
had now to pass, that it might be wholly purifed as “gold in the
fre,” came in the form of a command from God to bring Isaac as a
burnt-offering. Nothing was spared the patriarch of the bitterness of
his sorrow. It was said with painful particularity: “Take now thy son,
thine only son, whom thou lovest;” and not a single promise of
deliverance was added to cheer him on his lonely way. The same
indefniteness which had added such diffculty to Abraham’s frst
call to leave his father’s house marked this last trial of the obedience
of his faith. He was only told to get him “into the land of Moriah,”
where God would further tell him upon which of the mountains
around he was to bring his strange “burnt-offering.” Luther has
pointed out, in his own terse language, how to human reason it must
have seemed as if either God’s promise would fail, or else this
command be of the devil, and not of God. From this perplexity there
was only one issue — to bring “every thought into captivity to the
obedience of Christ.” And Abraham “staggered not” at the word of
God; doubted it not; but was “strong in faith,” “accounting” — yet
not knowing it — “that God was able to raise up Isaac even from the
dead; from whence he also received him in a fgure.” For we must
not detract from the trial by importing into the circumstances our
knowledge of the issue. Abraham had absolutely no assurance and
no knowledge beyond that of his present duty. All he had to lay hold
upon was the previous promise, and the character and faithfulness of
the covenant God, who now bade him offer this sacrifce. Sharp as
the contest must have been, it was brief. It lasted just one night; and
next morning, without having taken “counsel with fesh and blood,”
Abraham, with his son Isaac and two servants, were on their way to
“the land of Moriah.” We have absolutely no data to determine the
exact age of Isaac at the time; but the computation of Josephus, that
he was twenty-fve years old, makes him more advanced than the
language of the Scripture narrative seems to convey to our minds.
Two days they had traveled from Beersheba, when on the third the
“mountains round about Jerusalem” came in sight. From a gap
between the hills, which forms the highest point on the ordinary

road, which has always led up from the south, just that one mountain
would be visible on which afterwards the temple stood. This was
“the land of Moriah,” and that the hill on which the sacrifce of Isaac
was to be offered! Leaving the two servants behind, with the
assurance that after they had worshipped they would “come again”
— for faith was sure of victory, and anticipated it, — father and son
pursued their solitary road, Isaac carrying the wood, and Abraham
the sacrifcial knife and fre. “And they went both of them together.
And Isaac spake unto Abraham his father, and said, My father: and
he said, Here am I, my son. And he said, Behold the fre and the
wood: but where is the lamb for a burnt-offering? And Abraham
said, My son, God will provide himself a lamb for a burnt-offering:
so they went both of them together.” Nothing further is said between
the two till they reach the destined spot. Here Abraham builds the
altar, places on it the wood, binds Isaac, and lays him upon the altar.
Already he has lifted the sacrifcial knife, when the Angel of
Jehovah, the Angel of the Covenant, arrests his hand. Abraham’s
faith has now been fully proved, and it has been perfected. “A ram
caught in the thicket” will serve for “a burnt-offering in the stead of
his son;” but to Abraham all the previous promises are not only
repeated and enlarged, but “confrmed by an oath,” “that by two
immutable things, in which it was impossible for God to lie,” he
“might have a strong consolation.”
“For when God made promise to Abraham, because He could swear
by no greater, He sware by Himself.” (Hebrews 6:13)
This “oath” stands out alone and solitary in the history of the
patriarchs; it is afterwards constantly referred to (Genesis 24:7; 26:3;
50:24; Exodus 13:5, 11; 33:1, etc.), and, as Luther observes, it
became really the spring whence all fowed that was promised “by
oath” unto David, in Psalm 89:35; 110:4; 132:11. No wonder
Abraham called the place “Jehovah Jireh,” “Jehovah seeth,” or
“Jehovah provideth,” which means that He seeth for us, for, as even
the term implieth, His providence, or providing, is just His seeing
for us, what, where, and when we do not see for ourselves. As we
remember that on this mountain-top the temple of the Lord
afterwards stood, and that from it rose the smoke of accepted
sacrifces, we can understand all the better what the inspired writer
adds by way of explanation: “As it is said to this day, In the mount
where Jehovah is seen,” — where He seeth and is seen, — whence
also the name of Moriah is derived.
But before passing from this event, it is necessary to view it in
its bearings upon Abraham, upon Isaac, and even upon the
Canaanites, as well as in its higher typical or symbolical
application. It is very remarkable that a German writer who has

most strenuously opposed the truth of this scriptural narrative, has
been compelled to some extent to admit the deeper bearing of this
history on the faith of Abraham. He writes: “Hitherto even Isaac,
that precious gift so long promised, had been only a natural blessing
to Abraham. A son like any other, although the offspring of Sarah, he
had been born and educated in his house. Since his birth Abraham
had not been called to bear for him the pangs of a soul struggling in
faith, and yet every blessing becomes only spiritual and truly lasting,
if we appropriate it in the contest of faith.” At God’s bidding
Abraham had necessarily given up country, kindred, and home, and
then his paternal affection towards Ishmael. It yet remained to give
up even Isaac after the fesh, so as to receive him again spiritually;
to give up not merely “his only son, the goal of his longing, the hope
of his life, the joy of his old age” — all that was dearest to him; but
the heir of all the promises, and that in simple, absolute faith upon
God, and in perfect confdence, that God could raise him even from
the dead. Thus was the promise purged, so to speak, from all of the
fesh that clung to it; and thus Abraham’s faith was perfected, and
his love purifed. Upon Isaac, also, the event had a most important
bearing. For when he resisted not his father, and allowed himself to
be bound and laid on the altar, he entered into the spirit of Abraham,
he took upon himself his faith, and thus showed himself truly the
heir to the promises. Nor can we forget how this surrender of the
frst-born was the frst of that dedication of all the frst-born unto
God, which afterwards the law demanded, and which meant that in
the frst-born we should consecrate all and everything unto the Lord.
Perhaps the lesson which the Canaanites might learn from the event
will seem to some quite secondary, as compared with these great
truths. Yet we must bear in mind, that all around cruel human
sacrifces were offered on every hill, when God gave His sanction to
a far different offering, by for ever substituting animal sacrifces for
that surrender of the best beloved which human despair had
prompted for an atonement for sin. And yet God Himself gave up
His beloved, His own only begotten Son for us, — and of this the
sacrifce of Isaac was intended to be a glorious type; and as
Abraham received this typical sacrifce again from the dead “in a
fgure,” so we in reality, when God raised up His own Son, Jesus
Christ, from the dead, and has made us sit together with Him in
heavenly places.
After the offering up of Isaac, Abraham lived many years; yet
scarcely any event worth record in Scripture occurred during their
course. The frst thing we afterwards read is the death of Sarah, at
the age of one hundred and twenty-seven. She is the only woman
whose age is recorded in Scripture, the distinction being probably
due to her position towards believers, as stated in 1 Peter 3:6. Isaac

was at the time thirty-seven years old, and Abraham once more
resident in Hebron. The account of Abraham’s purchase of a
burying-place from “the children of Heth” is exceedingly pictorial.
It also strikingly exhibits alike Abraham’s position in the land as a
stranger and a pilgrim, and yet his faith in his future possession
thereof. The treaty for the feld and cave of. Machpelah (either “the
double” cave, or else “the separated place,” or “the undulating
spot”), which Abraham wished to purchase for “a burying-place,”
was carried on in public assembly, “at the gate of the city,” as the
common Eastern fashion is. The patriarch expressly acknowledged
himself “a stranger and a sojourner” among “the children of Heth;”
and the sacred text emphatically repeats again and again how
“Abraham stood up, and bowed himself to the people of the land.”
On the other hand, they carry on their negotiations in the true
Eastern fashion, frst offering any of their own sepulchers, since
Abraham was confessedly among them “a prince of God” (rendered
in our version “a mighty prince”), then refusing any payment for
Machpelah, but fnishing up by asking its fullest value, in this true
oriental manner: “My lord, hearken unto me: the land is worth four
hundred shekels of silver (about ffty guineas fo1 ); what is that
betwixt me and thee?” In contrast, Abraham truly stands out princelike in his courtesy and in his dealings. And so the feld and cave
were secured to him — a “burying-place,” Abraham’s only
“possession” in a land that was to be his for ever! But even in this
purchase of a permanent family burying-place, Abraham showed his
faith in the promise; just as, many centuries later, the prophet
Jeremiah showed his confdence in the promised return of Judah
from Babylon, by purchasing a feld in Anathoth. (Jeremiah 32:7, 8)
In this cave of Machpelah lie treasured the remains of Abraham and
Sarah, of Isaac and Rebekah, of Leah also, and the embalmed bodies
of Jacob and perhaps Joseph. fo2 No other spot in the Holy Land
holds so much precious dust as this; and it is, among all the socalled “holy places,” the only one which to this day can be pointed
out with perfect certainty. Since the Moslem rule, it has not been
accessible to either Christian or Jew. The site over the cave itself is
covered by a Mahomedan sanctuary, which stands enclosed within a
quadrangular building, two hundred feet long, one hundred and
ffteen wide, and ffty or sixty high, the walls of which are divided
by pilasters, about fve feet apart, and two and a half feet wide. This
building, with its immense stones, one of which is no less than
thirty-eight feet long, must date from the time of David or of
Solomon. The mosque within it was probably anciently a church;
and in the cave below its foor are the patriarchal sepulchers.
Three years after the death of Sarah, Abraham resolved to fll the
gap in his own family and in the heart of Isaac, by seeking a wife for

his son. To this we shall refer in connection with the life of Isaac.
Nothing else remains to be told of the third-eight years which
followed the death of Sarah. We read, indeed, that Abraham “took a
wife,” Keturah, and that she bore him six sons, but we are not sure
of the time when this occurred. At any rate, the history of these sons
is in no wise mixed up with that of the promised seed. They became
the ancestors of Arab tribes, which are sometimes alluded to in Holy
Writ. And so, through the impressive silence of so many years as
make up more than a generation, Scripture brings us to the death of
Abraham, at the “good old age” of one hundred and seventy-fve,
just seventy-fve years after the birth of Isaac. To quote the
signifcant language of the Bible, he” was gathered to his people,”
an expression far different from dying or being buried, and which
implies reunion with those who had gone before, and a frm and
assured belief in the life to come. And as his sons Isaac and Ishmael,
both aged men, stand by his sepulcher in the cave of Machpelah, we
seem to hear the voice of God speaking it unto all times:
“These all died in faith, not having received the promises, but
having seen them afar off, and were persuaded of them, and
embraced them, and confessed that they were strangers and pilgrims
on the earth.” (Hebrews 11:13)

15. GENESIS 24; 25:19-26:35
The Marriage of Isaac — Birth of Esau and Jacob — Esau
sells his Birthright — Isaac at Gerar — Esau’s Marriage
THE sacred narrative now turns to the history of Isaac, the heir to
the promises, still marking in its course the same dealings on the
part of God which had characterized the life of Abraham. Viewed in
connection with the Divine promises, the marriage of Isaac would
necessarily appear a subject of the deepest importance to Abraham.
Two things were quite frmly settled in the mind of the patriarch:
Isaac must on no account take a wife from among the Canaanites
around, — he must not enter into alliance with those who were to be
dispossessed of the land; and Jehovah, who had so often proved a
faithful God, and in obedience to whose will he now refused what
might have seemed highly advantageous connections, would
Himself provide a suitable partner for Isaac. These two convictions
determined Abraham’s conduct, as they also guided that of “his
eldest servant,” whom Abraham commissioned to execute his
wishes, and who, in general, seems to have been deeply imbued with
the spirit of his master.
Some time before (Genesis 22:20) Abraham had been informed
that his brother Nahor, whom he left behind in Haran, had been
blessed with numerous descendants. To him the patriarch now
dispatched “his servant, the elder of his house, who ruled over all
that was his” — generally supposed to have been Eliezer of
Damascus (Genesis 15:2), though at that time he must, like his
master, have been far advanced in years. But before departing, he
made him swear by Jehovah — since this matter concerned the very
essence of the covenant — to avoid every alliance with the
Canaanites, and to apply to his “kindred.” And when the servant put
before him the possibility, that the execution of this wish might
render it necessary for Isaac to return to the land whence Abraham
had come, the patriarch emphatically negatived the suggestion, as
equally contrary to the Divine will, while his faith anticipated no
diffculty, but calmly trusted the result in God’s hands. In all this
Abraham had no fresh revelation from heaven; nor needed he any.
He only applied to present circumstances what he had formerly
received as the will of God, just as in all circumstances of life we
need no fresh communication from above — only to understand and
to apply the will of God as revealed to us in His holy word.
The result proved how true had been Abraham’s expectations.
Arrived at Haran, Abraham’s servant made it a matter of prayer that

God would “prosper his way,” for even when in the way of God’s
appointment, we must seek and ask His special blessing. There, as
he stood outside the city by the well to which, according to the
custom of the East, the maidens would resort at even to draw water
for their households, it naturally occurred to him to connect in his
prayer a mark of that religious courtesy, hospitality, and kindness to
which he had been accustomed in his master’s house, with the
kindred of Abraham, and hence with the object of his journey. His
prayer was scarcely fnished when the answer came. “Before he had
done speaking” (Comp. Daniel 9:20, 21) Rebekah, the daughter of
Bethuel, the son of Nahor, Abraham’s brother, came to the well by
which the stranger stood with his camels. Her appearance was
exceedingly prepossessing (“the damsel was very fair to look
upon”), and her bearing modest and becoming. According to the
sign on which he had fxed in his own mind, he asked her for water
to drink; and according to the same sign, she exceeded his request
by drawing for his camels also. But even so Abraham’s servant did
not yield to his frst impressions; only at the literality of the answer
to his prayer, “the man wondering at her, held his peace, to know
whether Jehovah had made his way prosperous or not.” Before
asking further who her kindred were, and seeking their hospitality,
he rewarded her kindness by splendid presents. But when the
answers of Rebekah showed him that Jehovah had actually led him
straight “to the house of his master’s brethren,” the man, fairly
overcome by his feelings, “bowed down his head, and worshipped
Jehovah.”
The description of what now ensued is not only exceedingly
graphic, but true to the life. It is said that Rebekah “ran and told her
mother’s house,” that is, evidently to the female portion of the
household. Next, Laban, Rebekah’s brother, seeing the jewels and
hearing her tale, hastens to invite the stranger with true Eastern
profusion of welcome. But the terms in which Laban, partially at
least an idolater, addressed Abraham’s servant: “Thou blessed of
Jehovah,” remind us how easily the language of Abraham — in
other words, religious language, is picked up by those who have
really no claim to use it. The servant of Abraham, on the other hand,
is quite like his master in his dignifed bearing and earnestness of
purpose. Before accepting hospitality at the hands of Bethuel and
Laban, he will have an answer to the commission on which he has
been sent, nor can persuasions or entreaty prevail on him to prolong
his stay, even over the following day. With the full consent of
Rebekah, the caravan returns to Canaan. Once more it is evening
when the end of the journey is reached. It so happens that Isaac has
“gone out to meditate in the feld” — an expression which implies
religious communion with God, probably in connection with this

very marriage — when he meets the returning caravan. Rebekah
receives her future husband with the becoming modesty of an
Eastern bride, and the heart-happiness of the son of promise is
secured to him in union with her whom the Lord Himself had
“provided” as his wife. Isaac was at the time of his marriage forty
years old.
In the quiet retirement of his old age Abraham not only
witnessed the married happiness of his son, but even lived ffteen
years beyond the birth of Esau and Jacob. As for Isaac, he had
settled far from the busy haunts of the Canaanites, at the well LahaiRoi a retreat suited to his quiet, retiring disposition. For twenty years
the union of Isaac and Rebekah had remained unblessed with
children, to indicate that here also the heir to the promises must be a
gift from God granted to expectant faith. At last Jehovah listened to
Isaac’s “entreaty,” “for his wife,” or rather, literally, “over against
his wife,” for, as Luther strikingly remarks: “When I pray for any
one, I place him right in view of my heart, and neither see nor think
of anything else, but look at him alone with my soul;” and this is
true of all intercessory prayer. Rebekah was now to become the
mother of twin sons. But even before their birth a sign occurred
which distressed her, and induced her “to inquire of Jehovah” its
meaning, though we know not in what precise manner she did this.
The answer of God indicated this at least quite clearly, that of her
children “the elder shall serve the younger;” that is, that, contrary to
all usual expectation, the frstborn should not possess the birthright
which the Divine promise had conveyed to the family of Abraham.
The substitution of the younger for the elder son was indeed in
accordance with God’s previous dealings, but it seemed strange
where the two were sons of the same parents. It is not only
reasonable, but quite necessary for the understanding of the
subsequent history, to believe that Rebekah communicated the result
of her inquiry to her husband, and that afterwards both Esau and
Jacob were also made acquainted with the fact. This alone fully
accounts for the conduct of Jacob and of his mother in seeking to
appropriate the birthright, contrary to what would otherwise have
been the natural arrangement. When the two children were born, the
red and hairy appearance of the elder procured for him the name of
Esau, or “hairy;” while the younger was called Jacob, or he “who
takes hold by the heel,” because “his hand took hold by Esau’s heel”
— a name which afterwards was adapted to mean “a
supplanter,”(Genesis 27:36) since he who takes hold by the heel
“trips up” the other.
The appearance of the children did not belie their character when
they grew up. The wild disposition of Esau, which found occupation

in the roaming life of a hunter, reminds us of Ishmael; while Jacob,
gentle and domestic, sought his pleasures at home. As is so often the
case, Isaac and Rebekah made favorites of the sons who had the
opposite of their own disposition. The quiet, retiring Isaac preferred
his bold, daring, strong, roaming elder son; while Rebekah, who was
naturally energetic, felt chiefy drawn to her gentle son Jacob. Yet at
bottom Esau also was weak and easily depressed, as appeared in his
tears and impotent reproaches when he found himself really
deprived of the blessing; while Jacob, too, like his mother,
impetuous, was ever ready to take matters into his own hands. We
repeat it, that all parties must at the time have been aware that, even
before the birth of the children, the word of God had designated
Jacob as heir of the promises. But Isaac’s preference for Esau made
him reluctant to fall in with the Divine arrangement; while the
impetuosity of Rebekah and of Jacob prompted them to bring about
in their own way the fulfllment of God’s promise, instead of
believingly waiting to see when and how the Lord would do it. Thus
it came that Jacob, watching his opportunities, soon found occasion
to take advantage of his brother. One day Esau returned from the
chase “faint” with hunger. The sight of a mess of lentils, which to
this day is a favorite dish in Syria and Egypt, induced him,
unaccustomed and unable as he was to control the desires of the
moment, to barter away his birthright for this “red” pottage. The
circumstances become the more readily intelligible when we
remember, besides the unbridled disposition of Esau, that, as
Lightfoot has pointed out, it was a time of commencing famine in
the land. For, immediately afterwards (Genesis 26:1), we read that
“there was a famine in the land,” greater even than that at the time of
Abraham, and which compelled Isaac for a season to leave Canaan.
From this event, so characteristic and decisive in his history, Esau,
after the custom of the East, obtained the name of Edom, or “red,”
from the color of “the mess of pottage” for which he had sold his
birthright.
In regard to the conduct of the two brothers in this matter, we
must note, that Scripture in no way excuses nor apologizes for that
of Jacob. According to its wont, it simply states the facts, and makes
neither comment nor remark upon them. That it leaves to “the logic
of facts;” and the terrible trials which were so soon to drive Jacob
from his home, and which kept him so long a bondsman in a strange
land, are themselves a suffcient Divine commentary upon the
transaction. Moreover, it is very remarkable that Jacob never in his
after-life appealed to his purchase of the birthright. But so far as
Esau is concerned only one opinion can be entertained of his
conduct. We are too apt to imagine that because Jacob wronged or
took advantage of Esau, therefore Esau was right. The opposite of

this is the case. When we ask ourselves what Jacob intended to
purchase, or Esau to sell in the “birthright,” we answer that in later
times it conveyed a double share of the paternal possessions.
(Deuteronomy 21:17) In patriarchal days it included “lordship” over
the rest of the family, and especially succession to that spiritual
blessing which through Abraham was to fow out into the world
(Genesis 27:27, 29), together with possession of the land of Canaan
and covenant-communion with Jehovah. (Genesis 28:4) What of
these things was spiritual, we may readily believe, Esau discredited
and despised, and what was temporal, but yet future, as his after
conduct shows, he imagined he might still obtain either by his
father’s favor or by violence. But that for the momentary
gratifcation of the lowest sensual appetites he should have been
ready to barter away such unspeakably precious and holy privileges,
proved him, in the language of the Epistle to the Hebrews (Hebrews
12:16), to have been “a profane person,” and therefore quite unftted
to become the heir of the promises. For profanity consists in this: for
the sensual gratifcation or amusement of the moment to give up that
which is spiritual and unseen; to be careless of that which is holy, so
as to snatch the present enjoyment, — in short, practically not to
deem anything holy at all, if it stands in the way of present pleasure.
Scripture puts it down as the bitter self-condemnation which Esau,
by his conduct, pronounced upon himself: “and he did eat and drink,
and rose up, and went his way; thus Esau despised his birthright.”
Before farther following the history of Isaac’s trials and joys, it
seems desirable to make here a few general remarks, for the purpose
of explaining the conduct alike of Isaac and of Jacob, and its bearing
on the history of the covenant. It has been common to describe
Abraham as the man of faith, Isaac as the model of patient bearing,
and Jacob as the man of active working; and in the two latter cases
to connect the spiritual fruits, which were the outcome of their faith,
with their natural characters also. All this is quite correct; but, in our
opinion, it is necessary to take a broader view of the whole matter.
Let it be borne in mind, that God had both made and established His
covenant with Abraham. The history of Isaac and Jacob, on the other
hand, rather represents the hindrances to the covenant. These are
just the same as we daily meet in our own walk of faith. They arise
from opposite causes, according as in our weakness we either lag
behind, or in our haste go before God. Isaac lagged behind, Jacob
tried to go before God; and their history exhibits the dangers and
diffculties arising from each of these causes, just as, on the other
hand, God’s dealings with them show how mercifully, how wisely,
and yet how holily He knew to remove these hindrances out of the
way, and to uproot these sins from their hearts and lives.

Accordingly, we shall consider the history of Isaac and Jacob as that
of the hindrances of the covenant and of their removal.
Viewed in this light we understand all the better, not only
Jacob’s attempt to purchase the “birthright” — as if Esau had had
the power of selling it! — but what followed that transaction? It
seems that a grievous famine induced Isaac to leave his settlement,
and it naturally occurred to him in so doing to follow in the wake of
his father Abraham, and to go into Egypt. But when he had reached
Gerar, the residence of Abimelech, king of the Philistines, where
Abraham had previously sojourned, “Jehovah appeared unto him,”
and specially directed him to remain there, at the same time
renewing to him the promises He had made to Abraham. Both in this
direction and in the renewal of blessing we recognize the kindness
of the Lord, Who would not expose Isaac to the greater trials of
Egypt, and would strengthen and encourage his faith. Apparently, he
had on reaching Gerar not said that Rebekah was his wife; and when
he was, at last, “asked” about it, the want of courage which had
prompted the equivocation, ripened into actual falsehood. Imitating
in this the example of Abraham, he passed off his wife as his sister.
But here also the kindness of the Lord interposed to spare him a trial
greater than he might have been able to bear. His deceit was detected
before his wife had been taken by any one; and an order given by
Abimelech — whether the same who ruled at the time of Abraham,
or his successor — secured her future safety. The famine seems now
to have become so intense, that Isaac began to till land for himself.
And God blessed him with an unusually large return — still further
to encourage his faith amidst its trials. Commonly, even in very
fruitful parts of Palestine, the yield is from twenty-fve to ffty times
that which had been sown; and in one small district, even eighty
times that of wheat, and one hundred times that of barley. But Isaac
at once “received an hundredfold” — to show him that even in a
year of famine God could make the most ample provision for His
servant. The increasing wealth of Isaac excited the envy of the
Philistines. Disputes arose, and they stopped up the wells which
Abraham had digged. At last, even Abimelech, friendly as he was,
advised him to leave the place. Isaac removed to the valley of Gerar.
But there also similar contentions arose; and Isaac once more
returned to Abraham’s old settlement at Beersheba. Here Jehovah
again appeared unto him, to confrm, on his re-entering the land, the
promises previously made. Beersheba had also its name given it a
second time. For Abimelech, accompanied by his chief captain and
his privy councilor, came to Isaac to renew the covenant which had
formerly been there made between the Philistines and Abraham.
Isaac was now at peace with all around. Better still, “he builded an
altar” in Beersheba, “and called upon the name of Jehovah.” But in

the high day of his prosperity fresh trials awaited him. His eldest son
Esau, now forty years old, took two Canaanitish wives, “which were
a grief of mind unto Isaac and to Rebekah.” Assuredly, if Isaac had
not “lagged far behind,” he would in this have recognized the fnal
and full unftness of Esau to have “the birthright.” But the same
tendency which had hitherto kept him at best undecided, led, ere it
was fnally broken, to a further and a far deeper sorrow than any he
had yet experienced.

16. GENESIS 27-28:9
Isaac’s Blessing obtained by Jacob deceitfully — Esau’s
Sorrow — Evil Consequences of their error to all the
members of their family — Jacob is sent to Laban — Isaac
renews and fully gives him the Blessing of Abraham
IF there is any point on which we should anxiously be on our guard,
it is that of “tempting God.” We do so tempt the Lord when,
listening to our own inclinations, we put once more to the question
that which He has already clearly settled. Where God has decided,
never let us doubt, nor lag behind. But if anything might be
described as clearly settled by God, it was, surely, the calling of
Jacob and the rejection of Esau. It had been expressly foretold in
prophecy even before the children were born; and Esau had also
afterwards proved himself wholly unft to be the heir of the promise,
frst by his light-minded profanity, and next by his alliance with the
Canaanites, than which nothing could have more directly run
counter to the will of God, and to the purposes of the covenant.
Despite these clear indications, Isaac did lag behind, reluctant to
follow the direction of God. In truth, he had thrown his natural
affections as a makeweight into the scale. As we shall presently
show, Isaac hesitated, indeed, to allot unto Esau the spiritual part of
the blessing; but what he regarded as the natural rights of the frstborn appeared to him inalienable, and these he meant now formally
to recognize by bestowing upon him the blessing.
A German writer aptly observes: “This is one of the most
remarkable complications of life, showing in the clearest manner
that a higher hand guides the threads of history, so that neither sin
nor error can ultimately entangle them. Each one weaves the threads
which are committed to him according to his own views and desires;
but at last, when the texture is complete, we behold in it the pattern
which the Master had long devised, and towards which each laborer
had only contributed one or another feature.” At the time of which
we write Isaac was one hundred and thirty-seven years old fp1 — an
age at which his half-brother Ishmael had died, fourteen years
before; and though Isaac was destined to live yet fortythree years
longer (Genesis 35:28), the decay of his sight, and other infrmities,
brought the thought of death very near to him. Under these
circumstances he resolved formally to bestow the privileges
naturally belonging to the frst-born upon Esau. With this, however,
he coupled, as a sort of preliminary condition, that Esau should
bring and prepare for him some venison. Possibly he regarded the

fnding of the game as a sort of providential sign, and the
preparation of it as a token of affection. There would be nothing
strange in this, for those who believe in God, and yet for some
reason refuse implicitly to follow His directions, are always on the
outlook for some “sign” to justify them in setting aside the clear
intimations of His will. But Rebekah had overheard the conversation
between her husband and her son. Probably she had long been
apprehensive of some such event, and on the outlook for it. And now
the danger seemed most pressing. Another hour, and the blessing
might for ever be lost to Jacob. Humanly speaking, safety lay in
quick resolution and decided action. It mattered not what were the
means employed, if only the end were attained. Had not God
distinctly pointed out Jacob as heir to the promises? Had not Esau
proved himself utterly unft for it, and that even before he married
those Canaanitish women? She could only be fulflling the will of
God when she kept her husband from so great a wrong, and secured
to her son what God had intended him to possess. Thus Rebekah
probably argued in her own mind. To be sure, if she had had the
faith of Abraham, who was ready on Mount Moriah to offer up his
own son, believing that, if it were to be so, God was able to raise
him from the dead, she would not have acted, not even felt, nor
feared, as she did. But then her motives were very mixed, even
though she kept the promise steadily in view, and her faith was weak
and imperfect, even though she imagined herself to be carrying out
the will of God. Such hours come to most of us, when it almost
seems as if necessity obliged and holy wisdom prompted us to
accomplish, in our own strength, that which, nevertheless, we should
leave in God’s hand. If once we enter on such a course, it will
probably not be long before we cast to the winds any scruples about
the means to be employed, so that we secure the object desired, and
which possibly may seem to us in accordance with the will of God.
Here also faith is the only true remedy: faith, which leaves God to
carry out His own purposes, content to trust Him absolutely, and to
follow Him whithersoever He leadeth. And God’s way is never
through the thicket of human cunning and devices. “He that
believeth shall not make haste;” nor need he, for God will do it all
for him.
In pursuance of her purpose, Rebekah proposed to Jacob to take
advantage of his father’s dim sight, and to personate Esau. He was to
put on his brother’s dress, which bore the smell of the aromatic
herbs and bushes among which he was wont to hunt, and to cover
his smooth skin with a kind of fur; while Rebekah would prepare a
dish which his father would not be able to distinguish from the
venison which Esau was to make ready for him. It is remarkable,
that although Jacob at frst objected, his scruples were caused rather

by fear of detection than from a sense of the wrong proposed. But
Rebekah quieted his misgivings, — possibly trusting, that since she
was doing, as she thought, the will of God, she could not but
succeed. In point of fact, Jacob found his part more diffcult than he
could have expected. Deceit, equivocation, and lying, repeated again
and again, were required to allay the growing suspicions of the old
man. At last Jacob succeeded — with what shame and remorse we
can readily imagine — in diverting his father’s doubts; and Isaac
bestowed upon him “the blessing,” and with it the birthright. But it
deserves special notice, that while this blessing assigned to him both
the land of Canaan and lordship over his brethren, there is in it but
the faintest allusion to the great promise to Abraham. The only
words which can be supposed to refer to it are these:
“Cursed be every one that curseth thee, and blessed be he that
blesseth thee.” (Genesis 27:29)
But this is manifestly very different from the blessing of
Abraham,
“In thee and in thy seed shall all the nations of the earth be blessed.”
(Genesis 22:18)
It is clear that Isaac imagined he had blessed Esau, and that he
did not dare confer upon him the spiritual privileges attached to the
birthright. So, after all, Jacob and Rebekah did not attain that which
they had sought!
Jacob had scarcely left the presence of his father, when Esau
entered with the venison he had prepared. If Isaac, Rebekah, and
Jacob had been each wrong in their share in the transaction, Esau
deserves at least equal blame. Not to speak of his previous
knowledge of the will of God on this point, he disguised from his
brother Jacob that he was about to obtain from his father’s favor that
which he had actually sold to Jacob! Surely, there was here quite as
great dishonesty, cunning, and untruthfulness as on the part of Jacob.
When Isaac now discovered the deceit which had been practiced
upon him, he “trembled very exceedingly,” but he refused to recall
the blessing he had pronounced: “I have blessed him — yea, and he
shall be blessed.” Now, for the frst time, the mist which in this
matter had so long hung about Isaac’s spiritual vision, seems
dispelled. He sees the fnger of God, who had averted the danger
which his own weakness had caused. Thus, while all parties in the
transaction had been in error and sin, God brought about His own
purpose, and Isaac recognized this fact. Now, for the frst time also,
Esau obtained a glimpse of what he had really lost. We read, that

“afterwards, when he would have inherited the blessing, he was
rejected: for he found no place of repentance, though he sought it
diligently with tears.”(Hebrews 12:17)
At his earnest entreaty for some kind of blessing, Isaac
pronounced what in reality was a prophecy of the future of Edom.
Translating it literally, it reads:
“Behold, thy dwelling shall be without fatness of the earth, And
without the dew of heaven from above.”
This describes the general aspect of the sterile mountains of
Edom; after which the patriarch continues, by sketching the future
history of the Edomites:
“But by thy sword shalt thou live, and shalt serve thy brother; Yet it
shall come to pass that, as thou shakest it, thou shalt break his yoke
from off thy neck.”
The last sentence, it has been well remarked, refers to the
varying success of the future struggles between Israel and Edom,
and introduces into the blessing of Jacob an element of judgment.
And when we compare the words of Isaac with the history of Israel
and Edom, down to the time when Herod, the Idumean, possessed
himself of the throne of David, we see how correctly the whole has
been summed up in the Epistle to the Hebrews (11:20): “By faith
Isaac blessed Jacob and Esau concerning things to come.”
For, that Isaac was now acting in faith, and that he discerned
how, without knowing it, he had blessed, not according to his own
inclination, but according to the will and purpose of God, appears
from the subsequent history. It seems that Esau, full of hatred and
envy, resolved to rid himself of his rival by murdering his brother,
only deferring the execution of his purpose till after the death of his
father, which he also believed to be near at hand. Somehow
Rebekah, ever watchful, obtained tidings of this; and knowing her
elder son’s quick temper, which, however violent, did not long
harbor anger, she resolved to send Jacob away to her brother Laban,
for “a few days,” as she fondly imagined, after which she would
“send and fetch” him “from thence.” But kindness towards her
husband prompted her to keep from him Esau’s murderous plan, and
to plead as a reason for Jacob’s temporary departure that which, no
doubt, was also a strong motive in her own mind, that Jacob should
marry one of her kindred. For, as she said, “If Jacob take a wife of
the daughters of Heth, such as these of the daughters of the land,
what good shall my life be to me?” Petulant as was her language,
her reasoning was just, and Isaac knew it from painful experience of
Esau’s wives. And now Isaac expressly sent Jacob to Laban, to seek

him a wife; and in so doing, this time consciously and wittingly,
renewed the blessing which formerly had been fraudulently obtained
from him. Now also the patriarch speaks clearly and unmistakably,
not only reiterating the very terms of the covenant-blessing in all
their fullness, but especially adding these words: “God
Almighty . . . . give thee the blessing of Abraham, to thee, and to thy
seed with thee.” Thus Isaac’s dimness of spiritual sight had at last
wholly passed away. But the darkness around Esau seems to only
have grown deeper and deeper. Upon learning what charge Isaac had
given his son, and apparently for the frst time awakening to the fact
that “the daughters of Canaan pleased not Isaac fp2 his father,” he
took “Mahalath, the daughter of Ishmael” as a third wife — as if he
had mended matters by forming an alliance with him whom
Abraham had, by God’s command, “cast out!” Thus the spiritual
incapacity and unftness of Esau appeared at every step, even where
he tried to act kindly and dutifully.
To conclude, by altering and adapting the language of a German
writer: After this event Isaac lived other forty-three years. But he no
more appears in this history. Its thread is now taken up by Jacob, on
whom the promise has devolved. Scripture only records that Isaac
was gathered to his fathers when one hundred and eighty years old,
and full of days, and that he was buried in the cave of Machpelah by
Esau and Jacob, whom he had the joy of seeing by his death-bed as
reconciled brothers. When Jacob left, his father dwelt at Beersheba.
The desire to be nearer to his father’s burying-place may have been
the ground of his later settlement in Mamre, where he died. (Genesis
35:27-29) Rebekah, who at parting had so confdently promised to
let Jacob know whenever Esau’s anger was appeased, may have died
even before her favorite son returned to Canaan. At any rate the
promised message was never delivered, nor is her name mentioned
on Jacob’s return.

17. GENESIS 28:10-31:55
Jacob’s Vision at Bethel — His Arrival at the House of
Laban — Jacob’s double Marriage and Servitude — His
Flight from Haran — Pursuit of Laban, and Reconciliation
with Jacob
IT had been a long and weary journey that frst day when Jacob left
his home at Beersheba. fq1 More than forty miles had he traveled over
the mountains which afterwards were those of Judah, and through
what was to become the land of Benjamin. The sun had set, and its
last glow faded out from the gray hills of Ephraim, when he reached
“an uneven valley, covered, as with gravestones, by large sheets of
bare rock, — some few here and there standing up like the
cromlechs of Druidical monuments.” fq2 Here, close by a wild ridge,
the broad summit of which was covered by an olive grove, was the
place where Abraham had frst rested for some time on entering the
land, and whence he and Lot had, before their separation, taken a
survey of the country. There, just before him, lay the Canaanitish
Luz; and beyond it, many days’ journey, stretched his weary course
to Haran. fq3 It was a lonely, weird place, this valley of stones, in
which to make his frst night’s quarters. But perhaps it agreed all the
better with Jacob’s mood, which had made him go on and on, from
early morning, forgetful of time and way, till he could no longer
pursue his journey. Yet, accidental as it seemed — for we read that
“he lighted upon a certain place,” — the selection of the spot was
assuredly designed of God. Presently Jacob prepared for rest. Piling
some of the stones, with which the valley was strewed, he made
them a pillow, and laid him down to sleep. Then it was, in his dream,
that it seemed as if these stones of the valley were being builded
together by an unseen hand, step upon step, “a ladder” — or,
probably more correctly, “a stair.” Now, as he watched it, it rose and
rose, till it reached the deep blue star-spangled sky, which seemed to
cleave for its reception. All along that wondrous track moved angelforms, “ascending and descending upon it;” and angel-light was
shed upon its course, till quite up on the top stood the glorious
Jehovah Himself, Who spake to the lonely sleeper below: “I am
Jehovah, the God of Abraham thy father, and the God of Isaac.”
Silent in their ministry, the angels still passed up and down the
heaven-built stairs, from where Jacob lay to where Jehovah spake.
The vision and the words which the Lord spoke explain each other,
the one being the symbol of the other. On that frst night, when an
outcast from his home, and a fugitive, heavy thoughts, doubts, and

fears would crowd around Jacob; when, in every sense, his head was
pillowed on stones in the rocky valley of Luz, Jehovah expressly
renewed to him, in the fullest manner, the promise and the blessing
frst given to Abraham, and added to it this comfort, whatever might
be before him: “I am with thee, and will keep thee in all places
whither thou goest, and will bring thee again into this land; for I will
not leave thee until I have done that which I have spoken to thee of.”
And what Jacob heard, that he also saw in symbolic vision. The
promise was the real God-built stair, which reached from the lonely
place on which the poor wanderer lay quite up to heaven, right into
the very presence of Jehovah; and on which, all silent and unknown
by the world, lay the shining track of angel-ministry. And so still to
each one who is truly of Israel is the promise of that mysterious
“ladder” which connects earth with heaven. Below lies poor,
helpless, forsaken man; above, stands Jehovah Himself, and upon
the ladder of promise which joins earth to heaven, the angels of
God, in their silent, never-ceasing ministry, descend, bringing help,
and ascend, as to fetch new deliverance. Nay, this “ladder” is Christ,
fq4
for by this “ladder” God Himself has come down to us in the
Person of His dear Son, Who is, so to speak, the Promise become
Reality, as it is written:
“Hereafter ye shall see heaven open, and the angels of God
ascending and descending upon the Son of Man.” (John 1:51)
“And Jacob awaked out of his sleep, and he said, Surely Jehovah is
in this place, and I knew it not.” Quite another fear now came upon
him from that of loneliness or of doubt. It was awe at the conscious
presence of the ever-watchful, ever-mindful covenant-God which
made him feel, as many a wanderer since at such discovery: “How
dreadful is this place! This is none other but the house of God, and
this is the gate of heaven.” And early next morning Jacob converted
his stony pillow into a memorial pillar, and consecrated it unto God.
Henceforth this rocky valley would be to him no more the
Canaanitish Luz, but Beth-el, “the house of God;” just as John the
Baptist declared that God could of such stones raise up children to
Abraham. At the same time Jacob vowed a vow, that when God had
fulflled His promise, and brought him back again “in peace,” he
would, on his part also, make the place a Beth-el, by dedicating it to
God, and offering unto the Lord a tenth of all that He should give
him, which also he did. (Genesis 35:6, 7)
No further incident worth recording occurred till Jacob reached
the end of his journey in “the land of the people of the East.” Here
he found himself at a “well,” where, contrary to the usual custom,
three focks were already in waiting, long before the usual evening
time for watering them. Professor Robinson has made this personal

observation, helpful to our understanding of the circumstances:
“Over most of the cisterns is laid a broad and thick fat stone, with a
round hole cut in the middle, forming the mouth of the cistern. This
hole we found in many cases covered with a heavy stone, which it
would require two or three men to roll away.” We know not whether
these focks were kept waiting till suffcient men had come to roll
away the stone, or whether it was the custom to delay till all the
focks had arrived. At any rate, when Jacob had ascertained that the
focks were from Haran, and that the shepherds knew Laban, the
brother of Rebekah, and when he saw the fair Rachel, his own
cousin, coming with her fock, he rolled away the stone himself,
watered his uncle’s sheep, and in the warmth of his feelings at
fnding himself not only at the goal of his journey, but apparently
God-directed to her whose very appearance could win his affections,
he embraced his cousin. Even in this little trait the attentive observer
of Jacob’s natural character will not fail to recognize “the haste”
with which he always anticipated God’s leadings. When Laban,
Rachel’s father, came to hear of all the circumstances, he received
Jacob as his relative. A month’s trial more than confrmed in the
mind of that selfsh, covetous man the favorable impression of
Jacob’s possible use to him as a shepherd, which his frst energetic
interference at the “well” must have produced. With that apparent
frankness and show of liberality under which cunning, selfsh people
so often disguise their dishonest purposes, Laban urged upon Jacob
to name his own “wages.” Jacob had learned to love Rachel, Laban’s
younger daughter. Without consulting the mind of God in the matter,
he now proposed to serve Laban seven years for her hand. This was
just the period during which, among the Hebrews, a Jewish slave
had to serve; in short, he proposed becoming a bondsman for
Rachel. With the same well-feigned candor as before, Laban agreed:
“It is better that I give her to thee, than that I should give her to
another man (to a stranger).” The bargain thus to sell his daughter
was not one founded on the customs of the time, and Laban’s
daughters themselves felt the degradation which they could not
resist, as appears from their after statement, when agreeing to fee
from their father’s home:
“Are we not counted of him strangers? for he has sold us.” (Genesis
31:14, 15)
The period of Jacob’s servitude seemed to him rapidly to pass,
and at the end of the seven years he claimed his bride. But now
Jacob was to experience how his sin had found him out. As he had
deceived his father, so Laban now deceived him. Taking advantage
of the Eastern custom that a bride was always brought to her
husband veiled, he substituted for Rachel her elder sister Leah. But,

as formerly, God had, all unknown to them, overruled the error and
sin of Isaac and of Jacob, so He did now also in the case of Laban
and Jacob. For Leah was, so far as we can judge, the one whom God
had intended for Jacob, though, for the sake of her beauty, he had
preferred Rachel. From Leah sprang Judah, in whose line the
promise to Abraham was to be fulflled. Leah, as we shall see in the
sequel, feared and served Jehovah; while Rachel was attached to the
superstitions of her father’s house; and even the natural character of
the elder sister ftted her better for her new calling than that of the
somewhat petulant, peevish, and self-willed, though beautiful
younger daughter of Laban. As for the author of this deception,
Laban, he shielded himself behind the pretense of a national custom,
not to give away a younger before a frst born sister. But he readily
proposed to give to Jacob Rachel also, in return for other seven
years of service. Jacob consented, and the second union was
celebrated immediately upon the close of Leah’s marriage festivities,
which in the East generally last for a week. It were an entire mistake
to infer from the silence of Scripture that this double marriage of
Jacob received Divine approbation. As always, Scripture states facts,
but makes no comment. That suffciently appears from the lifelong
sorrow, disgrace, and trials which, in the retributive providence of
God, followed as the consequence of this double union.
The sinful weakness of Jacob appeared also in his married life,
in an unkind and unjust preference for Rachel, and God’s reproving
dealings in that He blessed the “hated” wife with children, while he
withheld from Rachel a boon so much desired in a family where all
that was precious stood connected with an heir to the promises. At
the same time, this might also serve to teach again the lesson, given
frst to Abraham and then to Isaac, how especially in the patriarchal
family this blessing was to be a direct gift from the Lord. (See also
Psalm 127:3) Leah bore in rapid succession four sons, whom she
signifcantly named Reuben (“ behold! a son”), saying, “Surely
Jehovah hath looked upon my affiction;” Simeon (“hearing”),
“Because Jehovah hath heard that I was hated;” Levi (“cleaving,” or
“joined”), in the hope “Now this time will my husband cleave to
me;” and Judah (“praised,” viz., be Jehovah), since she said: “Now
will I praise Jehovah.” It deserves special notice, that in the birth of
at least three of these sons, Leah not only recognized God, but
specially acknowledged Him as Jehovah, the covenant-God.
We do not suppose that Rachel, who had no children of her own,
waited all this time without seeking to remove what she enviously
and jealously regarded as her sister’s advantage. Indeed, the sacred
text nowhere indicates that the children of Jacob were born in the
exact succession of time in which their names are recorded. On the

contrary, we have every reason to suppose that such was not the
case. It quite agrees with the petulant, querulous language of Rachel,
that she waited not so long, but that so soon as she really found
herself at this disadvantage compared with her sister, she persuaded
her husband to make her a mother through Bilhah, her own maid, as
Sarah had done in the case of Hagar. Thus the sins of the parents too
often reappear in the conduct of their successors. Instead of waiting
upon God, or giving himself to prayer, Jacob complied with the
desire of his Rachel, and her maid successively bore two sons,
whom Rachel named “Dan,” or “judging,” as if God had judged her
wrong, and “Naphtali,” or “my wrestling,” saying: “With great
wrestling have I wrestled with my sister, and I have prevailed.” In
both instances we mark her gratifed jealousy of her sister; and that,
although she owned God, it was not as Jehovah, but as Elohim, the
God of nature, not the covenant-God of the promise.
Once again the evil example of a sister, and its supposed success,
proved infectious. When Leah perceived that she no longer became
as before, a mother, and probably without waiting till both Rachel’s
adopted sons had been born, she imitated the example of her sister,
and gave to Jacob her own maid Zilpah as wife. Her declension in
faith further appears also in the names which she chose for the sons
of Zilpah. At the birth of the eldest, she exclaimed, “Good fortune
cometh,” fq5 and hence called him “Gad,” or “good fortune;” the
same idea being expressed in the name of the second, Asher, or
“happy.” Neither did Leah in all this remember God, but only
thought of the success of her own device. But the number of
children now granted to the two sisters neither removed their mutual
jealousies, nor restored peace to the house of Jacob. Most painful
scenes occurred; and when at length Leah again gave birth to two
sons, she recognized, indeed, God in their names, but now, like her
sister, only Elohim, not Jehovah; while she seemed to see in the frst
of them a reward for giving Zilpah to her husband, whence the
child’s name was called Issachar (“he gives,” or “he brings
reward”); while she regarded her last-born son, Zebulun, or
“dwelling,” as a pledge that since she had borne him six sons, her
husband would now dwell with her!
It has already been stated that we must not regard the order in
which the birth of Jacob’s children is mentioned as indicating their
actual succession. fq6 They are rather so enumerated, partly to show
the varying motives of the two sisters, and partly to group together
the sons of different mothers. That the scriptural narrative is not
intended to represent the actual succession of the children appears
also from the circumstance, that the birth of an only daughter, Dinah
(“judgment”) is mentioned immediately after that of Zebulun. The

wording of the Hebrew text here implies that Dinah was born at a
later period (“afterwards”), and, indeed, she alone is mentioned on
account of her connection with Jacob’s later history, though we have
reason to believe that Jacob had other daughters (See Genesis 37:35,
and 46:7), whose names and history are not mentioned.
And now at last better thoughts seem to have come to Rachel.
When we read that in giving her a son of her own, “God hearkened
to her,” we are warranted in inferring that believing prayer had taken
in her heart the former place of envy and jealousy of her sister. The
son whom she now bore, in the fourteenth year of Jacob’s servitude
to Laban, was called Joseph, a name which has a double meaning:
“the remover,” because, as she said, “God hath taken away my
reproach,” and “adding,” since she regarded her child as a pledge
that God — this time “Jehovah” — “shall add to me another son.”
The object of Jacob’s prolonged stay with his father-in-law was now
accomplished. Fourteen years’ servitude to Laban left him as poor as
when frst he had come to him. The wants of his increasing family,
and the better understanding now established in his family, must
have pointed out to him the desirableness of returning to his own
country. But when he intimated this wish to his father-in-law, Laban
was unwilling to part with one by whom he had so largely profted.
With a characteristic confusion of heathen ideas with a dim
knowledge of the being of Jehovah, Laban said to Jacob (we here
translate literally): “If I have found grace in thy sight (i.e. tarry), for
I have divined fq7 (ascertained by magic), and Jehovah hath blessed
me for thy sake.” The same attempt to place Jehovah as the God of
Abraham by the side of the god of Nahor — not denying, indeed, the
existence of Jehovah, but that He was the only true and living God
— occurs again later when Laban made a covenant with
Jacob. (Genesis 31:53) It also frequently recurs in the later
history of Israel. Both strange nations and Israel itself, when in a
state of apostasy, did not deny that Jehovah was God, but they tried
to place Him on a level with other and false deities. Now, Scripture
teaches us that to place any other pretended God along with the
living and true One argues as great ignorance, and is as great a sin,
as to deny Him entirely.
In his own peculiar fashion Laban, with pretended candor and
liberality, now invited Jacob to name his wages for the future. But
this time the deceiver was to be deceived. Basing his proposal on the
fact that in the East the goats are mostly black and the sheep white,
Jacob made what seemed the very modest request, that all that were
spotted and speckled in the fock were to be his share. Laban gladly
assented, taking care to make the selection himself, and to hand over
Jacob’s portion to his own sons, while Jacob was to tend the focks

of Laban. Finally, he placed three days’ journey betwixt the focks of
Jacob and his own. But even so, Jacob knew how, by an artifce well
understood in the East, to circumvent his fatherin-law, and to secure
that, though ordinarily “the ringstraked, speckled, and spotted” had
been an exception, now they were the most numerous and the
strongest of the focks. And the advantage still remained on the side
of Jacob, when Laban again and again reversed the conditions of the
agreement.(Genesis 31:7) This clearly proved that Jacob’s artifce
could not have been the sole nor the real reason of his success. In
point of fact, immediately after the frst agreement with Laban, the
angel of God had spoken to Jacob in a dream, assuring him that,
even without any such artifces, God would right him in his cause
with Laban.(Genesis 31:12, 13) Once more, then, Jacob acted, as
when in his father’s house. He “made haste;” he would not wait for
the Lord to fulfll his promise; he would use his own means — and
employ his cunning and devices — to accomplish the purpose of
God, instead of committing his cause unto Him. And as formerly he
had had the excuse of his father’s weakness and his brother’s
violence, so now it might seem as if he were purely on his defense,
and as if his deceit were necessary for his protection — the more so
as he resorted to his device only in spring, not in autumn, fq8 so that
the second produce of the year belonged chiefy to his father-in-law.
The consequences proved very similar to those which followed
his deceit in his father’s house. The rapidly growing wealth of Jacob
during the six years of this bargain so raised the enmity and envy of
Laban and of his sons, that Jacob must have felt it necessary for his
own safety to remove, even if he had not received Divine direction
to that effect. But this put an end to all hesitancy; and having
communicated his purpose to his wives, and secured their cordial
consent, he left secretly, while Laban was away at the sheepshearing, which would detain him some time. Three days elapsed
before Laban was informed of Jacob’s fight. He immediately
pursued after him, “with his brethren,” his anger being further
excited by the theft of his household gods, or “teraphim,” which
Rachel, unknown, of course, to Jacob, had taken with her. On the
seventh day Laban and his relatives overtook Jacob and his caravan
in Mount Gilead. The consequences might have been terrible, if God
had not interposed to warn Laban in a dream, not to injure nor to
hurt Jacob. Being further foiled in his search after the missing
teraphim, through the cunning of his own daughter, Laban, despite
his hypocritical professions of how affectionate their leave-taking
might have been if Jacob had not “stolen away,” stood convicted of
selfshness and unkindness. In fact, if the conduct of Jacob, even in
his going away, had been far from straightforward, that of Laban
was of the most unprincipled kind. However, peace was restored

between them, and a covenant made, in virtue of which neither party
was to cross for hostile purposes the memorial pillar which they
erected, and to which Laban gave a Chaldee and Jacob a Hebrew
name, meaning “the heap of witness.”
Hypocritically as in the mouth of Laban the additional name of
Mizpah sounds, which he gave to this pillar, it is a very signifcant
designation to mark great events in our lives, especially our alliances
and our undertakings. For Mizpah means “watchtower,” and the
words which accompanied the giving of this name were:
“Jehovah watch between me and thee, when we are absent one from
another.”

18. GENESIS 32-36
Jacob at Mahanaim — The Night of Wrestling —
Reconciliation between Jacob and Esau — Jacob settles at
Shechem — Jacob proceeds to Bethel to pay his Vow —
Death of Rachel — Jacob settles at Hebron
WE are now nearing what may be described as the high point in the
spiritual history of Jacob. Quite different as the previous history of
Abraham had been from that of Jacob, yet, in some sense, what
Mount Moriah was to Abraham, that the fords of Jabbok became to
his grandson: a place of trial and of decision, — only that while the
one went to it, the other only left it, with a new name, and all that
this implied.
One dreaded meeting was past, and its apprehended dangers
averted. Jacob had in his fear “stolen away” from Laban. He had
been pursued as by an enemy, but God had brought peace out of it
all. Standing by his “Mizpah,” he had seen Laban and his
confederates disappearing behind the range of Gilead, their spears
and lances glistening in the sunlight, as they wound through the pine
and oak forests which cover the mountain side. One enemy was now
behind him; but another and far more formidable had yet to be
encountered. In dealing with Laban, Jacob could justly plead his
long service and the heartless selfshness of his employer. But what
could he say to Esau in excuse or palliation of the past? How would
he meet him? and did his brother still cherish the purpose of revenge
from which he had fed twenty years ago? To these questions there
was absolutely no answer, except the one which faith alone could
understand: that if he now returned to his own country, and faced the
danger there awaiting him, it was by the express direction of the
Lord Himself. If so, Jacob must be safe. Nor was he long in
receiving such general assurance of this as might strengthen his
faith. Leaving the mountains of Gilead, Jacob had entered the land
of promise, in what afterwards became the possession of Gad. A
glorious prospect here opened before him. Such beauty, fruitfulness,
freshness of verdure, and richness of pasturage; dark mountain
forests above, and rich plains below, as poor Palestine, denuded of
its trees, and with them of its moisture — a land of ruins — has not
known these many, many centuries! And there, as he entered the
land, “the angels of God met him.” Twenty years before they had, on
leaving it, met him at Bethel, and, so to speak, accompanied him on
his journey. And now in similar pledge they welcomed him on his
return. Only then, they had been angels ascending and descending

on their ministry, while now they were “angel hosts” to defend him
in the impending contest, whence also Jacob called the name of that
place Mahanaim, “two hosts,” or “two camps.” And if at Bethel he
had seen them in a “dream,” they now appeared to him when
waking, as if to convey yet stronger assurance.
Such comfort was, indeed, needed by Jacob. From Mahanaim he
had sent to his brother Esau a message intended to conciliate him.
But the messengers returned without any reply, other than that Esau
was himself coming to meet his brother, and that at the head of a
band of four hundred men. This certainly was suffciently alarming,
irrespective of the circumstance that since Esau was (as we shall
presently show) just then engaged in a warlike expedition against
Seir, the four hundred men with whom he advanced, had probably
gathered around his standard for plunder and bloodshed, just like
those wild Bedouin tribes which to this day carry terror wherever
they appear. Even to receive no reply at all would, in itself, be a
great trial to one like Jacob. Hitherto he had by his devices
succeeded in removing every obstacle, and evading every danger.
But now he was absolutely helpless, in face of an enemy from whom
he could neither retreat nor escape. It is said in the sacred text:
“Then Jacob was greatly afraid and distressed.” The measures to
which he resorted prove this. He divided his caravan into two bands,
in the hope that if Esau attacked the one, the other might escape
during the fray. The result thus aimed at was very doubtful, and, at
the best, sad enough. Jacob must have deeply felt this, and he betook
himself to prayer. Mingling confession of his utter unworthiness
with entreaty for deliverance from the danger before him, he
successively pleaded before God His express command to return to
Canaan, His past mercies, and His gracious promises, at the same
time addressing God as Jehovah, the covenant-God of Abraham and
of Isaac. Not one of these pleas could fail. That cry of despair was
the preparation for what was to follow: Jacob was now learning to
obtain, otherwise than by his own efforts, that which Jehovah had
promised to give.
We know, with almost perfect certainty, the exact spot where the
most important transaction in the life of Jacob took place. It was at
the ford of Jabbok, the confuence of the two streams which fow
from the East into Jordan, between the Sea of Galilee and the Dead
Sea, and almost midway between these two points. Indeed, there is
only one ford of Jabbok “practicable,” “and even here,” as a recent
traveler records, “the strong current reached the horse’s girths.” fr1
The beauty and richness of the whole district is most striking —
park-like scenery alternating with sweet glades, covered with rich
crops; “trees and shrubs grouped in graceful variety;” then peeps

into the great Jordan valley, with its almost tropical vegetation, and
of the hills of Palestine beyond. Looking down upon the ford, the
brook Jabbok is almost invisible from the thicket of oleander which
covers its banks; while on the steeper sides, up either way, forests of
oak and of evergreen oak merge into the darker pine. It was night in
this solitude. Overhead shone the innumerable stars — once the
pledge of the promise to Abraham. The impressive silence was only
broken by the rushing of Jabbok, and the lowing of the focks and
herds, as they passed over the brook, or the preparations for
transporting the women, children, and servants. Quite a large
number of the cattle and sheep Jacob now sent forward in separate
droves, that each, as it successively came to Esau as a gift from his
brother, might tend to appease his feelings of anger, or satisfy the
cupidity of his followers. At last they were all gone, each herdsman
bearing a message of peace. The women also and children were
safely camped on the south side of Jabbok. Only Jacob himself
remained on the northern bank. It was a time for solitude — “and
Jacob was left alone,” quite alone, as when frst he left his father’s
house. There on the oleander banks of Jabbok occurred what has
ever since been of the deepest signifcance to the church of God.
“There wrestled with him a man till the breaking of day.” That
“Man” was the Angel of Jehovah in Whom was His Presence. “And
when He saw that He prevailed not against him, He touched the
hollow of his thigh; and the hollow of Jacob’s thigh was out of joint,
as he wrestled with Him.” The contest by wrestling must now have
become impossible. But a far other contest ensued. “And He said,
Let Me go, for the day breaketh. And he (Jacob) said, I will not let
Thee go, except Thou bless me.” Jacob had now recognized the
character of his opponent and of the contest, and he sought quite
another victory, and by quite other means than before. He no longer
expected to prevail in his own strength.
He asked to be blessed by Him with whom he had hitherto only
wrestled, that so he might prevail. That blessing was given. But frst
the Lord brought before him what had been his old name as
expressive of his old history — Jacob, “the cunning, self-helpful
supplanter;” then He bestowed on him a new name, characteristic of
his new experience and better contest by prayer: Israel, “a prince
with God.” In that new character would he have “power with God
and men,” and “prevail” against all enemies. But the mysterious
name of the Angel he must not yet know; for “the mystery of
godliness” was not to be fully revealed till all the purposes for which
Jacob was to become Israel had been fulflled. And now “He blessed
him there.” “And Jacob called the name of the place Peniel (the face
of God): for I have seen God face to face, and my soul has
recovered. fr2 And as he passed over Penuel the sun rose upon him,

and he halted upon his thigh. Therefore the children of Israel eat not
of the sinew which shrank, which is upon the hollow of the thigh,
unto this day.” And “to this day,” literally, is this custom observed
among “the children of Israel.”
Now what was the meaning of this solemn transaction?
Assuredly, it was symbolical — but of what? It was a real
transaction, but symbolical of Jacob’s past, present, and future. The
“man” who wrestled with Jacob “until the breaking of day” was
Jehovah. Jacob had, indeed, been the believing heir to the promises,
but all his life long he had wrestled with God — sought to attain
success in his own strength and by his own devices. Seeming to
contend with man, he had really contended with God. And God had
also contended with him. At last farther contest was impossible.
Jacob had become disabled, for God had touched the hollow of his
thigh. In the presence of Esau Jacob was helpless. But before he
could encounter his most dreaded earthly enemy, he must encounter
God, with Whom he had all along, though unwittingly, contended by
his struggles and devices. The contest with Esau was nothing; the
contest with Jehovah everything. The Lord could not be on Jacob’s
side, till he had been disabled, and learned to use other weapons
than those of his own wrestling. Then it was that Jacob recognized
with whom he had hitherto wrestled. Now he resorted to other
weapons, even to prayer; and he sought and found another victory,
even in the blessing of Jehovah and by His strength. Then also, truly
at “the breaking of day,” he obtained a new name, and with it new
power, in which he prevailed with God and man. Jacob, indeed,
“halted upon his thigh;” but he was now Israel, a prince with God.
And still to all ages this contest and this victory, in despair of our
own efforts, and in the persevering prayer, “I will not let Thee go
except Thou bless me,” have been and are a most precious symbol to
the children of God. May we not also add, that as the prophet Hosea
pointed to it as symbolical of Israel’s history (Hosea 12:4), so it shall
be fully realized when
“they shall look upon Me Whom they have pierced, and they shall
mourn?” (Zechariah 12:10)
As Jacob passed over Jabbok in the early morn, the glittering of
spears and lances in the sunlight, among the dark pine forests,
betokened the approach of Esau with his four hundred men. But
Jacob had nothing more to fear: the only real contest was over. It
was necessary, when Jacob returned to take possession of the land
and of the promises, that all that was past in his history should be
past — it was so! Never, after that night, did Jacob again contend
with carnal weapons; and though the old name of Jacob reappears
again and again by the side of his new designation, it was to remind

both him and us that Jacob, though halting, is not dead, and that
there is in us always the twofold nature, alike of Jacob and of Israel.
What now followed we cannot tell better than in the words of a
recent German writer: “Jacob, who in his contest with the Angel of
Jehovah had prevailed by prayer and entreaty, now also prevails by
humility and modesty against Esau, who comes to meet him with
four hundred men.” As already hinted, Esau had probably been just
engaged in that warlike expedition to Mount Seir, which resulted in
his conquest of the land, where he afterwards settled. (Genesis 36:6,
7) This accounts for his appearance at the head of an armed band.
Possibly, he may, at the same time, have wished to have the revenge
of giving anxiety to his brother, and of showing him the contrast
between their respective positions; or he may to the last have been
undecided how to act towards his brother. At any rate, under the
overruling guidance of God, and “overcome by the humility of
Jacob, and by the kindliness of his own heart, Esau fell upon the
neck of his brother, embraced and kissed him. With reluctance he
accepted the rich presents of Jacob, and he offered to accompany
him to the end of his journey with his armed men — a proposition
which Jacob declined in a friendly spirit. Thus the two brothers, long
separated in affection, were reconciled to each other. Their good
understanding remained undisturbed till the day of their death.”
There was nothing in Jacob’s language to his brother which,
when translated from Eastern to our Western modes of conduct and
expression, is inconsistent with proper self-respect. If he declined
the offer of an armed guard, it was because he felt he needed not an
earthly host to protect him. Besides, it was manifestly impossible for
cattle and tender children to keep up with a Bedouin warrior band.
While Esau, therefore, returned to Mount Seir, there to await a visit
from his brother, Jacob turned in a north-westerly direction to
Succoth, a place still east of Jordan, and afterwards in the possession
of the tribe of Gad. Here he probably made a lengthened stay, for we
read that “he built him an house, and made booths for his cattle,”
whence also the name of Succoth, or “booths.” At last Jacob once
more crossed the Jordan, “and came in peace fr3 to the city of
Shechem, which is in the land of Canaan.” The words seem
designedly chosen to indicate that God had amply fulflled what
Jacob had asked at Bethel: to “come again in peace.”(Genesis 28:21)
But great changes had taken place in the country. When Abram
entered the land, and made this his frst resting-place, there was no
city there, and it was only “the place of Shechem.” (Genesis 12:6)
But now the district was all cultivated and possessed, and a city had
been built, probably by “Hamor the Hivite,” the father of Shechem,
who called it after his son. (Comp. Genesis 4:17) From “the children
of Hamor” Jacob bought the feld on which he “spread his tent.”

This was “the portion” which Jacob afterwards gave to his son
Joseph (Genesis 48:22), and here the “bones of Joseph, which the
children of Israel brought out of Egypt,” were, at least at one time,
buried. (Joshua 24:32) Far more interesting than this, we know that
by the well which Jacob there dug, sat, many centuries afterwards,
“David’s greater Son,” to tell the poor sinning woman of Samaria
concerning the “well of water springing up unto everlasting life” —
the frst non-Jewess blessed to taste the water of which “whosoever
drinketh” “shall never thirst.” (John 4:14) Here Jacob erected an
altar, and called it El-elohe-Israel, “God, the God of Israel.”
But his stay at Shechem was to prove a fresh source of trial to
Jacob. Dinah, his daughter, at that time (as we gather) about ffteen
years of age, in the language of the sacred text, “went out to see the
daughters of the land,” or, as Josephus, the Jewish historian, tells us,
to take part in a feast of the Shechemites. A more terrible warning
than that afforded by the results of her thoughtless and blameworthy
participation in irreligious and even heathen festivities could
scarcely be given. It led to the ruin of Dinah herself, then to a
proposal of an alliance between the Hivites and Israel, to which
Israel could not, of course, have agreed; and fnally to vile deceit on
the part of Simeon and Levi, for the purpose of exacting bloody
revenge, by which the whole male population of Shechem were
literally exterminated. How deeply the soul of Jacob recoiled from
this piece of Eastern cruelty, appears from the fact, that even on his
deathbed, many years afterwards, he reverted to it in these words: —
“Simeon and Levi are brethren; Their swords are weapons of
iniquity. O my soul, come not thou into their council; Unto their
assembly, mine honor, be not thou united!” (Genesis 49:5, 6)
But one, though undesigned, consequence of the crime proved a
further blessing to Jacob. It was quite clear that he and his family
must remove from the scene of Simeon’s and Levi’s treachery and
cruelty. Then it was that God directed Jacob to return to Beth-el, and
fulfll the promise which he had there made on feeing from the face
of Esau his brother. About ten years must have elapsed since the
return of Jacob from Mesopotamia, and yet he had not paid his vows
unto the Lord! From what follows, we infer that, in all probability,
the reason of this delay had been that the family of Jacob had not
been purged from idolatry, and that hitherto Jacob had been too
weak to remove from his household what must have rendered his
appearance at Beth-el morally impossible. But now we read, that “he
said unto his household, and to all that were with him, Put away the
strange gods that are among you, and be clean, and change your
garments” (this as a symbol of purifcation): “and let us arise, and go
up to Bethel.” And all the teraphim and idolatrous “charms” were

buried deep down below a terebinth-tree “which was by Shechem.”
A touching incident is recorded immediately on their arrival at Bethel. “Deborah, Rebekah’s nurse, died, and she was buried beneath
Beth-el, under an oak, and the name of it was called Allon-bachuth
(the oak of weeping).” Thus Deborah’s long and faithful service in
the household of Isaac, and the family-mourning over the old, tried
family friend, are deemed worthy of perpetual memorial in the Book
of God! But from the circumstance that Deborah died in the house
of Jacob, we infer not only that her mistress Rebekah was dead, but
that there must have been some intercourse between Isaac and Jacob
since his return to Canaan. Most probably Jacob had visited his aged
parent, though Scripture does not mention it, because it in no way
affects the history of the covenant. At Bethel God again appeared to
Jacob; and while He once more bestowed on him the name of Israel
and the covenant-promises previously given, Jacob also paid his
vow unto the Lord, and on his part likewise renewed the designation
of the place as Beth-el.
From Bethel they continued their journey towards Mamre, the
place of Isaac’s residence. On the way, some distance from Ephrath,
“the fruitful,” which in later times was called Bethlehem , “the house
of bread,” (Micah 5:2) Rachel died in giving birth to Jacob’s twelfth
son. His mother wished to call her child Ben-oni, “the son of my
sorrow;” but his father named him Benjamin, which has been
variously interpreted as meaning “son of the right hand,” “son of
days, i.e. of old age,” and “son of happiness,” because he completed
the number of twelve sons. From Jeremiah 31:15, we gather that
Rachel actually died in Ramah. “Jacob set a pillar upon her grave.”
As the oak, or rather the terebinth, of Deborah was still known at the
time of the Judges, when Deborah’s greater namesake dwelt under
its shadow, “between Ramah and Bethel in Mount Ephraim,”
(Judges 4:5) so the pillar which marked Rachel’s grave was a
landmark at the time of Samuel. (1 Samuel 10:2, 3) Another crime
yet stained the family of Jacob at Migdal Eder, “the watchtower of
the fock,” in consequence of which Reuben was deprived of the
privileges of the frstborn.(Genesis 49:4) At last Jacob came to his
journey’s end, “unto Isaac his father, unto Mamre, unto the city of
Arbah, which is Hebron, where Abraham and Isaac sojourned.” Here
Scripture pauses to record, by way of anticipation, the death of
Isaac, at the age of one hundred and eighty years, although that
event took place twelve years after Jacob’s arrival at Hebron; and,
indeed, Isaac had lived to share his son’s sorrow, when Joseph was
sold into Egypt, having only died ten years before Jacob and his
sons settled in Egypt. fr4 But the course of sacred history has turned
from Isaac, and, in fact, Jacob himself is now but a secondary actor
in its events. The main interest henceforth centers in Joseph, the

elder son of Rachel, with whose life the progress of sacred history is
identifed.

19. GENESIS 37-39
Joseph’s Early Life — He is Sold by his Brethren into
Slavery — Joseph in the House of Potiphar — Joseph in
Prison
FOR the proper understanding of what follows, it is necessary to
bear in mind that what may be called the personal history of the
patriarchs ceases with Jacob; or rather that it now merges into that of
the children of Israel — of the family, and of the tribes. The purpose
of God with the patriarchs as individuals had been fulflled, when
Jacob had become father of the twelve, who were in turn to be the
ancestors of the chosen people. Hence the personal manifestations of
God to individuals now also ceased. To this there is only a solitary
exception, when the Lord appeared unto Jacob as he went into
Egypt, to give him the needful assurance that by His will Israel
removed from Canaan, and that in His own good time He would
bring them back to the land of promise. By way of anticipation, it
may be here stated that this temporary removal was in every respect
necessary. It formed the fulfllment of God’s prediction to Abram at
the frst making of the covenant (Genesis 15:12-17); and it was
needful in order to separate the sons of Jacob from the people of the
land. How readily constant contact with the Canaanites would have
involved even the best of them in horrible vices appears from the
history of Judah, when, after the selling of Joseph, he had left his
father’s house, and, joining himself to the people of the country,
both he and his rapidly became conformed to the abominations
around. (Genesis 38) It was necessary also as a preparation for the
later history of Israel, when the Lord God would bring them out
from their house of bondage by His outstretched arm, and with signs
and wonders. As this grand event was to form the foundation and
beginning of the history of Israel as a nation, so the servitude and
the low estate which preceded it were typical, and that not only of
the whole history of Israel, but of the Church itself, and of every
individual believer also, whom God delivers from spiritual bondage
by His mighty grace. Lastly, all the events connected with the
removal into Egypt were needful for the training of the sons of
Israel, and chiefy for that of Joseph, if he were to be ftted for the
position which God intended him to occupy. Nor can we fail to
recognize, that, although Joseph is not personally mentioned in the
New Testament as a type of Christ, his history was eminently typical
of that of our blessed Savior, alike in his betrayal, his elevation to
highest dignity, and his preserving the life of his people, and in their
ultimate recognition of him and repentance of their sin. Yet, though

“known to God” were all these “His works from the beginning,” all
parties were allowed, in the free exercise of their own choice, to
follow their course, ignorant that all the while they were only
contributing their share towards the fulfllment of God’s purposes.
And in this lies the mystery of Divine Providence, that it always
worketh wonders, yet without seeming to work at all — whence also
it so often escapes the observation of men. Silently, and unobserved
by those who live and act, it pursues its course, till in the end all
things are seen “to work together” for the glory of God, and “for
good to them that love God, that are the called according to His
purpose.”
The scriptural history of Joseph opens when he is seventeen
years of age. Abundant glimpses into the life of the patriarchal
family are afforded us. Joseph is seen engaged in pastoral
occupations, as well as his brethren. But he is chiefy with the sons
of Bilhah and Zilpah, the maids of Leah and Rachel. Manifestly also
there is ill feeling and jealousy on the part of the sons of Leah
towards the child of Rachel. This must have been fostered by the
difference in their natural disposition, as well as by the preference
which Jacob showed for the son of his beloved wife. The bearing of
the sons of Jacob was rough, wild, and lawless, without any concern
for their father’s wishes or aims. On the other hand, Joseph seems to
have united some of the best characteristics of his ancestors. Like
Abraham, he was strong, decided, and prudent; like Isaac, patient
and gentle; like Jacob, warmhearted and affectionate. Best of all, his
conduct signally differed from that of his brethren. On the other
hand, however, it is not diffcult to perceive how even the promising
qualities of his natural disposition might become sources of moral
danger. Of this the history of Joseph’s ancestors had afforded only
too painful evidence. How much greater would be the peril to a
youth exposed to such twofold temptation as rooted dislike on the
part of brothers whom he could not respect, and marked favoritism
on that of his father! The holy reticence of Scripture — which ever
tells so little of man and so much of God — affords us only hints,
but these are suffciently signifcant. We read that “Joseph brought
unto his father” the “evil report” of his brethren. That is one aspect
of his domestic relations. Side by side with it is the other: “Now
Israel loved Joseph more than all his children.” Even if “the coat of
many colors,” which he gave to “the son of his old age,” had been
merely a costly or gaudy dress, it would have been an invidious
mark of favoritism, such as too often raises bitter feelings in
families. For, as time is made up of moments, so life mostly of small
actions whose greatness lies in their combination. But in truth it was
not a “coat of many colors,” but a tunic reaching down to the arms
and feet, such as princes and persons of distinction wore, fs1 and it

betokened to Joseph’s brothers only too clearly, that their father
intended to transfer to Joseph the right of the frst-born. We know
that the three oldest sons of Leah had unftted themselves for it —
Simeon and Levi by their cruelty at Shechem, and Reuben by his
crime at the “watch-tower of the fock.” What more natural than to
bestow the privilege on the frst-born of her whom Jacob had
intended to make his only wife? At any rate, the result was that “his
brethren hated him,” till, in the expressive language of the sacred
text, “they could not get themselves to address him unto peace,” fs2
that is, as we understand it, to address to him the usual Eastern
salutation: “Peace be unto thee!”
It needed only an occasion to bring this state of feeling to an
outbreak, and that came only too soon. It seems quite natural that,
placed in the circumstances we have described, Joseph should have
dreamt two dreams implying his future supremacy. We say this, even
while we recognize in them a distinct Divine direction. Yet Scripture
does not say, either, that these dreams were sent him as a direct
communication from God, or that he was directed to tell them to his
family. The imagery of the frst of these dreams was taken from the
rustic, that of the second from the pastoral life of the family. In the
frst dream Joseph and his brothers were in the harvest-feld —
which seems to imply that Jacob, like his father Isaac, had tilled the
ground — and Joseph’s sheaf stood upright, while those of his
brothers made obeisance. In the second dream they were all out
tending the fock, when the sun and moon and the eleven stars made
obeisance to Joseph. The frst of these dreams was related only unto
his brethren, the second both to his father and to his brothers. There
must have been something peculiarly offensive in the manner in
which he told his dreams, for we read not only that they hated him
yet the more for his dreams,” but also “for his words.” Even Jacob
saw reason to reprove him, although it is signifcantly added that he
observed the saying. As we now know it, they were prophetic
dreams; but, at the time, there were no means of judging whether
they were so or not, especially as Joseph had so “worded” them, that
they might seem to be merely the effect of vanity in a youth whom
favoritism had unduly elated. The future could alone show this; but,
meantime, may we not say that it was needful for the sake of Joseph
himself that he should be removed from his present circumstances to
where that which was holy and divine in him would grow, and all of
self be uprooted? But such results are only obtained by one kind of
training — that of affiction.
The sons of Jacob were pasturing their focks around Shechem,
when the patriarch sent Joseph to inquire of their welfare. All
unconscious of danger the lad hastened to execute the commission.

Joseph found not his brethren at Shechem itself, but a stranger
directed him to “Dothan,” the two wells, whither they had gone.
“Dothan was beautifully situated, about twelve miles from Samaria.
Northwards spread richest pasture-lands; a few swelling hills
separated it from the great plain of Esdraelon. From its position it
must have been the key to the passes of Esdraelon, and so, as
guarding the entrance from the north, not only of Ephraim, but of
Palestine itself. On the crest of one of those hills the extensive ruins
of Dothan are still pointed out, and at its southern foot still wells up
a fne spring of living water. Is this one of the two wells from which
Dothan derived its name? From these hills Gideon afterwards
descended upon the host of Midian. It was here that Joseph overtook
his brethren, and was cast into the dry well. And it was from that
height that the sons of Jacob must have seen the Arab caravan
slowly winding from Jordan on its way to Egypt, when they sold
their brother, in the vain hope of binding the word and arresting the
hand of God.” fs3
But we are anticipating. No sooner did his brothers descry
Joseph in the distance, than the murderous plan of getting rid of him,
where no stranger should witness their deed, occurred to their
minds. This would be the readiest means of disposing alike of “the
dreamer” and of his “dreams.” Reuben alone shrunk from it, not so
much from love to his brother as from consideration for his father.
On pretense that it would be better not actually to shed their
brother’s blood, he proposed to cast him into one of those cisterns,
and leave him there to perish, hoping, however, himself secretly to
rescue and to restore him to his father. The others readily acceded to
the plan. A Greek writer has left us a graphic account of such wells
and cisterns. He describes them as regularly built and plastered,
narrow at the mouth, but widening as they descend, till at the bottom
they attain a width sometimes of one hundred feet. We know that
when dry, or covered with only mud at the bottom, they served as
hiding-places, and even as temporary prisons.(Jeremiah 38:6; Isaiah
24:22) Into such an empty well Joseph was now cast, while his
brothers, as if they had fnished some work, sat down to their meal.
We had almost written, that it so happened — but truly it was in the
providence of God, that just then an Arab caravan was slowly
coming in sight. They were pursuing what we might call the worldold route from the spice district of Gilead into Egypt
— across Jordan, below the Sea of Galilee, over the plain of
Jezreel, and thence along the sea-shore. Once more the intended
kindness of another of his brothers well-nigh proved fatal to Joseph.
Reuben had diverted their purpose of bloodshed by proposing to cast
Joseph into “the pit,” in the hope of being able afterwards to rescue

him. Judah now wished to save his life by selling him as a slave to
the passing Arab caravan. But neither of them had the courage nor
the uprightness frankly to resist the treachery and the crime. Again
the other brothers hearkened to what seemed a merciful suggestion.
The bargain was quickly struck. Joseph was sold to “the
Ishmaelites” for twenty shekels — the price, in later times, of a male
slave from fve to twenty years old (Leviticus 27:5), the medium
price of a slave being thirty shekels of silver, or about four pounds,
reckoning the shekel of the sanctuary, which was twice the common
shekel (Exodus 21:32), at two shillings and eight-pence. Reuben was
not present when the sale was made. On his return he “rent his
clothes” in impotent mourning. But the others dipped Joseph’s
princely raiment in the blood of a kid, to give their father the
impression that Joseph had been “devoured by a wild beast.” The
device succeeded. Jacob mourned him bitterly and “for many days,”
refusing all the comfort which his sons and daughters hypocritically
offered. But even his bitterest lamentation expressed the hope and
faith that he would meet his loved son in another world — for, he
said: “I will go down into the grave (or into Sheol) unto my son,
mourning.”
Except by an incidental reference to it in the later confession of
his brothers (Genesis 42:21), we are not told either of the tears or the
entreaties with which Joseph vainly sought to move his brethren, nor
of his journey into Egypt. We know that when following in the
caravan of his new masters, he must have seen at a distance the
heights of his own Hebron, where, all unsuspecting, his father
awaited the return of his favorite. To that home he was never again
to return. We meet him next in the slave-market. Here, as it might
seem in the natural course of events, “Potiphar, an offcer of
Pharaoh, captain of the guard, an Egyptian, bought him off the hands
of the Ishmaelites.” The name Potiphar frequently occurs on the
monuments of Egypt (written either Pet-Pa-Ra, or Pet-P-Ra), and
means: “Dedicated to Ra,” or the sun. According to some writers,
“at the time that Joseph was sold into Egypt, the country was not
united under the rule of a single native line, but governed by several
dynasties, of which the ffteenth dynasty of Shepherd-kings was the
predominant one, the rest being tributary to it.” fs4 At any rate, he
would be carried into that part of Egypt which was always most
connected with Palestine. Potiphar’s offce at the court of Pharaoh
was that of “chief of the executioners,” most probably (as it is
rendered in our Authorized Version) captain of the king’s bodyguard. In the house of Potiphar it went with Joseph as formerly in
his own home. For it is not in the power of circumstances,
prosperous or adverse, to alter our characters. He that is faithful in
little shall also be faithful in much; and from him who knoweth not

how to employ what is committed to his charge, shall be taken even
that he hath. Joseph was faithful, honest, upright, and conscientious,
because in his earthly, he served a heavenly Master, Whose presence
he always realized. Accordingly “Jehovah was with him,” and
“Jehovah made all that he did to prosper in his hand.” His master
was not long in observing this. From an ordinary domestic slave he
promoted him to be “overseer over his house, and all that he had he
put into his hand.” The confdence was not misplaced. Jehovah’s
blessing henceforth rested upon Potiphar’s substance, and he “left all
that he had in Joseph’s hand; and he knew not ought that he had,
save the bread which he did eat.” The sculptures and paintings of the
ancient Egyptian tombs bring vividly before us the daily life and
duties of Joseph. “The property of great men is shown to have been
managed by scribes, who exercised a most methodical and minute
supervision over all the operations of agriculture, gardening, the
keeping of live stock, and fshing. Every product was carefully
registered, to check the dishonesty of the laborers, who in Egypt
have always been famous in this respect. Probably in no country was
farming ever more systematic. Joseph’s previous knowledge of
tending focks, and perhaps of husbandry, and his truthful character,
exactly ftted him for the post of overseer. How long he flled it we
are not told.” fs5
It is a common mistake to suppose that earnest religion and
uprightness must necessarily be attended by success, even in this
world. It is, indeed, true that God will not withhold any good thing
from those whose Sun and Shield He is; but then success may not
always be a good thing for them. Besides, God often tries the faith
and patience of His people — and that is the meaning of many trials.
Still oftener are they needed for discipline and training, or that they
may learn to glorify God in their sufferings. In the case of Joseph it
was both a temptation and a trial by which he was prepared,
outwardly and inwardly, for the position he was to occupy. The
beauty which Joseph had inherited from his mother exposed him to
wicked suggestions on the part of his master’s wife, which will
surprise those least who are best acquainted with the state of ancient
Egyptian society. Joseph stood quite alone in a heathen land and
house. He was surrounded only by what would blunt his moral
sense, and render the temptation all the more powerful. He had also,
as compared with us, a very imperfect knowledge of the law of God
in its height and depth. Moreover, what he had seen of his older
brothers would not have elevated his views. Still, he frmly resisted
evil, alike from a sense of integrity towards his master, and, above
all, from dread “of this great wickedness and sin against God.” Yet it
seemed only to fare the worse with him for his principles. As so
often, the violent passion of the woman turned into equally violent

hatred, and she maliciously concocted a false charge against him. fs6
We have reason to believe that Potiphar could not in every respect
have credited the story of his wife. For the punishment awarded in
Egypt to the crime of which she accused him, was far more severe
than that which Joseph received. Potiphar consigned him to the
king’s prison, of which, in his capacity as chief of the body-guard,
he was the superintendent. How bitterly it fared there with him at the
frst, we learn from these words of Psalm 105:17-18: —
“He sent before them a man:
Sold for a slave was Joseph,
They afficted with fetters his feet,
The iron entered into his soul.” fs7
The contrast could scarcely be greater than between his former
prophetic dreams and his present condition. But even so Joseph
remained steadfast. And, as if to set before us the other contrast
between sight and faith, the sacred text expressly states it: “But” —
a word on which our faith should often lay emphasis — “Jehovah
was with Joseph, and showed him mercy, and gave him favor in the
sight of the keeper of the prison.” By-and-by, as his integrity more
and more appeared, the charge of the prisoners was committed unto
him; and as “what he did Jehovah made to prosper,” the whole
management of the prison ultimately passed into Joseph’s hands.
Thus, here also Jehovah proved Himself a faithful covenant-God. A
silver streak was lining the dark cloud. But still must “patience have
her perfect work.”

20. GENESIS 40, 41; 47:13-26
Joseph in Prison — The Dream of Pharaoh’s Two Offcers — The
Dream of Pharaoh — Joseph’s Exaltation — His Government of
Egypt
ELEVEN years had passed since Joseph was sold into Egypt, and
yet the Divine promise, conveyed in his dreams, seemed farther than
ever from fulfllment. The greater part of this weary time had
probably been spent in prison, without other prospect than that of
such indulgence as his services to “the keeper of the prison” might
insure, when an event occurred which, for a brief season, promised a
change in Joseph’s condition. Some kind of “offense” — real or
imaginary — had, as is so often the case in the East, led to the
sudden disgrace and imprisonment of two of Pharaoh’s chief
offcers. The charge of “the chief of the butlers” — or chief of the
cupbearers — and of “the chief of the bakers” naturally devolved
upon “the captain of the guard,” — a successor, as we imagine, of
Potiphar, since he appointed Joseph to the responsible post of their
personal attendant. They had not been long in prison when, by the
direct leading of Divine Providence, both dreamed in the same night
a dream, calculated deeply to impress them. By the same direct
guidance of Providence, Joseph was led to notice in the morning
their anxiety, and to inquire into its cause. We regard it as directly
from God, that he could give them at once and unhesitatingly the
true meaning of their dreams.
We are specially struck in this respect with the manner in which
Joseph himself viewed it. When he found them in distress for want
of such “interpreter” as they might have consulted if free, he pointed
them straight to God: “Do not interpretations belong to God?” thus
encouraging them to tell, and at the same time preparing himself for
reading their dreams, by casting all in faith upon God. In short,
whether or not he were eventually enabled to understand their
dreams, he would at least not appear like the Egyptian magicians —
he would not claim power or wisdom; he would own God, and look
up to Him.
We say it the more confdently, that Joseph’s interpretation came
to him directly from God, that it seems so easy and so rational. For,
it is in the supernatural direction of things natural that we ought
most to recognize the direct interposition of the Lord. The dreams
were quite natural, and the interpretation was quite natural — yet
both were directly of God. What more natural than for the chief
butler and the chief baker, three nights before Pharaoh’s birthday, on

which, as they knew, he always “made a feast unto all his servants,”
to dream that they were each again at his post? And what more
natural than that on such an occasion Pharaoh should consider,
whether for good or for evil, the case of his absent imprisoned
offcers? Or, lastly, what more natural than that the chief butler’s
consciousness of innocence should suggest in his dream that he once
more waited upon his royal master; while the guilty conscience of
the chief baker saw only birds of prey eating out of the basket from
which he had hitherto supplied his master’s table?
Here, then, it may be said, we have all the elements of Joseph’s
interpretation to hand, just as we shall see they were equally obvious
in the dreams which afterwards troubled Pharaoh. Yet as then none
of the magicians and wise men of Egypt could read what, when once
stated, seems so plainly written, so here all seems involved in
perplexity till God gives light.
As already stated, the two dreams were substantially the same.
In each case the number three, whether of clusters in the vine from
which the chief butler pressed the rich juice into Pharaoh’s cup, or of
baskets in which the chief baker carried the king’s bakemeat,
pointed to the three days intervening before Pharaoh’s birthday. In
each case also their dreams transported them back to their original
position before any charge had been brought against them, the
difference lying in this: that, in the one dream, Pharaoh accepted the
functions of his offcer; while, in the other, birds which hover about
carcasses ate out of the basket. It is also quite natural that, if the
chief butler had a good conscience towards his master, he should
have been quite ready at the frst to tell his dream; while the chief
baker, conscious of guilt, only related his when encouraged by the
apparently favorable interpretation of his colleague’s. Perhaps we
ought also to notice, in evidence of the truthfulness of the narrative,
how thoroughly Egyptian in all minute details is the imagery of
these dreams.
From the monuments the growth and use of the vine in Egypt,
which had been denied by former opponents of the Bible, have been
abundantly proved. From the same source we also learn that bakery
and confectionery were carried to great perfection in Egypt, so that
we can understand such an offce as a royal chief baker. Even the
bearing of the baskets furnishes a characteristic trait: as in Egypt
men carried loads on their heads, and women on their shoulders. ft1
The event proved the correctness of Joseph’s interpretation. On
Pharaoh’s birthday-feast, three days after their dreams, the chief
butler was restored to his offce, but the chief baker was executed.
When interpreting his dream, Joseph had requested that, on the chief

butler’s restoration, he, who had himself suffered from a wrongful
charge, should think on him, who, at frst “stolen away out of the
land of the Hebrews,” had so long been unjustly kept in apparently
hopeless confnement. This wording of Joseph’s petition seems to
indicate that, at most, he only hoped to obtain liberty; and that
probably he intended to return to his father’s house. So ignorant was
he as yet of God’s further designs with him! But what was a poor
Hebrew slave in prison to a proud Egyptian court offcial? It is only
like human nature that, in the day of his prosperity, “the chief butler
did not remember Joseph, but forgot him!”
Two other years now passed in prison — probably more dreary
and, humanly speaking, more hopeless than those which had
preceded. At length deliverance came, suddenly and unexpectedly.
This time it was Pharaoh who dreamed successively two dreams. In
the frst, seven fat kine were feeding among the rich “marsh-grass” ft2
on the banks “of the Nile.” But presently up came from “the river”
seven lean kine, which devoured the well-favored, without,
however, fattening by them. The second dream showed one stalk of
corn with seven ears, “full and good,” when up sprang beside it
another stalk, also with seven ears, but “blasted with the east wind;”
“and the thin ears devoured the seven good ears.” So vivid had been
the dream that it seemed to Pharaoh like reality — “and Pharaoh
awoke, and, behold, it was a dream.” Only a dream! and yet the
impression of its reality still haunted him, so that he sent for “the
magicians of Egypt, and all the wise men thereof” to interpret his
dreams. But these sages were unable to suggest any explanation
satisfactory to the mind of Pharaoh; for we can scarcely believe that
they did not attempt some interpretation. In this perplexity, his
memory quickened by Oriental terror at his master’s
disappointment, the chief of the cup-bearers suddenly remembered
his own and the chief baker’s dreams just two years before, and
Joseph’s interpretation of them. The event becomes all the more
striking and also natural if we may take the date literally as “at the
end of two full years,” or on the third anniversary of that birthday of
Pharaoh.
Before proceeding, we notice some of the particulars which give
the narrative its vivid coloring, and at the same time wonderfully
illustrate its historical truthfulness. And, frst of all, we again mark
the distinctly Egyptian character of all. The “river” is “the Nile,” the
sacred stream of Egypt, on which its fertility depended — and
Pharaoh stands on its banks. Then the term which we have rendered
“marsh-grass,” or “reed-grass,” ft3 is certainly an Egyptian word for
which there is no Hebrew equivalent, because that to which it
applied was peculiar to the banks of the Nile. Next, the whole

complexion of the dreams is Egyptian, as we shall presently show.
Moreover, it is remarkable how closely recent independent inquiries
have confrmed the scriptural expressions about “the magicians” and
“the wise men” of Egypt. It has been always known that there was a
special priestly caste in Egypt, to whom not only the religion but the
science of the country was entrusted. But of late we have learned a
great deal more than this. We know not only that magic formed part
and parcel of the religion of Egypt, but we have actually restored to
us their ancient magical Ritual itself! We know their incantations
and their amulets, with a special reference to the dead; their belief in
lucky and unlucky days and events, and even in the so-called “evil
eye.” But what is most to our present purpose, we know that the care
of the magical books was entrusted to two classes of learned men,
whose titles exactly correspond to what, for want of better
designation, is rendered as “magicians,” or perhaps “scribes,” and
“wise men!” It was before this assemblage, then, of the wisest and
most learned, the most experienced in “magic,” and the most
venerable in the priesthood, that Pharaoh vainly related his dreams.
Most wise truly in this world, yet most foolish; most learned, yet
most ignorant! What a contrast between the hoary lore of Egypt and
the poor Hebrew slave fetched from prison: they professedly
claiming, besides their real knowledge, supernatural powers; he
avowedly, and at the outset, disclaiming all power on his part, and
appealing to God! A grander scene than this Scripture itself does not
sketch; and what an illustration of what was true then, true in the
days of our Lord, true in those of St. Paul, and to the end of this
dispensation: “Where is the wise? where is the scribe? where is the
disputer of this world? Hath not God made foolish the wisdom of
this world?”
And yet when we hear the interpretation through the lips of
Joseph, how simple, nay, how obvious does it appear, quite
commanding Pharaoh’s implicit conviction. Clearly, the two dreams
are one — the frst bearing on the pastoral, the other on the
agricultural life of Egypt. The dreams are about the focks and the
crops. In both cases there is frst sevenfold fatness, and then
sevenfold leanness, such as to swallow up the previous fatness, and
yet to leave no trace of it. The second dream illustrates the frst; and
yet the frst bears already its own interpretation. For the kine were in
Egypt reverenced as symbol of Isis, the goddess of earth as the
nourisher; and in the hieroglyphics the cow is taken to mean earth,
agriculture, and nourishment. And then these kine were feeding by
the banks of that Nile, on whose inundations it solely depended
whether the year was to be one of fruitfulness or of famine. Equally
Egyptian is the description of the stalk with many ears, which is just
one of the kinds of wheat still grown in Egypt. But, we repeat it,

obvious as all this now seems to us, the wise men of Egypt stood
speechless before their monarch! And what a testimony, we again
say, for God, when Joseph is “brought hastily out of the dungeon!”
To the challenge of Pharaoh: “I have heard of thee, to wit: Thou
hearest a dream to interpret it” — that is, thou only requirest to hear,
in order to interpret a dream, — he answers, simply, emphatically,
but believingly: “Ah, not I” (“not to me,” “it does not belong to
me”), “God will answer the peace of Pharaoh;” ft4 i.e., what is for the
peace of the king. Nor can we omit to notice one more illustration of
the accuracy of the whole narrative, when we read that, in
preparation for his appearance before Pharaoh, Joseph “shaved
himself.” This we know from the monuments was peculiarly
Egyptian under such circumstances; whereas among the Hebrews,
for example, shaving was regarded as a mark of disgrace.
The interpretation, so modestly yet so decidedly given by
Joseph, that the dreams pointed to seven years of unprecedented
fruitfulness followed by an equal number of famine, so grievous that
the previous plenty should not be known, approved itself
immediately to the mind of Pharaoh and “of all his servants.” With
this interpretation Joseph had coupled most sagacious advice, for the
source of which, in so trying a moment, we must look far higher
than the ingenuity of man.(See Matthew 10:18, 19) He counseled
the king to exact in the years of plenty a tax of one-ffth of the
produce of the land, and to have it stored under royal supervision
against the seven years of famine. Viewed as an impost, this was
certainly not heavy, considering that they were years of unexampled
plenty; viewed as a fscal measure, it was most benefcial as
compared with what we may suppose to have been previously a
mere arbitrary system of taxation, which in reality was tyrannical
exaction; while at the same time it would preserve the people from
absolute destruction. Lastly, regarded in the light of a higher
arrangement, it is very remarkable that this proportion of giving, on
the part of Pharaoh’s subjects, afterwards became the basis of that
demanded from Israel by Jehovah, their heavenly King. ft5 We can
scarcely wonder that Pharaoh should have at once appointed such a
council or to superintend the arrangements he had proposed. In point
of fact he naturalized him, made him his grand vizier, and publicly
proclaimed him “ruler over all the land.” Once more every trait in
the description is purely Egyptian. Pharaoh gives him his signet,
which “was of so much importance with the ancient Egyptian kings,
that their names were always enclosed in an oval which represented
an elongated signet.” ft6 He arrays him “in vestures of byssus,” ft7 the
noble and also the priestly dress; he puts the chain, or “the collar of
gold” ft8 “about his neck,” which was always the mode of investiture
of high Egyptian offcials; he makes him ride “in the second chariot

which he had,” and he has it proclaimed before him: “Avrech,” that
is, “fall down,” “bend the knee,” or “do obeisance.” ft9 To complete
all, on his naturalization Joseph’s name is changed to Zaphnathpaaneah, which most probably means “the supporter of life,” or else
“the food of the living,” although others have rendered it “the savior
of the world,” and the Rabbis, but without suffcient reason, “the
revealer of secrets.” Finally, in order to give him a position among
the highest nobles of the land, Pharaoh “gave him to wife Asenath”
(probably “she who is of Neith,” the Egyptian goddess of wisdom ft10
), “the daughter of Poti-pherah (“dedicated to the sun”), priest of
On,” that is, the chief priest of the ancient ecclesiastical, literary, and
probably also political capital of the land, ft11 “the City of the Sun.”
This is the more noteworthy, as the chief of the priesthood was
generally chosen from among the nearest relatives of Pharaoh. Yet in
all this story there is really nothing extraordinary. As Egypt depends
for its produce entirely on the waters of the Nile, the country has at
all times been exposed to terrible famines; and one which lasted for
exactly seven years is recorded in A.D. 1064-1071, the horrors of
which show us the wisdom of Joseph’s precautionary measures.
Again, so far as the sudden elevation of Joseph is concerned, Eastern
history contains many such instances, and indeed, a Greek historian
tells us of an Egyptian king who made the son of a mason his own
son-in-law, because he judged him the cleverest man in the land.
What is remarkable is the marvelous Divine appointment in all this,
and the equally marvelous Divine choice of means to bring it about.
Joseph was exactly thirty years old on his elevation, the same
age, we note, on which our blessed Lord entered on His ministry as
“the Savior of the world,” “the Supporter of life,” and “the Revealer
of secrets.” The history of Joseph’s administration may be traced in
a few sentences. During the seven years of plenty, “he gathered corn
as the sand of the sea, very much, until he left numbering,” a notice
which remarkably agrees with “the representations of the
monuments, which show that the contents of the granaries were
accurately noted by scribes when they were flled.” Then, during the
years of famine, he frst sold corn to the people for money. When all
their money was exhausted, they proposed of their own accord to
part with their cattle to Pharaoh, and lastly with their land. In the
latter case exception was made in favor of the priestly caste, who
derived their support directly from Pharaoh. Thus Pharaoh became
absolute possessor of all the money, all the cattle, and all the land of
Egypt, and that at the people’s own request. This advantage would
be the greater, if there had been any tendency to dissatisfaction
against the reigning house as an alien race. Nor did Joseph abuse the
power thus acquired. On the contrary, by a spontaneous act of royal
generosity he restored the land to the people on condition of their

henceforth paying one-ffth of the produce in lieu of all other
taxation. Besides the considerations already stated in favor of such a
measure, it must be borne in mind that in Egypt, where all produce
depends on the waters of the Nile, a system of canals and irrigation,
necessarily kept up at the expense of the State, would be a public
necessity. ft12 But the statement of Scripture, which excepts from this
measure of public taxation “the land of the priests only, which
became not Pharaoh’s,” remarkably tallies with the account of
secular historians.
Two things here stand out in the history of Joseph. The same
gracious Hand of the Lord, which, during his humiliation, had kept
him from sin, disbelief, and despair, now preserved him in his
exaltation from pride, and from lapsing into heathenism, to which
his close connection with the chief priest of Egypt might easily have
led him. More than that, he considered himself “a stranger and a
pilgrim” in Egypt. His heart was in his father’s home, with his
father’s God, and on his father’s promises. Of both these facts there
is abundant evidence. His Egyptian wife bore him two sons “before
the years of famine came.” He gave to both of them Hebrew, not
Egyptian names. By the frst, Manasseh, or “he that maketh forget,”
he wished to own the goodness of God, who had made him forget
his past sorrow and toil. By the second, Ephraim, or “double
fruitfulness,” he distinctly recognized that, although Egypt was the
land in which God had caused him “to be fruitful,” it was still, and
must ever be, not the land of his joy but that of his “affiction!” If it
be asked why, in his prosperity, Joseph had not informed his father
of his life and success, we answer, that in such a history safety lay in
quiet waiting upon God. If Joseph had learned the great lesson of his
life, it was this, that all in the past had been of God. Nor would He
now interfere with further guidance on His part. The Lord would
show the way, and lead to the end. ft13 But as for him, he believed,
and therefore made no haste. Thus would God be glorifed, and thus
also would Joseph be kept in perfect peace, because he trusted in
Him.

21. GENESIS 42-45
The Sons of Jacob arrive in Egypt to Buy Corn — Joseph
Recognizes his Brothers — Imprisonment of Simeon — The
Sons of Jacob come a second time, bringing Benjamin with
them — Joseph tries his Brethren — He makes himself
known to them — Jacob and his family prepare to descend
into Egypt

WE are now approaching a decisive period in the history of the
house of Israel. Yet once again everything seems to happen quite
naturally, while in reality everything is supernatural. The same
causes which led to a diminution of rain in the Abyssinian
mountains, and with it of the waters of the Nile, brought drought and
famine to Palestine. It is quite in character that, in such straits, the
wild, lawless sons of Jacob should have stood helplessly
despondent, while the energies of their father were correspondingly
roused. “Why do ye look one upon another? . . . I have heard that
there is corn in Egypt: get you down thither, and buy for us from
thence.” The ten sons of Jacob now departed on this errand. But
Benjamin, who had taken the place of Joseph in his father’s heart,
was not sent with them, perhaps from real fear of “mischief” by the
way, possibly because his father did not quite trust the honest
intentions of his sons.
The next scene presents to us the Hebrew strangers among a
motley crowd of natives and foreigners, who had come for corn;
while Joseph, in all the state of the highest Egyptian offcial,
superintends the sale. In true Eastern fashion the sons of Jacob make
lowest obeisance before “the governor over the land.” Of course
they could not have recognized in him, who looked, dressed, and
spoke as an Egyptian noble, the lad who, more than twenty years
before, had, in “the anguish of his soul,” “besought” them not to sell
him into slavery. The same transformation had not taken place in
them, and Joseph at once knew the well-remembered features of his
brethren. But what a change in their relative positions! As he saw
them bending lowly before him, his former dreams came vividly
back to him. Surely, one even much less devout than Joseph would,
in that moment, have felt that a Divine Hand had guided the past for
a Divine purpose. Personal resentment or pique could not have
entered into his mind at such a time. If, therefore, as some have
thought, severity towards his brethren partially determined his
conduct, this must have been quite a subordinate motive. At any
rate, it is impossible to suppose that he cherished any longer feelings
of anger, when shortly afterwards, on their expression of deep
penitence, “he turned himself about from them and wept.” But we
prefer regarding Joseph’s conduct as consistent throughout. The
appearance of his brothers before him seemed to imply that God had
not meant to separate him from his family, nor yet that he should
return to them, but that they should come to him, and that he had
been sent before to keep them alive. But for such a re-union of the
family it was manifestly needful, that their hearts and minds should
have undergone an entire change from that unscrupulous envy which
had prompted them to sell him into slavery. This must be ascertained
before he made himself known to them. Moreover, its reality must

be tested by the severest trial to which their altered feelings could be
subjected.
Thus viewing it, we can understand the whole conduct of
Joseph. Of course, his frst object would be to separate the sons of
Jacob from the crowd of other purchasers, so as to deal specially
with them, without, however, awakening their suspicions; his next to
ascertain the state of matters at home. Then he would make them
taste undeserved sorrow by the exercise of an arbitrary power,
against which they would be helpless — even as Joseph had been in
their hands. Thus they might see their past sin in their present
sorrow. All these objects were attained by one and the same means.
Joseph charged them with being spies, who, on pretense of buying
corn, had come to fnd out the defenseless portions of the land. The
accusation was not unreasonable in the then state of Egypt, nor
uncommon in Eastern countries. It was not only that this afforded a
pretext for dealing separately with them, but their answer to the
charge would inform Joseph about the circumstances of his family.
For, naturally, they would not only protest their innocence, but show
the inherent improbability of such an imputation. Here no argument
could be more telling than that they were “all one man’s sons,” since
no one would risk the lives of all his children in so dangerous a
business. But this was not enough for Joseph. By reiterating the
charge, he led them to enter into further details, from which he
learned that both his father and Benjamin were alive. Still their
reference to himself as one “who is not,” seemed to imply
persistence in their former deceit, and must have strengthened his
doubts as to their state of mind. But now experience of violence
would show them not only their past guilt, but that, however God
might seem to delay, He was the avenger of all wrong. More than
that, if Benjamin were placed relatively to them in the same
circumstances of favoritism as Joseph had been; and if, instead of
envying and hating him, they were prepared, even when exposed
through him to shame and danger, not only to stand by him, but to
suffer in his stead, then they had repented in the truest sense, and
their state of mind was the opposite of what it had been twenty years
ago. fu1 Proceeding on this plan, Joseph frst imprisoned all the ten,
proposing to release one of their number to fetch Benjamin, in order
to test, as he said, the truthfulness of their statements. This excessive
harshness was probably intended to strike terror into their hearts;
and, at the end of three days, he so far relented as to retain only one
of their number as a hostage; at the same time encouraging them
both by the statement that, in so doing, his motive was “fear of
God,” and by the assurance that, once satisfed of their innocence, he
cherished no evil design against them. The reference to “fear of
God” on the part of an Egyptian, and this apparent shrinking from

needless rigor, must have cut them to the heart, as it brought out in
contrast their own implacable conduct towards Joseph. Simeon was
chosen to remain behind as hostage, because he was the next oldest
to Reuben, who was not detained, since he had endeavored to save
the life of Joseph. This also must have contributed to remind them of
their former wrong; and, for the frst time, they avow to one another
their bitter guilt in the past, and how God was now visiting it. So
poignant were their feelings that, in the presence of Joseph, they
spoke of it, in their own Hebrew, ignorant that Joseph, who had
conversed with them through an interpreter, understood their words.
Joseph was obliged hastily to withdraw, so as not to betray himself;
but he wavered not in his purpose. Simeon was bound before their
eyes, and the rest were dismissed; but each with ample provender
for the journey, besides the corn they had bought, and with the
purchase-money secretly restored to them.
The terror with which the unexpected turn of events had inspired
them was deepened when, at their frst night’s quarters, one of them
discovered the money in his sack. But, as before, the impression was
wholesome.
They traced in this also the avenging hand of God: “What is this
that God hath done unto us?”
The narrative which, on their return, they had to tell their father
was suffciently sad. But the discovery they now made, that the
money which they had paid had been secretly put back into each
man’s sack, seemed to imply some deep design of mischief, and
flled Jacob and his sons with fresh fears. If the condition of their
again appearing before the ruler of Egypt was, that they must bring
Benjamin with them, then he, who had already lost two sons, would
refuse to expose to such a risk his darling, the last remaining pledge
of his Rachel. Reuben, indeed, volunteered the strange guarantee of
his own two sons: “Slay my two sons, if I bring him not to thee.”
But this language was little calculated to reassure the heart of Jacob.
For a time it seemed as if Jacob’s former sorrow was to be increased
by the loss of Simeon, and as if Joseph and his family were never
again to meet.
If we ask ourselves why Joseph should have risked this, or added
to his father’s sorrow, we answer, to the frst question, that, since
Joseph now knew the circumstances of his family, and had Simeon
beside him, he could at any time, on need for it appearing, have
communicated with his father. As to the second diffculty, we must
all feel that this grief and care could not be spared to his father if his
brothers were to be tried, proved, and prepared for their mission.
And did it not seem as if Joseph had rightly understood the will of

God in this matter, since the heart of his brethren had been at once
touched to own their past sin and the Hand of God? Could he not
then still further commit himself to God in well-doing, and trust
Him? Nay, could he not also trust Jacob’s faith to bear up under this
trial? At most it would be short, and how blessed to all the fruits
expected from it! Once more the event proved the correctness of his
views. As the stock of provisions, which the sons of Jacob had
brought, became nearly exhausted, a fresh application to the royal
granaries of Egypt was absolutely necessary. This time it was Judah
who offered himself in surety for Benjamin. His language was so
calm, affectionate, and yet frm, as to inspire Jacob with what
confdence can be derived from the earnest, good purpose of a true
man. But he had higher consolation — that of prayer and faith: “God
Almighty give you mercy before the man, that he may send away
your other brother, and Benjamin.” Yet, even if God had otherwise
appointed, — if He saw ft to take from him his children, his faith
would rise to this also: “And I, if I am bereaved, I am bereaved!” —
good is the will of the Lord, and he would bow before it.
It is touching, as it were, to watch the trembling hands of the old
man as he makes feeble attempts to ward off the wrath of the
dreaded Egyptian. It was a famine-year, and, naturally, there would
be scarcity of the luxuries which were usually exported from the
East to Egypt. Let them, then, take a present of such dainties to the
Egyptian — “a little balm, and a little honey, spices, and myrrh,
nuts, and almonds.” As for the money which had been put back into
their sacks, it might have been an oversight. Let them take it again
with them, along with the price of what corn they were now to
purchase. And so let them go forth in the name of the God of Israel
— Benjamin, and all the rest. He would remain behind alone, as at
the fords of Jabbok, — no, not alone; but in faith and patience
awaiting the issue. Presently the ten brothers, with more anxious
hearts than Joseph ever had on his way to Egypt or in the slavemarket, are once more in the dreaded presence of the Egyptian.
Joseph saw the new-comers, and with them what he judged to be his
youngest brother, whom he had left in his home a child only a year
old. Manifestly, it was neither the time nor the place to trust himself
to converse with them. So he gave his steward orders to take them to
his house, and that they should dine with him at noon. Joseph had
spoken in Egyptian, which seems to have been unknown to the sons
of Jacob. When they saw themselves brought to the house of Joseph,
it immediately occurred to them that they were to be charged with
theft of the former purchase-money. But the steward with kindly
words allayed the fears which made them hesitate before entering
“at the door of the house.”

The sight of Simeon, who was at once restored to them, must
have increased their confdence. Presently preparations were made
for the banquet. It was a deeply trying scene for Joseph which
ensued when he met his brethren on his return home. Little could
they imagine what thoughts passed through his mind, as in true
Oriental fashion they laid out the humble presents his father had
sent, and lowly “bowed themselves to him to the earth.” His
language ill concealed his feelings. Again and again he inquired for
his father, and as they replied: “Thy servant our father is in good
health; he is yet alive,” they again “bowed clown their heads, and
made obeisance.” But when he fastened his eyes on Benjamin, his
own mother’s son, and had faltered it out, so unlike an Egyptian:
“God be gracious unto thee, my son,” he was obliged hastily to
withdraw, “for his bowels did yearn upon his brother.” Twenty-two
years had passed since he had been parted from his brother, and
Benjamin now stood before him — a youth little older than he when
his bitter bondage in prison had commenced. Would they who had
once sacrifced him on account of jealousy, be ready again to
abandon his brother for the sake of selfshness?
At the banquet a fresh surprise awaited the sons of Jacob. Of
course, after the Egyptian fashion, Joseph ate by himself, and the
Egyptians by themselves; he as a member of the highest caste, and
they from religious scruples. We know from secular history that the
Egyptians abstained from certain kinds of meat, and would not eat
with the knives and forks, nor from the cooking utensils which had
been used by those of any other nation. But it must have seemed
unaccountable, that at the banquet their places were arranged exactly
according to their ages. How could the Egyptian have known them,
and what mysterious circumstances surrounded them in his
presence? Yet another thing must have struck them. In their father’s
house the youngest of their number, the son of Rachel, had been
uniformly preferred before them all. And now it was the same in the
Egyptian palace! If the Egyptian ruler “sent messes unto them from
before him,” “Benjamin’s mess was fve times so much as any of
theirs.” Why this mark of unusual distinction, as it was regarded in
ancient times? fu2
However, the banquet itself passed pleasantly, and early next
morning the eleven, gladsome and thankful, were on their way back
to Canaan. But the steward of Joseph’s house had received special
instructions. As before, each “bundle of money” had been restored
in every man’s sack. But, besides, he had also placed in that of
Benjamin, Joseph’s own cup, or rather his large silver bowl. The
brothers had not traveled far when the steward hastily overtook
them. Fixing upon the eleven the stain of base ingratitude, he

charged them with stealing the “bowl” out of which “his lord drank,
and whereby, indeed, he divined.” Of course this statement of the
steward by no means proves that Joseph actually did divine by
means of this “cup.” On the contrary, such could not have been the
case, since it was of course impossible to divine, out of a cup that
had been stolen from him, that it was stolen (ver. 15)! But, no doubt,
there was in Joseph’s house, as in that of all the great sages of
Egypt, the silver bowl, commonly employed for divination, in which
unknown events were supposed to appear in refection from the
water, sometimes after gems or gold (with or without magical
inscriptions and incantations) had been cast into the cup, to increase
the sheen of the broken rays of light. Similar practices still prevail in
Egypt.
The charge of treachery and of theft so took the brothers by
surprise, that, in their conscious innocence, they offered to surrender
the life of the guilty and the liberty of all the others, if the cup were
found with any of them. But the steward had been otherwise
instructed. He was to isolate Benjamin from the rest. With feigned
generosity he now refused their proposal, and declared his purpose
only to retain the guilty as bondsman. The search was made, and the
cup found in the sack of Benjamin. Now the frst great trial of their
feelings ensued. They were all free to go home to their own wives
and children; Benjamin alone was to be a bondsman. The cup had
been found in his sack! Granting that, despite appearances, they
knew him to be innocent, why should they stand by him? At home
he had been set before them as the favorite; nay, for fear of
endangering him, their father had well nigh allowed them all, their
wives and their children, to perish from hunger. In Egypt, also, he,
the youngest, the son of another mother, had been markedly
preferred before them. They had formerly got rid of one favorite,
why hesitate now, when Providence itself seemed to rid them of
another? What need, nay, what business had they to identify
themselves with him? Was it not enough that he had been put before
them everywhere; must they now destroy their whole family, and
suffer their little ones to perish for the sake of one who, to say the
best, seemed fated to involve them in misery and ruin? So they
might have reasoned. But so they did not reason, nor, indeed, did
they reason at all; for in all matters of duty reasoning is ever
dangerous, and only absolute, immediate obedience to what is right,
is safe. “They rent their clothes, and laded every man his ass, and
returned to the city.”
The frst trial was past; the second and fnal one was to
commence. In the presence of Joseph, “they fell before him on the
ground” in mute grief. Judah is now the spokesman, and right well

does his advocacy prefgure the pleading of his great Descendant.
Not a word does he utter in extenuation or in plea. This one thought
only is uppermost in his heart: “God hath found out the iniquity of
thy servants.” Not guilty indeed on this charge, but guilty before
God, who hath avenged their iniquity! How, then, can they leave
Benjamin in his undeserved bondage, when not he, but they have
really been the cause of this sorrow? But Joseph, as formerly his
steward, rejects the proposal as unjust, and offers their liberty to all
except Benjamin. This gives to Judah an opening for pleading, in
language so tender, graphic, and earnest, that few have been able to
resist its pathos. He recounts the simple story, how the great
Egyptian lord had at the frst inquired whether they had father or
brother, and how they had told him of their father at home, and of
the child of his old age who was with him, the last remaining pledge
of his wedded love, to whom the heart of the old man clave. Then
the vizier had asked the youth to be brought, and they had pleaded
that his going would cost the life of his father. But the famine had
compelled them to ask of their father even this sacrifce. And the old
man had reminded them of what they knew only too well: how his
wife, the only one whom even now he really considered such, had
borne him two sons; one of those had gone out from him, just as it
was now proposed Benjamin should go, and he had not seen him
since, and he had said: “Surely he is torn in pieces.” And now, if
they took this one also from him, and mischief befell him, his gray
hairs would go down with sorrow to the grave. What the old man
apprehended had come to pass, no matter how. But could he, Judah,
witness the grief and the death of his old father? Was he not
specially to blame, since upon his guarantee he had consented to
part with him? Nay, he had been his surety; and he now asked
neither pardon nor favor, only this he entreated, to be allowed to
remain as bondsman instead of the lad, and to let him go back with
his brethren. He besought slavery as a boon, for how could he “see
the evil” that should “come on his father?”
Truly has Luther said: “What would I not give to be able to pray
before the Lord as Judah here interceded for Benjamin, for it is a
perfect model of prayer, nay, of the strong feeling which must
underlie all prayer.” And, blessed be God, One has so interceded for
us, Who has given Himself as our surety, and become a bondsman
for us. (Psalm 40:6, 7; Philippians 2:6-8) His advocacy has been
heard; His substitution accepted; and His intercession for us is ever
continued, and ever prevails. The Lord Jesus Christ is “the Lion of
the tribe of Judah, the Root of David,” and “hath prevailed to open
the book, and to loose the seven seals thereof.”

The last trial was now past. Indeed, it had been impossible to
continue it longer, for Joseph “could not refrain himself.” All
strangers were hastily removed, and Joseph, with all tenderness of
affection and delicacy of feeling, made himself known to them as
the brother whom they had sold into Egypt, but whom in reality God
had sent before for the purpose not only of saving their lives, but of
preserving their posterity, that so His counsel of mercy with the
world might be accomplished. Then let them not be grieved, for God
had overruled it all. Three times must he speak it, and prove his
forgiveness by the most loving marks, before they could credit his
words or derive comfort from them. But one object Joseph had now
in view: to bring his father and all his family to be near him, that he
might nourish them; for as yet only two out of the seven years of
famine had passed. And in this purpose he was singularly helped by
Divine Providence. Tidings of what had taken place reached
Pharaoh, and the generous conduct of his vizier pleased the king. Of
his own accord he also proposed what Joseph had intended;
accompanying his invitation with a royal promise of ample
provision, and sending “wagons” for the transport of the women and
children. On his part, Joseph added rich presents for his father.
When the eleven returned, frst alone, to their father, and told him
all, “the heart of Jacob fainted, for he believed them not.” Presently,
as he saw the Egyptian “wagons” arriving, a great reaction took
place. “The spirit of Jacob their father revived.” The past, with its
sorrows and its sin, seemed blotted out from his memory. Once more
it was not, as before, Jacob who spoke, but “Israel” (the prince with
God and man) who said, “It is enough, Joseph my son is yet alive: I
will go and see him before I die.”

22. GENESIS 46-48
Departure of Jacob and his family into Egypt — Jacob’s Interview
with Pharaoh — His last Illness and command to be buried in
Canaan — Adoption of Ephraim and Manasseh among the Sons of
Israel
A DIFFICULT path lay before the patriarch Jacob. As yet he had had
no direct intimation from God that he should remove with his family
to Egypt. But, on the other hand, God’s dealings with Joseph, the
invitation of Pharaoh, and the famine in Canaan served to point it
out as the period of which God had spoken to Abram (Genesis
15:13), when his seed should leave Canaan, and become strangers
and enslaved in a land that was not theirs. He knew that two things
must take place before the return of Israel to, and their fnal
possession of the promised land. “The iniquity of the Amorites”
must be “full,” and the family of Israel must have grown into a
nation. The former was still future, and as for the latter it is easy to
see that any further stay in Canaan would have been hindering and
not helpful to it. For at the time Canaan was divided among
numerous independent tribes, with one or more of whom the sons of
Jacob, as they increased in numbers, must either have coalesced or
entered into warfare. Still more dangerous to their religion would
have been their continuance among and intercourse with the
Canaanites. It was quite otherwise in Egypt. Thither they went
professedly as sojourners, and for a temporary purpose. The
circumstance that they were shepherds, and as such “an abomination
to the Egyptians,” kept them separate, alike politically, religiously,
and socially, from the rest of the people, and, indeed, caused them to
be placed in a district by themselves. Yet “the land of Goshen” was
the best for the increase of their substance in focks and herds. These
may be designated as the outward reasons for their removal into
Egypt at that time; the higher and spiritual bearings of the event
have already been stated.
The assurance which Jacob needed for his comfort was granted
him, as he reached Beersheba, the southern boundary of the
promised land. There the patriarch offered “sacrifces unto the God
of his father Isaac,” and there the faithful Lord spake to him “in the
visions of the night.” His words gave Jacob this fourfold assurance,
that God was the covenant-God, and that Jacob need not fear to go
down into Egypt; that God would there make of him a great nation,
in other words, that the transformation from the family to the nation
should take place in Egypt; that God would go down with him; and,

lastly, that He would surely bring him up again. And each of these
four assurances was introduced by an emphatic I, to indicate the
personal and direct source of all these blessings. Thus strengthened,
Israel pursued his journey in confdence of spirit.
As so often in Scripture, a very important lesson is conveyed to
us in this connection, though in a manner to escape superfcial
observation. It has been repeatedly remarked, that the Bible does not
furnish the history of individuals as such, but gives that of the
kingdom of God. This appears most clearly in the list, which is
introduced at this stage, of “the names of the children of Israel
which came into Egypt.” Manifestly, it is not to be taken as literally
the catalogue of those who companied with Jacob on his journey to
Egypt. For one thing, some of them, such as Joseph himself, and his
sons Ephraim and Manasseh, and their children, if at the time they
had any, were already in Egypt. Then, some of the grandsons and
great-grandsons of Jacob, mentioned in this catalogue, must have
been born after the sons of Jacob came into Egypt; while, on the
other hand, there must have been others who are not mentioned,
since it is impossible to imagine that all the families of those whose
further descendants are not named became extinct. But if the
principle is kept in view, that only what concerns the kingdom of
God is recorded, then all becomes plain. We now regard this not as
a biographical list, but as a genealogical table, drawn up with a
special object in view. That object is, to enumerate frst the ancestors
of the tribes of Israel, and then such of their descendants as founded
the separate and distinct “families” in each tribe. Accordingly this
genealogical table contains, besides the names of such descendants
of Jacob as literally went with him into Egypt, also those of such as
became “heads of houses.” This appears quite clearly from a
comparison with Numbers 26, where the “families” of Israel are
specially enumerated. Among their founders not one single name
appears that had not been previously given in the earlier table.
Certain names, however, have dropped out in the second table, viz.,
that of a son of Simeon, and of one of Asher, and those of three sons
of Benjamin — no doubt, either because they became extinct, or else
because they were removed from their places through some
judgment. Nor does it seem strange to fnd the names of the future
heads of families beforehand enumerated in this catalogue. Do we
not similarly read, that in Abraham yet unborn generations of Levi
had given tithes to Melchizedek? Indeed, Scripture constantly
expresses itself on this wise. Thus we read that God said to
Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob: “I will give thee the land,” when,
as yet, they were but strangers and pilgrims in it; and, many
centuries before the event took place: “In thee shall all nations of the
earth be blessed;” while to Jacob himself God spake: “I will bring

thee up again,” from Egypt. For with God nothing is, in the real
sense, future. “He seeth the end from the beginning.” But when the
sacred text sums up the genealogical table with the statement that
“all the souls” were “threescore and ten,” we think of the
signifcance of the number, seven times ten, seven being the sacred
covenant number, and ten that of perfectness. fv1
On his journey Jacob sent Judah in advance, to inform Joseph of
his arrival. He hastened to receive his father in the border-land of
Goshen. Their meeting, after so long a parting, was most
affectionate and touching. The Hebrew expression, rendered in our
Authorized Version: “Joseph... presented himself unto him,” implies
extraordinary splendor of appearance. But when in the presence of
his Hebrew father, the great Egyptian lord was once more only the
lad Joseph. He “fell on his neck, and wept on his neck a good
while.” It now became the duty of Joseph to inform Pharaoh of the
actual arrival of his family in Egypt, so as to obtain at the same time
a fresh welcome, and a temporary concession of the land of Goshen
for their settlement. For this purpose Joseph went frst alone to the
king, and next introduced fve of his brothers. Both he and they laid
stress on the fact that by occupation the family were shepherds. This
would secure their stay in Goshen, as the district was most suitable
for pasturage, and at the same time most remote and most isolated
from the great bulk of the people. For the Egyptian monuments
show that shepherds were considered as the lowest class or caste,
probably because their nomadic habits were so opposed to the
settled civilization of the country. Another point which the sons of
Jacob were specially to bring out before Pharaoh was this, that they
had come only “to sojourn,” not to settle in the land, so that, as they
had arrived at the frst upon the express invitation of the king, they
might be at liberty freely to depart when the time for it came. It is of
importance to notice this in connection with the wrong afterwards
done in the forcible detention of their descendants. It happened as
Joseph had expected. Pharaoh assigned to them a dwelling-place “in
the best of the land,” that is, in the portion most suitable, in fact, in
almost the only district suitable for pasturage — in the borderland
between Canaan and Egypt, the land of Goshen, or of Rameses, as it
is sometimes called from the city of that name. A careful and able
scholar fv2 has thus expressed himself on the subject: “The land of
Goshen lay between the eastern part of the ancient Delta, and the
western border of Palestine; it was scarcely a part of Egypt Proper,
was inhabited by other foreigners besides the Israelites, and was in
its geographical names rather Semitic than Egyptian; it was a
pasture-land, especially suited to a shepherd people, and suffcient
for the Israelites, who there prospered, and were separate from the
main body of the Egyptians.” fv3

Before settling him in Goshen, Joseph presented his father to
Pharaoh, who received him with the courtesy of an Eastern
monarch, and the respect which the sight of age, far exceeding the
ordinary term of life in Egypt, would ensure. In acknowledgment of
Pharaoh’s kindness, “Jacob blessed” him; and in answer to the
question about his age, compared “the days of the years” of his own
“pilgrimage” with those of his fathers. Abraham had lived one
hundred and seventy-fve, Isaac one hundred and eighty years; while
Jacob was at the age of only one hundred and thirty, apprehending
the approach of death. Compared to theirs, his days had not only
been “few” but “evil,” full of trial, sorrow, and care, ever since his
fight from his father’s house. Yet, however differing in outward
events, the essential character of their lives was the same. His and
theirs were equally a “pilgrimage.” For,
“these all died in faith, not having received the promises, but having
seen them afar off, and were persuaded of them, and embraced them,
and confessed that they were strangers and pilgrims on the earth. For
they that say such things declare plainly that they seek a country,…
a better country, that is, a heavenly: wherefore God is not ashamed
to be called their God: for He hath prepared for them a
city.”(Hebrews 11:13, 14, 16)
And in such wise also must each of our lives, whatever its
outward history, be to us only a “pilgrimage.”
But seventeen more years were granted to Israel in his quiet
retirement of Goshen. Feeling that now the time of his departure had
really come, he sent for Joseph. It was not to express weak regrets,
nor even primarily to take such loving farewell as, under such
circumstances, might be proper and ftting. Israel, as he is here again
characteristically named, fv4 was preparing for another great act of
faith. On his dying bed, he still held fast by the promises of God
concerning the possession of Canaan, and all that was connected
with it; and he exacted an oath from his son to bury him with his
fathers, in the cave of Machpelah. Having obtained this solemn
promise, it is said, fv5 “he bowed himself in worship over the head of
the bed.”
One thing still remained to be done. As yet the sons of Joseph
had not been formally adopted into the family of Israel. But the two
oldest of them, Manasseh and Ephraim, were to become heads of
separate tribes; for Joseph was to have this right of the frstborn —
two portions in Israel. Therefore, when, shortly after his interview
with his father, Joseph was informed that the last fatal sickness had
come upon him, he hastened to bring his two sons that they might be
installed as co-heirs with the other sons of Jacob. In this Joseph

signally showed his faith. Instead of seeking for his sons the honors
which the court of Egypt offered them, he distinctly renounced all,
to share the lot of the despised shepherd race. For the frst time we
here fnd the blessing accompanied with the laying on of hands. fv6
But Jacob’s eyes were dim, and when Joseph had brought his two
sons close to his father, placing Manasseh, as the eldest, to his
father’s right hand, and Ephraim, as the younger, to his left, he
ascribed it to failure of sight when Israel crossed his hands, laying
the right on Ephraim and the left on Manasseh. But Jacob had been
“guiding his hands wittingly.” In fact, he had done it prophetically.
The event proved the truth of this prophecy. At the time of Moses,
indeed, Manasseh still counted twenty thousand men more than
Ephraim.(Numbers 26:34, 37) But this comparative relationship was
reversed in the days of the Judges; and ever afterwards Ephraim
continued, next to Judah, the most powerful tribe in Israel. What,
however, chiefy impresses us is, to see how intensely all the
feelings, remembrances, and views of the dying man are intertwined
with his religion. No longer does he cherish any hard thoughts about
his “evil” days in the past. His memory of former days is now only
of the gentleness and the goodness of God, Who had led him all
through his pilgrimage. His feelings come out most fully in the
words of blessing which he spake: “The God, fv7 before Whose face
walked my fathers, Abraham and Isaac; the God Who pastured fv8 me
from my existence on unto this day; THE ANGEL Who redeemed
me from all evil, bless the lads; and let my name, and the name of
my fathers, Abraham and Isaac, be named upon them, and let them
increase to a multitude in the midst of the land.” In this threefold
reference to God as the covenant-God, the Shepherd and the AngelRedeemer, we have a distinct anticipation of the truth concerning the
blessed Trinity.
The blessing having been spoken, “Jacob gave to his son
Joseph,” as a special gift, “that parcel of ground” by Sychar (John
4:5), the ancient Shechem, which he had originally bought of “the
children of Heth;” (Genesis 33:19) but which, as he prophesied, he
— that is, his descendants — would have to take again fv9 with sword
and bow out of the hand of the Amorite. In this possession of
Joseph, many centuries later, rested the Redeemer-Shepherd, when,
even in His weariness, He called and pastured His fock. (John 4)
But as for Jacob, the last assurance which he gave to his son was
emphatically to repeat this confession of his faith: “Behold, I die:
but God shall be with you, and bring you again unto the land of your
fathers.” For men pass away, but the word and purpose of the Lord
abide for ever!

23. GENESIS 49:1
The Last Blessing of Jacob — Death of Jacob — Death of
Joseph
THE last scene had now come, and Jacob gathered around his dying
couch his twelve sons. The words which he spake to them were of
mingled blessing and prediction. Before him, in prophetic vision,
unrolled, as it were, pictures of the tribes of which his sons were to
be the ancestors; and what he saw he sketched in grand outlines. It is
utterly impossible to regard these prophetic pictures as exact
representations of any one defnite period or even event in the
history of Israel. They are sketches of the tribes in their grand
characteristics, rather than predictions, either of special events, or of
the history of Israel as a whole. And to them applies especially the
description which one has given of prophetic visions generally, that
“they are pictures drawn without perspective,” — that is, such that
you cannot discern the distance from you of the various objects.
Two other general remarks may be helpful to the reader. It will
be observed that, generally, in the “blessing” spoken, the name of
the ancestor seems to unfold the future character and history of the
tribe. Secondly, as against all cavilers, it may be said deliberately,
that these words of blessing must have been spoken by Jacob
himself. When we attempt to imagine them as spoken at any other
period in the history of Israel, we fnd ourselves surrounded by
insuperable diffculties. For these words can only apply to the tribes
as Jacob viewed them. They could not have been written at any
other period, since in that case every later writer would have said
something quite inapplicable to one or other of the tribes, so that he
could not have used this precise language concerning them all. With
these brief prefatory remarks we address ourselves to the words of
“blessing:” fw1
Reuben, my frstborn thou,
My might and the frstling of my strength,
Pre-eminence of dignity and pre-eminence of power —
Such should have been the position of Reuben, as the frstborn, had
it not been for the “upboiling” of his passions and his consequent
sin. Hence Jacob continues:
Upboiling like water,
Thou shalt not have the pre-eminence,

Because thou wentest up thy father’s bed,
Then defledst thou it — He went up my couch!
The sons next in age to Reuben were Simeon and Levi. Their
wanton cruelty at Shechem, from which Jacob recoiled with horror
even on his death-bed, had made them “brethren,” or companions in
evil. As they had united for evil, so God would scatter them in
Israel, so that they should not form independent and compact tribes.
In point of fact, we know that even at the second numbering of
Israel (Numbers 26:14), Simeon had sunk to be the smallest tribe. In
the last blessing of Moses (Deuteronomy 33), no mention at all is
made of Simeon. Nor does this tribe seem to have obtained any
well-defned portion in the land, but only to have held certain cities
within the possession of Judah. (Joshua 19:19) Lastly, we know that
such of the families of Simeon as largely increased and became
powerful, afterwards left the Holy Land, and settled outside its
boundaries. (1 Chronicles 4:38-43) The tribe of Levi also received
not any possession in Israel; only that their scattering was changed
from a curse into a blessing by their election to the priesthood. This
scattering of two tribes was the signifcant answer which God in His
righteous providence made to their ancestors’ attempt at vindicating
the honor of their race by carnal means and weapons.
Simeon and Levi are brethren;
Instruments of violence are their swords;
Into their council come not thou, oh my soul,
Unto their assembly be not thou united, mine honor;
For in their anger they slew men,
And in their self-will they hamstrung oxen.
Cursed be their anger, for it was ferce,
And their wrath, for it was cruel.
I will divide them in Jacob,
And scatter them in Israel.
The three older brothers being thus dispossessed, and Joseph
receiving the twofold territorial portion, the other privileges of the
birthright are solemnly transferred to Judah. He is to be the leader,
“the lion.” As the lion is king of the forest, so was Judah to have
royal sway, through David onwards to the Son of David, the Shiloh,
unto Whom, as “the Lion of the tribe of Judah,” all nations should
render homage and obedience. Similarly, fullness of earthly riches
was to distinguish the lot of Judah, these earthly blessings being

themselves emblems of the spiritual riches dispensed in the portion
of Judah. The whole description here is full of Messianic allusions,
which were afterwards taken up in the prophecy of Balaam
(Numbers 23:24; 24:9, 17); then applied to David (Psalm 89:20-37);
and from him carried forward in prophecy, through Psalm 72, Isaiah
9, 11, to Ezekiel 21:27, and Zechariah 9:9, till they were fnally
realized in Jesus Christ, “sprung out of Juda,” (Hebrews 7:14) “our
peace, who hath made both one,” (Ephesians 2:14) and who “must
reign till He hath put all enemies under His feet,” (1 Corinthians
15:25) “the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root of David,” Who
“hath prevailed.” (Revelation 5:5)
In the blessing upon Judah we note, for the frst time, how the
prophetic signifcance of the name unfolds and appears:
Judah thou! Thy brethren shall praise thee!
Thy hand in the neck of thine enemies,
Thy father’s sons shall bow down before thee.
A lion’s whelp fw2 is Judah;
From the prey, my son, thou art gone up:
He stoopeth down, he coucheth like a lion fw2 ,
And like a lioness fw2 — who shall rouse him?
The scepter shall not depart from Judah,
Nor the ruler’s staff from between his feet,
Until Shiloh fw3 come,
And to Him willing obedience of the nations!
He bindeth unto the vine his foal,
And unto the choice vine his ass’s colt;
He washeth his garments in wine,
And in the blood of grapes his raiment;
Sparkling his eyes from wine,
And white his teeth from milk.
As local illustrations of this richness of the portion of Judah, the
reader will remember that the best wine in Palestine grew near
Hebron and Engedi (Numbers 13:23, etc.; Song of Solomon 1:14),
and that some of the best pasture-land was south of Hebron, about
Tekoa and Carmel. (1 Samuel 25:2; 2 Chronicles 26:10; Amos 1:1)

The next blessing also connects itself with the name of Zebulun,
or “dwelling,” although it requires to be borne in mind, in further
illustration of the fact that it was not intended as a literal prediction,
that the possessions of the tribe of Zebulun, so far as we can judge
from Joshua 19:10-16, never actually touched the Mediterranean nor
the Sea of Galilee, nor yet literally bordered on Zidon:
Zebulun — by the coast of seas shall he dwell,
And that, by the coast of ships, And his side towards Zidon.
The name of Issachar, “reward,” or “hire,” is also emblematical
of the character of the tribe, as, in its rich portion of Lower Galilee,
it preferred labor with quietude, to power and domination:
Issachar is a bony ass,
Crouching between the folds.
He saw rest, that it was a boon,
And the land, that it was pleasant, A
nd he bent his shoulder to bear,
And became a tributary servant.
The allusion in the case of Dan, or “judgment,” is again to the
name. Although Dan was only the son of a bondmaid, he should not
be behind his brethren, but “give judgment” to his people, that is, to
Israel — the reference being possibly to such men as Samson,
though also generally to the character of the tribe. There is another
mysterious and most important allusion here, to which we shall
immediately advert:
Dan shall give judgment to his people,
As one of the tribes of Israel.
Dan shall be a serpent by the way,
An adder in the path,
Which biteth the heels of the horse
So that backwards falleth his rider.
We shall not presume to offer an authoritative explanation of this
comparison of Dan to a serpent, and to that kind of adder which,
being of the color of the sand, remains unobserved till it has given
its deadly bite. We only put it as a suggestion, whether this may not
contain an allusion to apostasy or to the Antichrist fw4 , at the same

time noting that the name of Dan is omitted from the list of the
tribes in Revelation 7:5-8.
It is also signifcant that, immediately after the mention of these
contests in connection with Dan, Jacob bursts forth in a prayer,
intended, as says Calvin, not only to express his own personal faith
and hope, but his confdence for his descendants. Quite the oldest
Jewish commentary, or rather paraphrase, fw5 puts it this way: “My
soul waiteth not for the deliverance of Gideon, the son of Joash, for
it was only temporal; nor for that of Samson, for it was but transient;
but for the redemption by the Messiah, the Son of David, which in
Thy word Thou hast promised to send to Thy people, the children of
Israel; for this, Thy salvation, my soul waiteth.”
For Thy salvation wait I, oh Jehovah!
In reference to Gad, we have a threefold allusion to a kindred
word, signifying oppression. To the prediction itself we cannot
attach any defnite historical fulfllment:
Gad — a press presseth upon him,
But he presseth on their heel.
In the case of Asher, the reference is evidently to the most fertile
possession of that tribe, extending from Mount Carmel to the land of
Tyre, the district richest in corn and oil (1 Kings 5:11):
Out of Asher fatness: his bread —
And he yieldeth royal dainties.
The allusion as to Naphtali is to the graceful agility and feetness
of the people, and also to their mental ability and quickness:
Naphtali is a hind let loose —
He uttereth words of beauty.
At last Jacob comes to the name of his loved son Joseph. Then it
seems as if his whole heart were indeed overfowing. First, he
sketches his fruitfulness, like that of a fruit-free “planted by rivers of
water,” (Psalm 1:3) whose boughs run over the wall (Comp. Psalm
80:8-11); then he describes his strength, as derived from God
Himself; and, lastly, he pours forth richest blessings, richer far than
any his ancestors had bestowed:
Son of a fruit-tree (afruitful bough) is Joseph, Son of a fruit-tree by a
well, Whose daughters (branches) spread over the wall. The archers
harass him, They shoot at him, and hate him; But his bow abideth in
frmness, And the arms of his hands remain supple From the Hands
of the Strong One of Jacob, From thence, from the Shepherd, from

the Rock of Israel, From the God of thy father — may He help thee!
And from the Almighty — may He bless thee! Blessings of heaven
from above! Blessings of the deep that lieth beneath! Blessings of
the breasts and of the womb! The blessings of thy father exceed The
blessings of my ancestors Unto the bound of the everlasting hills —
fw6
May they come on the head of Joseph, And on the crown of the
head of him who is separated fw7 among his brethren!
The allusions to Benjamin will be understood by a reference to
Ehud (Judges 3:15), to Judges 5:14; 20:16; 1 Chronicles 8:40; 12:2;
2 Chronicles 14:8; 17:17, and to the history of Saul and of Jonathan:
Benjamin — a wolf who ravins:
In the morning he devoureth prey,
And at even he divideth spoil!
And now, having spoken these his last blessings, Jacob once
more charged his sons to bury him in the cave of Machpelah. Then
he gathered up his feet into the bed, laid him peacefully down, and
without sigh or struggle yielded up the ghost, and was “gathered
unto his people.”
Such was the end of Jacob — the most pilgrim-like of the
pilgrim fathers. His last wishes were obeyed to the letter. The frst
natural outburst of grief on the part of Joseph past, he “commanded
his servants, the physicians, to embalm his father” — either to do
the work themselves or to superintend it. Forty days the process
lasted, fw8 and seventy days, as was their wont, the Egyptians
mourned. At the end of that period Joseph, as in duty bound, applied
to Pharaoh, though not personally, since he could not appear before
the king in the garb of mourning, craving permission for himself and
his retinue to go up and bury his father in the land of Canaan. The
funeral procession included, besides Joseph and “all his house,” “his
brethren, and his father’s house,” also “all the servants of Pharaoh,
the elders of his house, and all the elders of the land of Egypt,” —
that is, the principal state and court offcials, under a guard of both
“chariots and horsemen.” So infuential and “very great a company”
would naturally avoid, for fear of any collisions, the territory of the
Philistines, through which the direct road from Egypt lay. They took
the circuitous route through the desert and around the Dead Sea —
signifcantly, the same which Israel afterwards followed on their
return from Egypt — and halted on the Eastern bank of Jordan, at
Goren-ha-Atad, “the buckthorn threshing-foor,” or perhaps “the
threshing-foor of Atad.” The account of the funeral, as that of the
embalming, and indeed every other allusion, is strictly in accordance
with what we learn from Egyptian monuments and history. The

custom of funeral processions existed in every province of Egypt,
and representations of such are seen in the oldest tombs. As a
German scholar remarks: “When we look at the representations
upon the monuments, we can almost imagine that we actually see
the funeral train of Jacob.” At Goren-ha-Atad other mourning rites
were performed during seven days. The attention of the inhabitants
of the district was naturally attracted to this “grievous mourning of
the Egyptians,” and the locality henceforth bore the name of Abel
Mizraim, literally “meadow of the Egyptians,” but, by slightly
altering the pronunciation: “mourning of the Egyptians.” Here the
Egyptians remained behind, and none but the sons and the
household of Jacob stood around his grave at Machpelah.
On their return to Egypt an unworthy suspicion seems to have
crossed the minds of Joseph’s brethren. What if, now that their
father was dead, Joseph were to avenge the wrong he had sustained
at their hands? But they little knew his heart, or appreciated his
motives. The bare idea of their cherishing such thoughts moved
Joseph to tears. Even if bitter feelings had been in his heart, was he
“in the place of God” to interfere with His guidance of things? Had
it not clearly appeared that, whatever evil they might have thought to
do him, “God meant it unto good?” With such declarations, and the
assurance that he would lovingly care for them and their little ones,
he appeased their fears.
Other ffty-four years did Joseph live in Egypt. He had the joy of
seeing his father’s blessing commence to be fulflled. Ephraim’s
children of the third generation, and Manasseh’s grandchildren
“were brought up upon his knees.” At the good old age of one
hundred and ten years, as he felt death approaching, he gathered “his
brethren” about him. Joseph was full of honors in Egypt; he had
founded a family, than which none was more highly placed. Yet his
last act was to disown Egypt, and to choose the lot of Israel —
poverty, contempt, and pilgrimage: to renounce the present, in order
to cleave unto the future. It was a noble act of faith, true like that of
his fathers! His last words were these: “I die: and God will surely
visit you, and bring you out of this land unto the land which He
swore to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob.” And his last deed was to
take a solemn oath of the children of Israel, to carry up his bones
with them into the land of promise. In obedience to his wishes they
embalmed his body, and laid it in one of those Egyptian coffns,
generally made of sycamore wood, which resembled the shape of
the human body. And there, through ages of suffering and bondage,
stood the fgure-like coffn of Joseph, ready to be lifted and carried
thence when the sure hour of deliverance had come. Thus Joseph,
being dead, yet spake to Israel, telling them that they were only

temporary sojourners in Egypt, that their eyes must be turned away
from Egypt unto the land of promise, and that in patience of faith
they must wait for that hour when God would certainly and
graciously fulfll His own promise.
When at the close of this frst period of the Covenant-history we
look around, we feel as if now indeed “the horror of great darkness”
were fast falling upon Israel, which Abraham had experienced as he
was shown the future of his descendants. (Genesis 15:12) Already
personal intercourse between heaven and earth had ceased. From the
time that Jacob had paid his vow in Bethel (Genesis 35:15), no
personal manifestation of God, such as had often gladdened his
fathers and him, was any more vouchsafed, except on his entrance
into Egypt (Genesis 46:2-4), and then for a special purpose. Nor do
we read of any such during the whole eventful and trying life of
Joseph. And now long centuries of utter silence were to follow.
During all that weary period, with the misery of their bondage and
the temptation of idolatry around constantly increasing, there was
neither voice from heaven nor visible manifestation to warn or to
cheer the children of Israel in Egypt. One mode of guidance was for
a time withdrawn. Israel had now only the past to sustain and direct
them. But that past, in its history and with its promises, was
suffcient. Besides, the torch of prophecy, which the hands of dying
Jacob had held, cast its light into the otherwise dark future. Nay, the
fact that Joseph’s life, which formed the great turning-point in Israel
history, had been allowed to pass without visible Divine
manifestations to him and to them was in itself signifcant. For even
as his unburied body seemed to preach and to prophesy, so his whole
life would appear like a yet unopened or only partially opened book,
— a grand unread prophecy, which the future would unfold. And not
merely the immediate future, as it concerned Israel; but the more
distant future as it concerns the whole Church of God. For, although
not the person of Josephftw9 , yet the leading events of his life are
typical of the great facts connected with the life and the work of
Him who was betrayed and sold by His brethren, but whom “God
exalted with His right hand to be a Prince and a Savior.”

ENDNOTES
INTRODUCTION
fta1
“Only in the New Covenant does the Old unfold, And hidden lies
the New Testament in the Old.”
fta2

Matthew 11:13, 22:40; Acts 13:15, etc. The ordinary Jewish
division is into the Law (fve books of Moses); the Prophets (earlier:
Joshua, Judges, 1 and 2 Samuel, 1 and 2 Kings; and later: Isaiah,
Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the Twelve Minor Prophets); and “The
Writings,” or sacred writings, hagiographa, — which comprise The
Psalms, Proverbs, and Job; — the “fve rolls,” read at special
festivals in the Synagogue: the Song of Songs, Ruth, Lamentations,
Ecclesiastes, and Esther; — Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah, and 1 and 2
Chronicles (called in Hebrews “Words, or Acts, of the Days,”
journals, or diaries). Comp. Luke 24:44.
CHAPTER 1
ftb1
It is noteworthy that in Genesis 1 we always read, “And the
evening and the morning were the frst day,” or second, or third day,
etc. Hence the Jews calculate the day from evening to evening, that
is, from the frst appearance of the stars in the evening to the frst
appearance of stars next evening, and not, as we do, from midnight
to midnight.
ftb2
Many different views have been broached as to the exact locality
of Eden, which it would scarcely be suitable to discuss in this place.
The two opinions deserving most attention are those which place it
either near the northern highlands of Armenia, or else far south in
the neighborhood of the Persian Gulf. We know that two of the
streams mentioned as issuing from Paradise were the Tigris and the
Euphrates, and we can readily conceive that the changes
subsequently produced by the food may have rendered the other
descriptions of the district inapplicable to its present aspect.
CHAPTER 2
ftc1
It may be well here to note that whenever the word Lord is printed
in our English Bibles in capitals, its Hebrew equivalent is Jehovah
— a term which marks the idea of the covenant God.
CHAPTER 3

ftd1

A modem commentator holds that the words of Genesis 4:17,
only imply that Cain “was building,” not that he had fnished the
building of his city.
ftd2
A modern critic has rendered Lamech’s Sword-song thus: “Adah
and Zillah, hear my voice: ye wives of Lamech, hearken unto my
speech; Yea, I slay men for my wound, and young men for my hurt.
For if Cain is avenged sevenfold, Lamech seventy and sevenfold” —
referring to the invention of Tubal-Cain, and meaning that if God
avenged Cain, he would with his sword avenge himself seventy and
sevenfold for every wound and every hurt.
ftd3
Perhaps “Tubal, the smith.”
ftd4
The word is used for “man,” from his frailty, in such passages as
Psalm 8:4; 90:3; 103:15, etc.
CHAPTER 4
fte1
With the exception of Seth, who, of course, was not the eldest son
of Adam.
fte2
Such are the numbers according to the Hebrew text. There are
differences between this and the Greek translation of the so-called
LXX (the Septuagint), and also the Samaritan text. For further
particulars we refer to ch. 10, where also the difference between the
chronologies of Ussher and Hales is explained.
fte3

Jude 14, 15. This quite accords with what was generally known
about Enoch. One of the Old Testament apocryphal works, written
before the time of Christ (Ecclesiasticus 44:16), has it that “Enoch
was translated, being an example of repentance to all generations;”
while another book (B. of En. i. 9) expressly states, that he
prophesied the coming of the Lord for judgment upon the ungodly.
CHAPTER 5
ftf1
Other theories concerning the “sons of God” have been broached,
but cannot be maintained on careful and accurate investigation. Any
reader curious on the subject may see it discussed in my edition of
Kurtz’s History of the Old Covenant, vol. 1., p. 96, etc.
ftf2
The most exaggerated estimates of the number of the human race
at that time have been made, showing the fallacy of such
calculations.
ftf3
The word Nephilim occurs once again in Numbers 13:33, in the
report of the men of gigantic stature, whom the spies saw in Canaan.
But though the Nephilim in those days may have been men of
gigantic proportions, it does not follow that Nephilim means

“giants.” Lastly, there is nothing in the text which shows that they
were exclusively the offspring of the sons of God.
ftf4
Some have calculated the cubit at twenty-one inches, which
would give a length of fve hundred and twenty-fve feet, a width of
eighty-seven and half, and a height of ffty-two and a half. St.
Augustine calculates that the proportions of the ark were the same as
those of a perfect human fgure, “the length of which from the sole
to the crown is six times the width across the chest, and ten times the
depth of the recumbent fgure, measured in a right line from the
ground.” Smith’s Dictionary of the Bible, vol. 2. p. 566, note.
CHAPTER 6
ftg1

Genesis 8:3, 4, compared with 7:11, seems to imply that the forty
days of rain must be included in these one hundred and ffty days,
and not added to them.
ftg2
Mr. Perowne, in Smith’s Dictionary of the Bible, art. “Noah.”
ftg3
Mr. Perowne quotes from Lyell’s Principles of Geology, as an
illustrative instance of the effects of an inundation, of course, on
quite a different scale, “what occurred in the Runn of Cutch, on the
eastern area of the Indus, in 1819, when the sea fowed in, and in a
few hours
converted a tract of land, two thousand square miles in area, into an
inland sea or lagoon.”
ftg4
Dr. Blaikie, Bible History, p. 29.
ftg5
See Assyrian Discoveries, by George Smith. London, 1875.
ftg6
Assyrian Discoveries, p. 218.
CHAPTER 7
fth1
Two terms are chiefy used in the Hebrew for God: the one,
Elohim, which refers to His power as Ruler and Lord; the other,
Jehovah, to His character as the covenant-God.
fth2
As a German writer expresses it: “What are we all but
descendants of Japheth, who dwell in the tents of Shem; and what is
the language of the New Testament, but that of Javan spoken in the
dwellings of Shem?”
CHAPTER 8
fti1
See Mr. Bevan’s article in Smith’s Dictionary of the Bible, vol. 2,
pp. 544, etc.
fti2
Mr. Smith, however, regards these accounts as exaggerated.

fti3

Professor Rawlingson in Smith’s Dictionary of the Bible, vol. 1.
CHAPTER 9
ftj1
Canon Cook, in Smith’s Dictionary of the Bible, vol. 1, p. 1097.
CHAPTER 10
ftk1
The modern Jews count the year of the Creation from 3761 B.C.,
so that, in order to calculate the Jewish era, we have to add to our
Christian era the number 3761.
CHAPTER 11
ftl1
See the article Ur, in Smith’s Bible Dictionary. The view
previously adopted, which fnds Ur in quite a different district, is
evidently erroneous.
ftl2
Van de Velde.
ftl3
There is in the British Museum an ancient Egyptian “papyrus,”
which, although of somewhat later date than that of Abram, proves
that his fears, on entering Egypt, were at least not groundless. It
relates how a Pharaoh, on the advice of his counselors, sent armies
to take away a man’s wife by force, and then to murder her husband.
ftl4
Another curious coincidence is, that the name of this “chief” is
abshah, “father of land” which reminds us of Abraham, the “father
of a multitude.” The whole bearing of the Egyptian monuments on
the narratives of the Bible will be fully discussed in the next volume.
CHAPTER 12
ftm1

Genesis 10:10. There is frequent reference to the kingdom of
Elam on the Assyrian monuments, confrmatory of Scripture, and
Mr. Smith inserts the names of Chedorlaomer and his three
confederates in his “list of Babylonian monarchs” (see Assyrian
Discoveries, pp. 441, 442).
CHAPTER 13
ftn1
The expression “I will make My covenant” (Genesis 17:2) is
quite different from that rendered by the same words in Genesis
15:18. In the latter case it is “to make” — literally, to “cut a
covenant;” while the terms in Genesis 17:2 are, “I will give My
covenant,” i.e., establish, fulfll it.
ftn2
Others have derived the name Sarah from a root, meaning “to be
fruitful.”
CHAPTER 14

fto1

A very considerable price for those times. fto2 See “Those Holy
Fields; Palestine illustrated by Pen and Pencil, p. 39.
CHAPTER 16
ftp1
The age of Isaac is thus ascertained: When Joseph stood before
Pharaoh (Genesis 41:46), he was thirty years old, and hence thirtynine when
Jacob came into Egypt. But at that time Jacob was one hundred and
thirty years of age (Genesis 47:9). Hence, Jacob must have been
ninety-one years old when Joseph was born; and as this happened in
the fourteenth year of Jacob’s stay with Laban, Jacob’s fight from
his home must have taken place in the seventy-seventh year of his
own, and the one hundred and thirty-seventh of his father Isaac’s
life.
ftp2
There is no mention here that Esau dreaded God’s displeasure, or
even thought of it. We may remember our earthly, and yet, alas,
forget our heavenly Father.
CHAPTER 17
ftq1
We infer from the sacred text that Jacob made his frst night’s
quarters at Bethel.
ftq2
Stanley, Sinai and Palestine, p. 217.
ftq3
The journey from Beersheba to Haran is quite four hundred miles.
ftq4
So both Luther and Calvin understood it.
ftq5
This is the correct translation; or else after another reading: “With
good luck!”
ftq6
In Jacob’s last blessing (Genesis 49) we fnd quite a different
succession of his sons; this time also with a view to the purposes of
the narrative, rather than to chronological order.
ftq7
It is a very remarkable circumstance that the Hebrew word for
divining is the same as that for serpent. In heathen rites also the
worship of the serpent was connected with magic; and in all this we
recognize how all false religion and sorcery is truly to be traced up
to the “old serpent,” which is Satan.
ftq8
Thus we understand Genesis 30:41, 42. The spring-produce is
supposed to be stronger than that of autumn.
CHAPTER 18
ftr1
See the description in Canon Tristram’s Land of Israel, pp. 470563.

ftr2

So the words are rendered by one of the ablest German critics.
ftr3
So the words should be translated.
ftr4
As Jacob was seventy-seven years old when he went into
Mesopotamia, he must have been one hundred and eight on his
return to Hebron; while Isaac was at the time only one hundred and
sixty-eight years old, since Jacob was born in the sixtieth year of his
father’s age, as appears from Genesis 25:26. It is, however, fair to
add that Dr. Herald Browne proposes another chronology of Jacob’s
life (after Kennicott and Horsley), which would make him twenty
years younger, or ffty-seven years of age, at the time of his fight to
Padan-Aram. (See Bible Commentary, vol. 1. pp. 177, 178.)
CHAPTER 19
fts1
Mr. R. S. Poole (in the article on Joseph, in Smith’s Dictionary of
the Bible) writes: “The richer classes among the ancient Egyptians
wore long dresses of white linen. The people of Palestine and Syria,
represented on the Egyptian monuments as enemies or tributaries,
wore similar dresses, partly colored, generally with a stripe round
the skirts and the borders of the sleeves.”
fts2
This is the literal translation.
fts3
Our quotation here is from the present writer’s book on Elisha the
Prophet, a Type of Christ (ch. 19 “an Unseen Host,” p. 225).
fts4
R. S. Poole, as above. We have here stated the ordinarily received
view. But Canon Cook has urged strong and, as it seems to us,
convincing reasons for supposing that the sale of Joseph took place
at the close of the twelfth dynasty, or under the original Pharaohs,
before the foreign domination of the Shepherd-kings had
commenced. The question will be fully discussed in the next vol.
Meantime, the curious reader must be referred to the essay on
Egyptian History at the close of vol. 1 of The Speaker’s
Commentary.
fts5
R. S. Poole, as above.
fts6
Quite a similar Egyptian story exists, entitled “The Two
Brothers,” which has lately been translated. It resembles so closely
the Biblical account that we are disposed to regard it as at least
founded upon the trial of Joseph. Differing in this from Mr. Poole,
we hold that the weight of evidence is in favor of the supposition.
fts7
This is the literal translation.
CHAPTER 20

ftt1

This would not have been true of other countries. Thus, in Italy
and Spain, women carry their loads on their heads.
ftt2
So the literal rendering.
ftt3
“Meadow” in our Authorized Version, Genesis 41:2
ftt4
We again translate the Hebrew text literally.
ftt5
This will be fully shown in a future volume, when the religious
and charitable contributions of Israel are explained.
ftt6
Mr. R. S. Poole, as above.
ftt7
The byssus was the Egyptian “white, shining” linen, or rather a
peculiar stuff of purely Egyptian growth.
ftt8
Literally, “a collar, that of gold,” not merely indefnitely, “a collar
of gold.”
ftt9
Cannon Cook rendered it, “Rejoice, then,” and supposes the
people or the attendants to have shouted this. The Speaker’s
Comment., vol. 1., p. 482.
ftt10
We must here differ from Mr. Poole, who regards Asenath as a
Hebrew, not an Egyptian name, meaning “storehouse,” and as
parallel to the Hebrew name of Bithiah (1 Chronicles 4:18), a
“daughter,” or “servant of Jehovah,” which an Egyptian woman
adopted on her marriage to Mered, or rather on her conversion unto
the Lord. But in the case of Asenath the text seems to imply that the
name was Egyptian.
ftt11
Mr. Poole, as above. This, as the ordinary chronological
supposition; but see the note on the subject in the previous chapter.
ftt12
In point of fact, we know that a monarch of the twelfth dynasty,
Amenemha III., frst established a complete system of canalization,
and made the immense artifcial lake of Moeris to receive and again
distribute the superfuous waters of the Nile.
ftt13
There is no evidence, that at that time Joseph knew that God
purposed to reunite him again to his family, far less that they were to
come to him into Egypt.
CHAPTER 21
ftu1
This is substantially the view taken by Luther, and presented in
his usual quaint and forcible language.
ftu2
Among the Spartans a double, among the Cretans a fourfold
portion was set before princes and rulers. In Egypt the proportion
seems to have been fve times.

CHAPTER 22
ftv1
The Greek version of the LXX gives the number at seventy-fve,
and from it, as best known among the Jews at the time, St. Stephen
quotes (Acts 7:14). This number results, of course, from a slightly
different arrangement of the table. That in the Hebrew text names of
Leah: Six sons, twenty-fve grandsons, and two great-grandsons,
besides Dinah; of Zilpah: Two sons, eleven grandsons, two greatgrandsons, and one daughter; of Rachel: Two sons, and twelve
grandsons; and of Bilhah: Two sons and fve grandsons. The two
“daughter” are inserted for special reasons.
ftv2
Mr. Grove, in Smith’ Dictionary of the Bible, vol. 1, p. 711.
ftv3
It is well known that one of the Egyptian monuments exhibits so
striking an illustration of this entrance of the children of Israel into
Egypt, that some have regarded it, though on insuffcient grounds, as
an actual representation of the event. The strangers are evidently of
Semitic race, and came with their wives and children.
ftv4
It is most instructive to notice in this history the frequent change
of the names of Jacob and Israel.
ftv5
We translate literally. The Greek translators, or LXX, from whom
the quotation is made in Hebrews 11:21, have, by the slightest
change in the Hebrew word, rendered it, “worshipped, leaning upon
the top of his staff.” The meaning is substantially the same.
ftv6
The laying on of hands formed also an essential part in offering
sacrifces. The offerer laid his hands on the victim, and confessed his
sins, — thus transferring them, and constituting the sacrifce his
substitute.
ftv7
The Hebrew puts it with the article — not merely God, but the
God.
ftv8
Or “shepherded,” like Psalms 23:1; 28:9. See also its fullness in
John 10:11.
ftv9
The tense in verse 22 is the prophetic past, in which the future is
seen as already achieved.
CHAPTER 23
ftw1
We always translate literally.
ftw2
A young lion for agility and grace; a full-grown lion for strength
and majesty; a lioness whose ferceness defends her offspring.
ftw3
This is not the place for critical discussion; but we state it as our
deliberate conviction, that the term Shiloh can only refer to a

personal designation of the Messiah, whatever the derivative
meaning of the word may be.
ftw4
Many of the Fathers have regarded this “serpent” as referring to
Antichrist.
ftw5
The Jerusalem Targum in its most correct recension.
ftw6
That is, as far as the mountains overtop the plains, so the
blessings which Joseph now receives exceed those which any of
Jacob’s ancestors had bestowed.
ftw7
That is, in dignity. The term in the Hebrew is Nasir.
ftw8
Everything here is truly Egyptian: the number of physicians in
Joseph’s service, since in Egypt every physician treated only one
special kind of disease; the mourning, which always lasted seventy
days; and the process of embalming, which took from forty to
seventy days. There were two modes of embalming, besides that for
the poor — the most elaborate costing about two hundred and ffty
pounds, and a simpler one about eighty-one pounds. The brain was
frst taken out through the nostrils; then an incision made in the left
side, and all the intestines extracted, except the kidneys and the
heart. The body was next flled with various spices — except
frankincense, — sewed up, and steeped in natrum, which is found in
the natrum lakes of Egypt, and consists of carbonate, sulphate, and
muriate of soda. We here purposely omit a great number of
particulars, such as the use of palmwine in washing the internal
parts, the occasional staining of the nails, the elaborate wrapping of
the body in byssus, and other varying details. It is remarkable how
well all parts of the body, and even the features, were preserved by
this process. The body was laid either in an oblong case, or more
frequently in one that had the shape of the mummy itself. Our
description applies chiefy to the costliest mode of embalming.
ftw9
It deserves notice that the person of Joseph is not mentioned in
the Old or the New Testament as a type of Christ. This, of course,
does not apply to the facts of his life in their bearing on the future,
as these were unquestionably typical.

